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REVIEWED BY:   Kelly Broughton, Director of Development Services
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INTRODUCTION

Niki Properties, LLC (Applicant) l as submitted applications for a Design Review Permit and a
Tentative Map for redevelopment of the 1.05-acre site located at the northeast comer of Third
Avenue and K Street (Site) with a mixed use, multi-family residential/commercial project lcnown
as Vista del Mar (Project). The Project Site is located within the C1 Third Avenue South District
of the Urban Core Specific Plan area (see Attachment 1, Locator Map). The proposed Tentative

Map y ould consolidate the Site (currently composed of two legal lots per the 1911 Map) into
one condominium lot, which would allow the units to be sold individually. The Project has been
reviewed and evaluated by City staff and it is being presented to the Planning Commission for
consideration and recommended for approval.  The rest of this report describes the subject Site
and Project, and provides an analysis of the Project's consistency with the General Plan and
Urban Core Specific Plan.

BACKGROUND

The Chula Vista 2005 General Plan designated the City's northwest area as the Urban Core,
which included the City's historic downtown and areas aiong H Street, Broadway and Third
Avenue as "focused areas of change" where more intensive development, revitalization and/or
redevelopment are proposed to occur. In order to effectively implement the vision and goals, the
General Plan required the preparation of a specific plan for the Urban Core area.

The Urban Core Specific Plan (UCSP) was subsequently prepared and adopted for the area in
2007.  The UCSP follows the direction and -vision provided in the City's General Plan and
establishes a more detailed vision, goals, objectives, policies, regulations and guidelines for
future development in this area. The UCSP area encompasses approximately 1,700 acres of the
traditional downtown area east of I-5, west of Del Mar Avenue; north of L ,Street, and south of C
Street. The UCSP area is divided into three distinct districts, including the Village District,
Urban Core District, and the Corridor District. Each of the sub-districts of the UCSP contain.s a
set of land use provision-s, development regulations, and design guidelines th&t are intended to
encourage and facilitate infill/pedestrian scale development, mixed uses, urban amenities, transit
use, creative design, and the general revitalization of the UCSP.  The Site for the proposed
Project is located within the C1 Sub-district known as the Third Avenne South District.

City staff has reviewed the Vista del Mar Project and associated conceptual design plans and the

Tentative Map in the co text of the 2005 General Plan goals and objectives (Attachment 2) and
the UCSP development standards/regulations and design guidelines of the C1 Third Avenue
South District (Attachment 3). The proposed Project complies with the development standards
of the UCSP related to building height and setbacks, parking, landscaping, and open space. In
some of these standards, such as parking, landscaping, and open space, the Project actually
exceeds the UCSP requirements. The Project is also consistent with UCSP design guidelines
related to site planning, building placement, orientation and architecture.  In terms of the
Project's Floor Area Ratio (FAR), the Project proposes three Urban Amenities and requests an
Exception to the limits in FAR in order to increase the building FAR beyond the UCSP base
FAR.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
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In response to the required Notice of Application mailed out to property owners/residents when
the Project application was received by City staff, several comments and questions from the
public were submitted to the City.  Given the interest and concerns expressed by the public, two
neighborhood meetings were held by the Applicant and City staff on the proposed Project. The
first meeting was held on October 15, 2015 at Chuta Vista High School and approximately 50
people attended the meeting.  Most of the attendees expressed concerns about the Project as
indicated in the list of counnents summarized and included below. Subsequent to the meeting
and based on comments received from the attendees, the Applicant revised the Project to address
questions, issues and concerns expressed. After the revised Project plans were submitted to the
City, a second meeting was held on December 16, 2015 at Hilltop Drive Elementary School, so
that the public could see and comment on the revisions made to the plans. Approximately 70
peopie attended this meeting.  Even though the Project plans had been revised to address some
of the issues previously expressed, some of -the meeting attendees who were opposed to the
Project again expressed concerns on some of the Project's elements, snch as building height and
balconies, and the issue of having a building like this next to single-family residences (see below
for comments summarizing opposition to the Project). The attendees in support of the Project
highlighted the community benefits that the Project could have at this location (see below for
comments smmmarizing support of the Project).

Subsequent to the two meetings, City staff received a three-ring binder with approximately 100
letters from members of the public expressing their concerns on the Project. The issues and
concerns expressed at the two Neighborhood meetings and in the letters delivered to the City are
generally in regard to the subjects described below.  City staff's response to these comments is
included in Attachment 4 of this report.

Opposition Suzrnmary

*  Project should comply with UCSP as recommended by the citizens.
Project is requesting too many deviations from the UCSP.

Project is too tall and bulky for the adjacent Single-Family Residential (SFR)
neighborhood.
Reduce building FAR.

*  Residents will lose privacy as.residents of the Project's upper floors will command a
direct view into the SFR's backyards and homes.
New residents wiii take over street parking.
Traffic will increase and create problems at the intersection of TNrd and K and
residential streets.

Traffic exiting the parking structure will travel east on K Street through local streets to
reach freeways.

Project construction will create dust and noise.
®  Building will block sunlight and view of sunsets.

Parking garage will attract homeless.

The comments expressed in favor of the proposed Project include the following:
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Support Summary

*  New housing is needed in the western part of Chnla Vista; existing housing is in terrFole

conditions and unsafe.
*  Support project because western Chula Vista needs to change; currently difficult to find

somewhere to live and everything is so old.
There are many people who cannot afford to buy a house.

*  Parking is difficult everywhere, not just around Third and K.
Project would serve as an upgrade to the area.
Project will improve the neighborhood and make it more modern.

As indicated above, subseqt*ent to the second meeting and after review of the revised Project
plans by City staff, the Applicant fnrther revised the plans in an effort to comply with all the
development regulations and standards and to address the neighbors' concerns. The revisions to

the Project plans include the following:

The building height and mass has been reduced by the removal of the fifth floor wing and
the reduction of the third floor wing along the K Street frontage.
The number of residential units has been reduced from 80 to 71.
The building's Floor Area Ratio has been reduced from 2.3 to 2.0.
AI1 the required parking (residential and commercial) has been provided on-site and
enclosed within the Project's garage.  Fourteen additional parking spaces above the
required parking were provided; seven parking spaces will be designated as guest

parking.
The balconies on the second and third floors closest to and facing the existing single
family residences have been removed and the balconies facing ChurCh Avenuehave been

recessed into the building wall.
Landscaping along the property line and at the perimeter of the second f!oor te ace has

been increased to provide effective screening.
The latest version of the Project is consistent with all the development standards and

reg alations of the UCSP, except the FAR,
The Project provides parking, usable open space and landscaping in excess of the UCSP

requirements.
The Project provides a variety of benefits, including payment of infrastructure and
processing fees, and upgrades to public facilities (see Attachment 5).

*  A traffic assessment and report were prepared that concluded that the Project will riot
have any negative traffic impacts at the intersections or streets in the vicinity of the
Project. The intersections and streets will continue to operate at the same service levels

as today (see Attachment 6).

On April 15, 2016, City staff received a letter from Ms. Evelyn Heidelberg, a San Diego land use
attorney, on behalf of Mr. Earl Ientz, a Chula Vista property owner, (Authors) with a series of
comments on the proposed Project. The letter contains a set of cormments on various aspects of
the Project, including the proposed bnilding's FAR, compliance with development regulations,
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consistency with design guidelines, and the applicability of CEQA provisions.  City staff
reviewed the letter and prepared a memorandum to the Planning Commission responding to the
comments in the letter. The memorandum and the letter are included as Attachment 12 of this
report.  The memorandum and letter were forwarded to Ms. Heidelberg and Mr. fentz at the
same time as the report packet was sent out to the Planning Commission as part of the agenda
process.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

The Development Services Director has reviewed the proposed Project for compliance with the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and has determined that the proposed Project was
adequately covered in the previously adopted Urban Core Specific Plan Final Environmental
Impact Report and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Pro am FEIR 06-01, certified by the
Chula Vista City Council in May 2007 The Development Services Director has further
determined that only minor technical changes or additions to this document are necessary and
that none of the conditions described in Section 15162 of the State CEQA Guidelines calling for
the preparation of subsequent documents have occurred; therefore, t Development Services
Director has prepared an Addendum to UCSP FEIR 06-01 (see Attachment 7).

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Planning Commission consider the Addendum to UCSP FEIR 06-01, grant the
requested exception on ]FAR and approve the Design Review/Urban Core Development Permit
Resolution and the Tentative Map Resolution to develop the subject Site with the proposed
Project, subject to the conditions listed in the resolutions.

DISCUSSION:

Proiect Site Location and Characteristics

The site for the proposed Project is located in the C1 Third Avenue South District of the UCSP.
This District consists of several btocks of Third Avenue frontage that are located between I and
L Streets (see Attachment 8). The District has an area of api roximately 53 acres. It consists
primarily of professional offices north of J Street, and a mix of retail and professional office uses
south of J Street. Among these office and retail uses are six sites, that include, a residential
development mixed with commercial fronting on Third Avenue including one singie-family
home, small and mid-size condominium complexes, and a senior housing complexthat contains
75 residential units. Behind these frontage developments are single-Pamily homes (east of Third
Avenue along Church Avenue) and multi-family complexes (west of Third Avenue).

The Site for the proposed Project consists of two assessor's parcels (573-371-2300 and 573-371
1200) with a total area of 45,73o° square-feet (1.05 acres). The Site is currently occupied by three
buildings with a combined area of approximately 20,450 square-feet, which were built during the
1950's and 1960's, and are currently occupied by a martial arts gynmasium, an insurance office,
a botanical sales store, and a chiropractor's office; one of the buildings is currently vacant. The
existing structures would be demolished to allow construction of the proposed Project. The Site
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is flat, has a rectangular/L-shape form, and fronts along Third Avenue, K Street and backs onto
Church Avenue. The SRe is located in the fully urbanized area of the City that is part of the
Urban Core. The Site is surrounded by a variety of commercial retail, restaurant and office uses
along Third Avenue; across K Street from the Site is a Bank; and to the north and east across

Church Avenue are single-f amily homes (see table below with Iand use and zoning information

for more details).

Protect Description

The Project consists of the redevelopment of the 45,738 square-foot property with a mixed-use, 3
to 5-story (34 to 60 feet in height) structure, with 71 residential condominium units (t and 2
bedrooms with an area between 736 sq. ft. and t,200 sq. ft.), a 1,770-square-foot residential
fitness center, 1,004-square-feet of lobby and elevator space, 2,572-square-feet of residential
lounge space, and 6t6 square-feet of commercial space (see proposed Project plans in
Attachment 9). The Project also includes the construction of 142 parking spaces (subterranean,
street level and enclosed), 17,646 square-feet of common and private open space, and
approximately- 8,500 square-feet of landscaped space, as well as the associated access and
circulation areas. The use distribution within the building structure is as follows:

Underground floor - enclosed residential, commercial, a[ad guest parking (74 spaces);
First floor - enclosed residential parking (68 spaces), residential fitness center,
lobby/elevators, residential lounge space, and commercial space which fronts on the
1,700 squared-foot public plaza at the Third and K comer; trash, recycling, and bulky

items deposit;
Second floor - 22 residential units and landscaped terrace;
Third floor - 21 residential units;
Fourth floor - 17 residential units; and
Fifth floor - 12 residential units.

Part of the proposed open space is in the form of balconies in all units and a large terrace on the
second floor of the buiIdlng. The outside perimeter of the terrace contains planters with trees
and shrubs to screen the views from the structure to the neighlooring residences. A six-foot high
concrete decorative wail wllI be constructed along the northern and eastern property edges of the
residential properties adjacent to the Project Site. A 10 to 13-foot buffer inside the property tine
wilt be landscaped with trees and shrubs. The Project will atso include the excavation and export
of 9,750 cubic yards of soil during the grading phase for the development of below-grade

parking.

Project Architecture

The proposed Project architecture is contemporary and intends to provide a new urban face to
development within the C1 Corridor area, while maintaining an architectural design consistency
with the surrounding neighborhood styles.  The main function of the Project at this important
corner of the Third Avenue District is to create a people activated, urban comer that contributes
to the City's goal of °°Complete Streets" and enhances the public realm through improved

streetscape desig and individual building character. (A complete street is a safe, accessible, and
convenient street for nil users regardless of transportation mode, age, or physical ability.
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Complete streets adequately provide for bicyclists, pedestrians, transit riders, and motorists.
Complete streets promote healthy communities and redilctions in traffic congestion by offering
viable alternatives to driving.)

The clean, contemporary lines of the building are a deliberate design direction. The proposed
materials have a finely grained texture. The sand finish plaster provides a predominately neutral
texture and color and wili be juxtaposed by the randomly seamed pre-fin shed metM panel
cladding at tile building corner element. The building mass is punctuated by recessed vertical
elements such as the stair and elevator tower, which are highlighted in an accent color and which
break up the roof line. Balconies are both recessed into and project out from the building wail
providing shadow and articulation to the building facade. The north wall on the property line
adjacent to the existing commercial building is a fire-rated wall on a zero iot line condition and
as such does not have window openings. The wail wiIi be provided with visual relief and texture
by a recessed vertical slot with the piaster "accent color, a proposed mural and reveal lines in the
plaster.

The street level of the building includes f ll height storefront windows with clear, non-reflective
glass. The base of the building is softened by raised planters. The planters and solid walls at
street level will be concrete with a textured finish. Building entries along Third Avenue and at
the corner plaza are marked by overhead marquees and signs. These, along with awnings over
storefront windows reduce the scale of the building to human scale. The enclosed garage at street
level is wrapped with resident ameni uses along TNrd Avenue to enliven the street elevation.
On K Street the garage will have openings of a similar size and distribution as the windows
above. These openings will be secured with a perforated metal screen.

Land Use and Zonin

The existing land uses and designations on and adjacent to the snbject siie We shown in the table
below.

L     • •   • •  L •¸   •••••        • •• :       •]  _ •        •  •  :O.•   ••   _ • :      •     •        .•      •• •    •
.... Ge lerM plan Design !ion :,   Zoning Des!gaation: . . Exist}hg Uses

Mixed Use                  Cl Corridor
Site Gymnasium/o ffice/r etMl/vacant

Mid-Thlrd Avenue District    Residential/CommerciM

Mixed Use                  C1 Corridor              Office Building/CocktailNorth
Mid-Third Avenue Distrie     Residential/Commerclal      Lounge/Single-Family Homes

East Residential Lgw-Medium                R1                    Single-Family Nomes

Mixed Use                  C1 Corridor
South                                                                               BanMOffices

Mid-Third Avenue District    Residential/Commercial

West

Consls enc with Development Standards

Mixed Use

Mid-Third Avenue District

C1 Corridor

Retail Commercial
Restaurant/Gas Station/Office
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AS indicated previously, the site is located within the City's Urban Core Specific Plan C-1
Corridor, which allows the development of mixed use projects subject to compliance with
specified development standards in the Specific Plan and listed in the ruble below.  Since the
Proj :ct site is adjacent to an R-t (Single-Family) District, the Project must also comply with the
develc pment standards of the Neighborhood Transitioning Combining District (NTCD). These
standards include setbacks from R1 properties, building step backs, landscape materials, lighting,
screening, fencing, and building design. Following are the required development standards of
the C1 District and the proposed Project's development standards:

Development Standard              C 1 District                Project Proposal
Building Height        60 ft. Max.                       34 - 60 feet
Building Setbacks:
Front:

I North Side:
South Side:
Rear (East):

t0 feet
0 feet; 10 feet
10 Feet

t0 Feet and 0 along street

10 Feet

0 Feet; 13 feet
t0 Feet

I 10 Feet and 5 along
street

Building FAR:          Base: 1.0 (45,738 sq. ft.)
Incentive bonus: 0.5 (22,869 sq. ft.)
Dev. Exception: Allowed w/findings

Parking Required:       128 spaces
Open Space Required    Not  required  bjz  C 1   District

regulatio-ns.

Base: 1.0
Incentive bonus: 0.5
Dev. Exception: 0.5
(22,738 sq. ft.)

Landscapinz 15% Min (Landscape manual)

142 spaces

17,646 sq. ft.

19% (8,500 sq. ft.)

Incentives and Amenities Zoning
t

In addition to the established development standards and design guidelines, the UCSP provides
other requirements and incentives to enhance the quality of life within the Urban Core by
encouraging pedestrian friendly design, amenities, beautification, sufficient parking, mixed-uses,
affordable housing, and access to public transit, parks, community facilities, and social services.
The Urban Amenities Table (Attachment 3) presents a wide variety of urban amenities either
required or desired in the Urban Core within the C1 District. The table describes whether these
amenities are required by the US CP (or other regulations) or whether provision of these etements
will be encouraged through incentives.  One of the incentives provided in the UCSP is an
increase in the building FAR, which is a zoning tool used to regulate bniiding form and bulk.
The FAR is obtained by dividing the total enclosed building area (with the exception of garages
and parking structures and other elements) by the Site area. As indicated in the above table, the
UCSP permits a base FAR of t .0, which is equivalent to 45,738 square-feet of building area. By
providing three qualifying amenities and applying the incentive provisions in Attachment 3, the
proposed Project may increase the permitted FARto 1.5 (68,607 sq. ft.). The amenities provided

by the Project are:
All enclosed parking, plus more parking than required;
Public plaza with furniture and art; and
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Project design and building features to achieve a LEED Gold certification.

Below are the specific numbers used to calculate the FAR and the corresponding areas that result
from the provision of the amenities.

Project site area: 45,738 sq. ft.
Total proposed project building area: 91,345 sq. ft.

Proposed amenities and corresponding percentage increase in FAR are as follows:
o  Enclosed parking- I0% (4,574 sq. it.)
o  Public Plaza- 10% (4,574 sq. ft.)
o  LEED Gold Certification- 30% (13,721 sq. ft.)
Total allowed additional building area from proposed amenities - 22,869 sq. ft.

Development Exceptions

Additionally, the .UCSP provides for and authorizes the Planning Commission to grant
exceptions to the land use and development regulations, in order to encourage and achieve
innovative design. The Project is requesting one exception to the FAR limit in the amount of 0.5
or 22,738 square-feet. Exceptions may be granted by the Planning Commission in cases where
aIi of the following findings are made:

i.  The proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and objectives of the
gpeci c Plan and General Plan.

2.  The proposed development wilZ comply with aZl other reg dafions of the Speci c Plan.
3.  The proposed development will incorporate one or more of the Urban Amenities

Incentives in section F - Urban Amenities Reciuirements and Incenti[,es, of this chapter.
4. The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and will result in a better

design or greater public benefit than could be achieved through strict conformance with
the Speci c Plan development regulations.

Evidence to support these findings are addressed and substantiated in the Analysis Section
below.

ANALYsIs:

As indicated previously in this report, the Ci Council adopted the UCSP to implement the
General Plan's vision for the development of mixed-use (residential/commercial), higher density,
pedestrian-oriented projects and a broad range of uses that serve the needs of adjacent residents,
promote neighborhood activity, and are compatiJ le with adjacent neighborhoods. The adopted
UCSP contains more focused objectives and policies, as welI as the required regulations and
development standards to review and evaluate development projects for consistency with the
General Plan's objectives and policies for the area. In addition, the UCSP provides incentives
and exceptions for projects that represent the siting of a variety of land uses in an urban
envfroim ent that is both pedestrian and environmentally sensitive, and provide a variety of
amenities that will increase the quality of life of the neighborhood. The proposed Vista del Mar
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Project was reviewed and evaluated based on the General Plan objectives and policies and the
UCSP's regulations, development standards, and design guidelines contained in the C1 Third
Avenue South District. Following is an analysis of the Project based on the applicable policies

and standards of the UCSP.

Land Use

The proposed Project is consistent with the vision, objectives and policies of the General Plan
and the regulations of the UCSP. The General Plan and the UCSP envision the C1 Third Avenue
South District as an area with a balanced mix of commercial and residential uses that contribute
to create a vibrant and attractive area. As stated in the UCSP,

°'These regulations are intended to encourage and facilitate infiH development,
mixed uses, pedestrian scale, urban amenities, transit use, creative design, and

the gene)al revitalization of the Okban Core."

The Project would redevelop the subjent She, which currently has buildings that were built in
the 1950's and are in need of replacement, with a residential and commercial Project.  The
Project would provide multi-Family housing in this area of Chula Vista and would bring families
and social and economic activity to the area.  Those families would take advantage of and
support the comanerciaI base along Third Avenue, which provides a yariety of goods and
services in close proximity.  More residents would contrihute to create an active and vibrant
atmosphere along Third Avenue as envisioned by the General Plan and the UCSP. The proposed
public plaza at the comer of Third Avenue and K Street -with art and furniture wiI1 provide an
amenity- that wiI1 activate the street and create opportunities for civic engagement. The wider
and furnished sidewalks along Third Avenue and K Street wii1 contribute to activate the street
and create a pedestrian-safe and friendly enviroi rnent. The proposed Project is also consistent
with the UCSP development regulations (see ]'able above) related to building height, building
setbacks and step backs, parking, open space and landscaping. As shown in the table above, the
Project meets all of the regulations of the specific plan and, in cases such as parking, usabie open
space and landscaping, the Project exceeds the minimum required standards.

Floor AreaRatio

The UCSP allows an FAR of t .0 by right.  In order to achieve a higher FAR utilizing the
UCSP's incentives and exception to achieve innovative and creative design, the Project proposes
three amenities and requests an exception from the mimmum allow-¢d FAK.
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FAR from Three Amenities

As indicated previously, the three amenities provided by the Project are listed below. This is
then followed by a brief description and analysis of each of the amenities.

Parking - 10% (4,574 sq. it)
Public Plaza- 10% (4,574 sq. ft.)
LEED Gold Certification- 30% (13,72I sq. ft.)

Parking - Atl the required parking is provided on-site and parking is enclosed within the
structure- This allows a 10% increase in FAR.

The proposed Project provides a total of I42 parking spaces, which are located in the
underground floor and the first floor of the parking garage. The UCSP reqnires a total of 127
parking spaces for the residential component and one parking space for the commercial
component, which brings the number of required spaces to 128. Of the remai ing 14 spaces
7 wiiI be designated as guest parking and the other 7 will be designated for the building
residents. The additional 14 spaces represent approximately 10% of the total spaces required
by the UCSP. The parking amenity is seen as a positive addition to the Project because it
benefits the Project and the s lrrounding neighborhood by providing all the parking on-site
and enclosed, and by providing 14 spaces beyond those required by the UCSP. Providing all
the required parking on-site plus 14 additional spaces for guests : n d residents contributes to
minimize on, street lJarking demand.

®  Outdoor Space - Plaza provided with artYfumiture at comer of Third & K Street - This
allows a 10% increase in FAR.

One of the important features of the Project is tee public Plaza located at the comer of Third
Avenue and K Street, next to the Project's commercial suite.  The Plaza has an area of
approximately 1,700 square-feet and will be 5_lmished with tables, chairs, and landscape
materials such as palm trees and shrubs. A central feature wili be a water fountain or an
artisfic sculpture. The Plaza is located outside the building and adjacent to the comer and
represents a valuable outdoor public space that is accessible to and can be used by the
building residents, customers of the commercial suite or by the general public. This fealn re

wilI offer a passive recreational space for people to congregate and interact, and create.
neighborhood activity. The Plaza represents a public benefit and a positive addition to the
Project, which is considered an appropriate justification for the 10% increase in building
FAR.

*  LEED Gold Certification - Attachment 10 shows the proposed LEED Checklist - 30%
FAR.

The Pro ect has been designed to incorporate architectural and construction features that
would qualify the Project to apply for and achieve Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) Gold Certification. LEED is a building certification program associated with
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the US Green Building Council and the LEED program provides a means of verifying that a
building or a group of buildings were designed and built in a way that would improve energy
savings, water efficiency, indoor environmental quality, and CO2 emissions reduction.
LEED-certified buildings are resource efficient. They use tess water and energy and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Projects pursuing LEED certification earn points across several
areas that address sustainability issues. Based on the number of points achieved, a project
then receives one of four LEED rating levels: Certified, Silver, Gold and Platinum.

The Project has been 'designed to include the following list of fea ,res from the LEED

Checklist (see Attachment 10) and seek Gold Certification from the US Green Bnilding
Council:

o  Location and Transportation
o  Sustainable Sites
o  Water Efficiency
o  Energy and Atmosphere
o  Materials and Resources
o  Indoor Envirommental Quality
o  Innovation
o  Regional Priority

Based on the UCSP Urban Amenities Table, this Certification would ant the Project the

incentive to increase the building FAR by 30%. Attachment 11 contains the list of proposed
LEED items from-the Applicant and a desGription of how the Project's features would meet
each of those items. Granting the 30% increase in building FAR is justifiable because the
certification will verify and insure that the Project has been designed and wiI1 be built in a
way that would improve energy savings, water efficiency, indoor environmental quality, and
CO2 emissfons reduction. This will mal<e the Project conform to the goals and objectives of
the General Plan and UCSP by developing a mixed-use (residential/corm'nercial) Project that
is environmentally sensitive, saves resources, creates less waste and pollution, and
contributes to a healthier environment and community.

FAR ExceptioE

As indicated previousiy, the Project is requesting one exception to the FAR limit of 1.0 in the.
amount of 0.5 or 22,738 square-feet  The Development Exception section of the UCSP
authorizes the Harming Commission to grant 'exceptions to the land use and development
regulations (in this case FAR) if the required findings are made. Below are the required findings,
each followed by substasltiating information:

1.  Tkze proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and objectives of the Specific

Plan and General Plan.

The goals and objectives of the General Plan and Specific Plan are not adversely affected by
the proposed 0.5 increase in FAR. On the contrary, the Project as proposed implements the
General Plan and Specific Plan by providing a mixed use residential/conmaercial use at the
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Comer of Third Avenue and K Street. The intent of the General and Specific Plans is to
facilitate and encourage  development and improvements that will help realize the
community's vision for the Urban Core area. The Urban Core and the C1 District are
envisioned to be vibrant, forward-thinking but respectful of its past and alive with thriving
businesses, attractive housing and entertainment, cuitural and recreational activities.  The
Urban Core Vision aims to create a uniqueIy identifiable Urban Core for Chula Vista that is
an economically vibrant, pedestrian-oriented and multi-purpose destination. The proposed
Project meets the goals and objectives because it brings improvements and community
benefits to an area of Third Avenue that is currently under-performing and not living up to
the stated vision of the Specific Plan. This project has the potential to spur additional
development along the Third Avenue corridor with additional corrLmunity and economic
benefits. The proposed Project provides wide sidewalks and a public plaza that will create a
pedestrian-friendly  environment  and  foster  civic  engagement  in  a  multi-purpose
environment.  The building mass and form allows the Project to have the number of
residential units and the associated parking, landscaping, recreational spaces and other
features that provide a multi-purpose environment and activities to meet the goals and
objectives of the General and Specific Plans.

The proposed development /;il/ comply ith all other regulations of the Specific Plan.

As indicated in the Development Starldards table above, the Project complies with all other
development standards and regulations of the Specific Plan. The building has a height that
varies from 34 feet along K Street and a height of 57 feet along Third Avenue (the building
parapets and elevator sham achieve a height--of 60 feet, which is the-maximum permitted by
the UCSP).  The Project provides all the required parldng on'site and enclosed within the
building structures in the underground and first floor levels, and provides 14 additional
parking spaces for guests of the residents.  Open space and Landscaped areas are also
provided in excess of the minimum required.

The building form respects the properties in the adjacent R-1 Zone to the north and east of
the Site along Church Avenue by locating the second floor terrace and balconies as far away
as possible from the property lines, and provides heavy screening by landscaping the
perimeter of the structure. The 3 to 5-story building structure was desig aed to place most of
the bulk and mass along Third Avenue and K Street, and as far as possible from the property
lines of the single-family homes. As required in the NTCD regulations the building also steps
back from the adjacent residential properties along Church Avenue, resulting in a reduced
building mass and height near the residentiM properties, as well as, distancing the Project as
much as possible from the residential properties.

The UCSP's Special Provisions for the NTCD indicate that °"Building design shall be
cognizant of adjacent low densiO/ uses and avoid balconies overlooking rear yards." The
intent of this provision is not to do away with balconies but rather to address their potential
effects on privacy. The building design is cogizant of and sensitive to the adjacent
residential uses by distancing the structures from the adjacent property lines by as much as
49 to 59 feet. Also, dense and tall landscape materials have been provided along the east and
north perimeter to screen the homes from direct view of the balconies.  %qaile the NTCD
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provisions indicate that balconies should be avoided, balconies are still an important design
and functional elements of the UCSP and the Project. In fact, the UCSP provisions for mulfi
family projects encourage the use of balconies and other features to achieve quality building
design. One of those provisions is the foltowing: "Three dimensional design features, such
as balconies and bays should be incorporated into the building desi . Balconies serve to

provide building facade articulation and interest, and they serve to provide usable
open/recreational space. Building facade articulation and interest are important elements for
a project such as this one, which is part of an urban setting where the building architecture
intends to improve the face of Third Avenue and become a new architectural landmark.
Balconies are also important as a source of recreational space in an urban setting because
they provide recreational space on site.  While balconies remain as part of the bniiding
elevations, the design issues (parficularly privacy) associated with them have been avoided
through the described Proj oct features.

3.  The proposed development will incorporate one or more of the Urban Amenities fncentives
in Section f - Urban Amenities Requirements and Incentives, of this chapter.

The Project incorporates the three amenities listed above, which are:  nil required parking
(on-site and enclosed); public outdoor space in the form of plaza with art feature and
fnrniture; and LEED Gold Certification. Additionally, the Project includes other amenities
and community benefits as follows:

As indicated previously, the Project wili provide fourteen parking spaces thai exceed the
parking regulations and provide .g est parking spaces within the-parking garage. The
proposed Project will provSde a community landmark at the Site in the form of a public art
mural on the north facing wail of the building. The mural wilt not only serve as a piece of art
that will complement the building's architecture, it will also serve as a andmark that may" be

used to identify this new building in this area of Third Avenue, since no other art pieces like
this exist now. Per the community input received at the Second Neighborhood Meeting, the
mural could reflect the history of Chula Vista or important historical events in the City's past
and looking towards the future.

The enhanced street improvements for the Project include a widened sidewalk along Third
and K Street, new paving, street trees in grates, and street furniture such as benches, trash
cans and planters. Additionally, this residential development will provide more options for
clean, safe, energy efficient and modern housing for the Chula Vista workforce. These 71
dwelling units will put more tbeople on Third Avenue to support the s aii businesses located

there and to create a more pedestrian-friendly street atmosphere.

g, The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and will result in a better
design or greater public beneft than could be achieved through strict conformance with the

S ecij c Plan development reg dations.

The additional FAR of 0.5 (33% above the allowed FAR) is appropriate :for this location
because it would allow the Project to comply with the goals and objectives of the @eneral
Plan and Specific Plan related to bringing a mixed use project with,sufficient residential units
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and community amenities to provide housing, activate the street and support the existing
commercial base. The C1 District is characterized by having mostly retail and office uses.
While there are about five properties in the District with residential uses, these properties
only represent about 4% of the total District area.  General Plan policy calls for some
additional residenfial development within the Ct District to support the existing and future
commercial development.  It has been estimated by staff that the appropriate residential
acreage that could potentially be developed within the District based on the General Plan
policy is approximately 40% of total area.  That percentage would be translated into
approximately 21 acres.  The proposed Project FAR of 2.0 (91,345 sq. ft.) represents
approximately 9.5% of the total potential residential capacity within the C1 District.

The Project's FAR of 2.0 is appropriate for an urban mixed use development and is in Iine
with development trends elsewhere in the Ufoan Core area. The maximum building height is
5 stories along the Third Avenue elevation (60' high as allowed by the C-1 zone) and 3
stories along the K Street elevation. This building configuration places the most mass and
bulk along the Third Avenue and K Street's elevations, away from the existing Iow density
residential. The Applicant has revised the Project and has tsiCen measures to reduce the
building mass and addressed comm mity concerns without reducing the viability of the
project.  Furthermore, the form-based nature of the UCSP ensures that the proposed
development emphasize the importance of site design and building form (which last many
years) over numerical parameters such as FAR (which are likely to change over time throu
periodic reviews and amendments to the UCSP as equired by law, and based on changes to
the physical conditions of the Urban Core and changes in economic activity). The proposed
development- creates a people activated, urban corner that -contributes to the city's goal of
"Complete Streets" and enhances the punic realm through improved streetscape design and
individual building character.

Site Planning and Buildin Placement/Orientation/Buildin Architecture

In addition to the development standards and regulations listed in the C1 District, the UCSP also
contains a variety of design guidelines, the purpose of which is to guide the design and
development of projects pursuant to the objectives and policies of the General Plan and the
UCSP. The UCSP's design guidelines for the C1 District focus primarily oF promoting quality
and diversity of new commercial and residential development and safe and efficient parking and
circulation. The proposed Project was analyzed based on the applicable design guidelines thai
are stated in the next section of this report and are followed by a statement indicating how the
Project is consistent with each of the guidelines. "

"Encozcrage new development that maintains a hen#by interaction * ith the major
street and surro mding zLses by minimizing harmful external effects and providing
strong transit, a ztomobile, and pedestrian connections. "

The proposed Project is consistent with this guideline because it relates directly to the Third
Avenue and K Street frontages and strongly interacts with the commercial corridorl The Project
creates a people activated, urban corner that contributes to the City's goal of "Complete Streets."
The Project enhances the public realm by being placed next to the street, through direct access
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onto the street, and by the improved streetscape design and individual building character. The
Project's placement of most of its mass and bulk next to the street and away from the adjacent
neighboring residences creates an appropriate separation that respects privacy and miimizes
shade, noise and other potential externalities. The Project also provides a strong connection with
the pedestrian, public transit and the automobile by its placement along Third Avenue and K
Street. The building is close (10 ft.) to the street and the uses on the first floor, such as the
residential fitness center, lobby and elevator space, residential lounge space, and commercial
space, relate to, and activate and connect effectively to the street. The future residents will also
have easy and quick access to Bus Route 929 on Third Avenue, which will connect them to other
Bus Routes and Trolley Stations. The vehicle entry into the garage on K Street is located away
from the intersection, and provides access for residents, guest and commercial customers without
creating traffic issues on the street (see Traffic Letter Assessment - Attchrnent 6).

;'New development in the Corridors District should consider the area % scale and
character and demonstrate sensitivity to szLrrolmding zses by limiting bz ilding
massing, providing project amenities sz ch as landscaping, seating, and plazas,

and screenihg parking and eg @ment areas.

"Additional setback areas and lpper floor setbacks are encouraged hen

commercial and residential areas are adjacent to each other and employ
landscaping to screen parking lots fi'om adjacent residential ses and streets. "

The buiIding -structure. has. been designed to incorporate large setbacks that create sig.r-_dficant
distance from the neighboring properties and lmii the potential intrusion into their backyards.
The fifth and fourth floors on the wing located along K Street have been removed and reduced,
respectively, to lower the mass and bulk and create more separation from the adjacent residences.
As such the building structure is closest to the Third Avenue and K Street frontage to create
more activity and vibrancy on the street thus promoting more pedestrian activity, as envisioned
by the General and Specific Plans. All parking is contained on-site and enclosed in the ground
and first floors of the building structure. The perimeter around the parking is heavily landscaped
by a combination of trees and'shrubs on planters and on the ground in order to maximize
screening between the building and the adjacent residences• Also, the east and south perimeter
of the second floor terrace is fully landscaped to provide additional screening between the

building and the adjacent residences.

•         "      "          uun
i g mass is in theThe building is sited, designed and treated such thaithe mtensr y of the " :' :-"

most appropriate location along the Third Avenue commercial corridor and as far away as
possible from the adjacent single f amily properties. By being next to the Third Avenue and K
Street commercial corridor, the Project creates a peopIe activated, urban comer that contributes
to the city's goal of "Complete Streets" and enhances the public realm through improved
streetscape design and individual building character•  By being located along the western and
southern areas of the site, the building structure minimizes the shade effect over the residences,
particularly during the winter solstice• The Project is sensitive to and responds to the nearby
residential neighborhood's concerns by stepping down the building mass and using balconies and
awnings to articulate the building facade and create more presence along the streets•
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"Upper yToor balconies, bays, and windows should be provided that overtook the
street, enliven the street elevation, and communicate the residential function of
the building. "

"Consideration should be given for privacy relative to adjoining properties.
Orient buildings and decks to maximize views while preserving the privacy of the
surrounding neighbors. "

Balconies and windows are an integral part of the building structure. Balconies are an important
architectural element and their projection beyond the building wail is used to create articulation
and variety along the building walls. They are also an important functional element in that they
serve as recreational open space for the residents. The concerns of the neighbors feinted to views
from the balconies into their backyard and homes and a potential loss of privacy are addressed by
the Project by stepping down the building mass and distancing the structure from the residential
properties as much as possible. The balconies along the east building elevation are approximately
47 feet from the property lthe, while the balconies along the north elevation are approximately 58
feet from the property line. The second floor terrace is approximately 13 feet from the property
Iine, but along its perimeter is a 6 to 13-foot planter that creates additional distance between
people on the terrace and the property line.  This planter will have a variety of landscape
materials such as trees and sb=rnhs to fllrther screen the neighboring yards and homes from the
Project. The Project has been designed in response to the neighbors' concerns and to strike a
balance between the neighbors' respect for privacy and the Project's need to contain all the
elements of a well- organized and articulated bu.i!ding.

"The physical design of facades should utilize such techniques as:  Break or
articulation oft he facade; vertical and horizontal off'sets to minimize large blank
walls and re&ice building bulk," signiJicant change in facade design; placement of
window and door openings," and position of awnings and canopies. "'

The architecture of Vista del Mar is contemporary and it intends to provide a new urban face to
¢evelopment in this part of Chula Vista. The project relates to its location on the Third Avenue
commercial corridor by creating a people activated urban comer that creates opportunity for
street activity and enhances the punic realm through improved streetscape design and individuai
buitding character. The building elevations are well articulated by a variety of elements. The
view of the building from the comer of Third and K shows the elew.tions that divide the building
into four smaller parts, a 5-story portion with'a piaster finish along Third, a:5-story comer
portion with different materials and sloped roof line, a 4-story portion with plaster finish along K
and a 3-story portion along Church with a more residential roofline with overhanging eaves at
the balconies.

The clean, contemporary lines of the buiiding are a deliberate design direction. The materials
will have a finely grained texture. The sand finish piaster will provide a predominately neutral
texture and color and will be juxtaposed by the randomly seamed pre-flnished metal panel
cladding at the building corner element. The building mass is punctuated by recessed vertical
elements such as the stair and elevator tower, which are highlighted in an accent color and which
breal< up the roof line. Balconies are both recessed into and project out from the building wall
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providing shadow and articulation to the building facade. Windows are verticalIy oriented, full
height and are recessed in the building wail. The windows are distributed in an off-set pattern
within the plaster wali and in a regular pattern within the metal clad wall. The facade will be
enlivened by various window awning types including an L shaped sheet metal shroud and a
horizontal awning with diagonal support kickers.

Shade and Shadow

Residents to the north and east of the Project Site have expressed concerns regarding the
potential of the project to cast shadows on their properties, and block out suiight for a
significant portion of time. The project plans include a shade and shadow st @y (Sheet A5.0 of
the plans in Attachment 9). This study looks at the best and worst case scenarios based upon
stunmer and winter solstice. The shade/shadow analysis examines summer and winter shading
conditions between Sunrise and Snnset for the 34 to 60 feet-high structure. It shows where shade
from the proposed structure falls over the neighboring properties as the sun moves through the
sky from morning to evening. According to the shade/shadow analysis, no urban development
within the project vicinity would be permanently_shaded. As can be seen on the winter shading
exhibit, shadowing during the winter months would create increased shading on the cormmerciai
office immediately to the north and residential properties to the northeast of the structure.
During winter months, shadowing would occur in a northwest to noitheast direction throug17out
the day. During noon, the commercial office building and part of the first house would be shaded
on the worst case winter solstice exhibit. The most severe shading during the Winter Solstice
would occur during the evening. Shading would be less severe during all other times of the year.
The summer solstice exhibit (best case) shows very little shadowing cast onto adjoining

properties.

Tentative Ma;)

A Tentative Map was prepared and submitted as part of the Project to establish a condombium
map that would allow the sale of the units, and establish individual condominium ownerships.
Additionally, the map will provide for the grading and development of the Site as shown on the
site and grading plans.  Pursuant to Government Code Section 66473.5 (the Subdivision Map
Act), the Planning Commission must make the findings listed in the Tentative Map resolution
substantiating that the Tentative Map, as conditioned therein, is in conformance with the
elements of the City's General Plan.  The proposed Tentative Map has been reviewed for
consistency with the City of Chula Vista Subdivision Manual and staff has included the
necessary conditions that mL{st be satisfied prior to issuance of a Final Map. The conditions are
described in detail in the Planning Coun lission resolution.

CONCLUSION

Vista del Mar is the first mixed-use (comme ciai/residenfial) project within the C1 District that
is-submitted to the City for approval since the UCSP was originally approved in 2007 (the first
approved and built project was the retail market at the comer of Third Avenue and J Street). As
such the Project represents the first opportunity in many years for development of a
residential/commercial project in this part of the City-. The Project will provide new investment,
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modem housing facilities and site improvements that will contribute to revitalize and enhance
the Site and the neighborhood. The Project will provide new for-sale and affordable (7 units)
multi-family housing that will improve the housing mix and enhance residential opportunities in
the neighborhood.  The Project's central location in the City and along one of the importaflt
corridors will provide convenient access for residents to jobs, transportation, and a variety of
goods and services in close proximity.

The Site will be developed with a quality project that is consistent with the vision, objectives and
policies of the General Plan. The proposed project has been designed to meet the development
regulations and design guidelines of the UCSP. Regarding the bnilding's FAR, the Project has
provided the three amenities previously described and analyzed, and it requests an exception to
the base FAR. The provided amenities and the exception allow the Project to provide all the
elements to represent a well rounded and well designed Project to meet the goals and objectives
of the General Plan and UCSP.  The Project is wei1 planned, incorporating the principals of
Smart Growth (mix of uses, compact building design, range of housing opportunities, walkable
neighborhoods, etc), °°Complete Streets" (safe and accessible for alI users, reduces traffic
congestion, conneqted to transit), and resource conservation. It is designed_to respect and blend
with the community character, local history, and environment.  The proposed Project wii1 re
activate the street and contribute to improve the neighborhood and create residential and business
activity in this part of the City.  Based on the description and evaluation of the Project, the
findings made, and the conclusions above, staff recommends that the Planning Commission
approve the proposed Project subject to the conditions contained in the resolutions.

DECISION-MAKER CONFLICT,S

Staff has reviewed the property holdings of the Planning Commission members and has found no
property holdings within 500 feet of the boundaries of the property which.is the subject of this
action. Consequently, this item does not present a disqualifying real property-related financial
conflict of interest tmder Califernia Code of Regulations Title 2, section 18702.2@)(11), for
purposes of the Political Reform Act (Cal. Gov't Code §87100, et seq.).

Staff is not independently aware, and has not been informed by any Planning Commission
member, of any other fact that may constitute a basis for a decision-maker conflict of interest in
this matter.

FISCAL IMPACT

The propose t project is a private development The application fees and processing costs are
paid for by the AppIicant.
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Attachments

1. Locator Map
2.  General Plan Mid-Third Avenue District Vision, Objectives, and Policies
3.  UCSP Third Avenue South C1 District Regulations
4. Public Comments and Responses
5. List of Project Contributions
6. Traffic Letter Assessment
7. Addendumto FELR-06-01
8.  C1 District Map
§. Proposed Project Plans
10. Proposed Project LEED Features
11. Description of Proposed Project LEED Features
12. Comment Response Memorandum and Letter from Ms. Evelyn Heidelberg and Mr. Earl

Jentz
13. Design Review (UCSP Development) Permit Resolution
14. Tentative Map Resolution
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
PROJECT OESCRIPTION:

DESI@H AIEV EW
Project Summary: Proposal for a mixed use 3 5 story, 71 condo units with 616 sq

ft of commerdal space and 142 below grade parking stalls,

Related cases:

Attachment I
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ATTAC CEN% 2

LAND USE AND TRANSPORTATIgN E[,EJ"4£N-T

CHAPTER 5

9.5.i1 M!dqhird Avenue District

Description of District

Tne Mid-Third Avenue District (Figure 5-35) consists of several blocks of Third Avenue frontage
that are located behveeh I and L S ree ,

Existing Conditions

Fne Mid-Third Avenue Di£rict consists prima lly of professional
omces north of J Street, and a mix of retail and pre essional
o qe gses south of J Street

Vislou for Focus Area

The Mid- ird Avenue Distric remains relativdy sLable, wi
pflmad]y office uses, some housing between [ and J Skeets,
and segregated retail and office uses b A een J and L Streets.
Land uses on the west side of Thlrd Avenue, south of J Street;

provide local re il senAces for adjoining residential r{eighbothoods, while the ea£ side of Third
Avenue consists of offices. Bulldtn heights for the Mld-Tntrd #,venue District are primarily low
rise•

Reinforce the existing land use paRern of predominantly retail uses on
the west side of Third Avenue, and office uses on the east side of Third
Avenue between J Street and L Street

Page LUT-223 
.
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A   hula
lAND USE AND YIL NSPORTAT10N ELEM .BF

CHAPTER 5

Policies
i

Ua es

LUT 60.±
of existtnq 6]g e

u es, s Q

f Pat enaf /Hei gh t

LUT 60,2 Establish building heights that are primarily low-rise, although some mid-rise

buildings may be allowed, if compatible with the surrounding neighborhood
and tf their design features benefit the community,

.Des "'d

LUT 60.3: e Urban Core Sp dfio Plan sha!l e#abliah design guidelines and/or zoning
standards that provide for buildings heights tha' step down adjacent o single

family neighborhoods,

Amenitie

LUT 60.4 Community amenities to be conslde[ed for the Mid-Third Avenue District as

part of any incentive program should Include, but not be limited to, those

listed in Policy LUT 22.1.

Page LUT-224 city orChula Vista General Plan
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Pimargl. md use: Retail (Wese of Third Avenue), Of ce (East o [Thkd

&yenuc); Res[den[ii

d a @ega ag eaa

-%    F;%or aa Raffo:
Max: i.O

# Building Height:
Min: 18'    Max: 60'

ATTACHZV[ENT 3

4,

S

Sufidi, d StepbacR:
Not mandatory

Street 2dallFro fage: 50% M[n

i:

Se*bacRs:
Street Mfn: kO'   Street Max: 20'

Neighborhood Transitbn: See Section

D. for additional setbacks for parcels

adjacent to R-i and R-2 zones

aarki#g egt at, oas

,    Parking Locations;
Any location on-site, except [n
front of buildings

2.    Residential ParRfnd:
See OVMC 19,62.050

Non-Reside tMI Pai!dng:

M[n: 2 spaces/1,O00 sf

On-site Min: 50%

Summary sheet does not reflect a!l regulations
that may apply to each property. Please consult
he rome,rider o the chapter or all cr{tena.

jl
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£ Pu@ose

The purpose of.the Neighborhood Transition Combining District (NTCD) is to
permit special reo#ulation to insure thatthe character of zones within the Specific
Plan area will be compatible with and will complement surrounding residential
areas. Neighborhood Transitiod Combining Districts apply to the subdistricts
adjacent•to R-£ and RL2 zones: \/-3, V-4, UC-5, UC-6, UO-±3, C- ±, and 0-2.
Transit Focus Areas provide special regulations to encourage the evelopment
and use of pubic transportation: UC-±, UC-2, UC-iO, UC-i2, and UC-±5,.

i

2, Req remen'ts

a, Figure 6,60 details required side and rear setbacks from the property
line that abuts an R4L or R-2 zone. Where such yard is contiguous and
paraIlel with an alley, one-hail the width of such atey shali be assumed
ta be a portion of such yard. Within transit focus areas, provide a
minimum ±5 feet of rear yard setback for structures up to and over 84
feet in Ileight,

J

bo

Cl

For every 35 feet in height, the
struc, ture shall step back at least
i5 feet on the side(s) of the
structure that abut an R-£ or R-2

district, Within Transit Focus Areas,

p ovide a buildilsg stepback of at
least ±5 feet for every 35 feet in
height abutting residential uses. in
addition to meeting the stepback
requirements, no part of the building
shall be closer to the property line
than a gO-degree plane extending
fl'om each stepback line,

A landscaplng plan should include
one to three small shade tree(s) for
every 3,000 square feet within the
rear/side  yard  and  should  be
located  on the site to provide
shade/heat gain reductioq effect
(i.e. trees not to be pfanted on the
north facing facade of the building).

15

29
25

76<85                           30
86<85                           35

10

4O
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cL Aft ex[erior lighting shah fooLls interna!ly within the propertyto decrease
the light pollution onto the neidhb6dn propeFties.

e. Screenin and/0r buffer shall be required to obscure features such
as dLlmpsters, rear entrances, utility and maintenance sl ructurss and

R  A six-foot solid or deoorative metal fence shall 6e.ptaced on the
property line, tf the fehce is solid, it shall have design treatment and be"
articulatedevepy s'x to ei nt feet to avoid presentin a blaflk wall to the
street o"  ' adj=cent property.

Building desi fn shall be co ;nizant of
adjacent tow density uses (Le. avoid
balconies overlookin rear yards).

As part of the project  design and
submittal, developments within Transit
Focus Areas shall conduct studies to
assess the  effects  of ti{ht, solar
access, and shadowins, on acJjacent
buildings and areas and is subject to
Section C-Development Standards in
this Chapter.
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This section outlines requirements and incentives for urban amenities that wiil
enhance the quality of life within the Urban Core by encouraging pedestriam
friendly design, amenities, beautificalion, sufficient parking, mixed-use districts,
preferred site location, affordable housing, and access to pubtic transit, parks,
community facilities, and social services.

.2. ince#; ive Zo; #

The Urban Core Specific Plan regulates the development of property through
use and bulk restrictions. The tool selected for regulating density and intensity
in the Urban Core is a [imitation on the allowable Floor Area Ratio. FAR is the
ratio between the size of the lot and the maximum amoLint of floor space that
a building constructed on that lot may contain.

Thlough incentive zoning, Chula Vista seeks to realize certain amenities or
design provisions related to a particular development project in exchange for
granting an increase in the FAR or FAR waiver for the property being developed.
Locations where the City may grant such incentives are clearly identified in this
chapter.

Bonus awards may be as "of right" or discretionary. Discretionary authority to
grant a}l FAR bonuses or fee waivers is delegated to the Planning Commission
or City Council as necessa%

The amount of bonus awards Chula Vista will make available should take into
account the projected build-out that would occur if all of the bonus provisions
allowable under the program were actually awarded.This total should not exceed
the capacity of the land or the capacity of the City to provide infrastructure and
services to support the build-cut,

To determine just how much additional FAR or FAR waiver should be granted,
the Planning Commission should take into account the value added to the
property by the amenity or design, and a reasonable share of additional FAR
or FAR waiver that will proportionally compensate the developer for the
additional amenities or design provisions.
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3, U 'b Ame PJ, es b

q:he Urban Amenities Table presenLs a wide variety of urban amenities either
required or desired in tile Urban Core, The table describes whether these
amenities are required in the Specific Plan (or other regulations) or whether
provision of Ehese elements wiiI be encouraged through incentives, Whe 4 an
urban amenity is required, the specific responsibilities of the property owner
are identified in the Requirements column.  In some cases, the applicant
should refer to other sections contained within the Specific Plan for particular
guidelines or regulations,  When provision of an urban amenity results in
additional benefits to the property owner, the incentive For providing the amenity
is tisted in the incentives column. Incentives requests will be evaiuated case-by
case based on the degree of public benefit provided by the proposed prgject,

Several of the urban amenities may be both a requirement and an incentive;
in these cases, a certain portion of the amenity is required to be provided
and the property owner may aiso recognize additional benefits by providing
an additional portion of the amenity, The Urban Amenities Table alse details
the subdistricts within the Specific PIan'area in which provision of a particular
element is required or eligible for incentives. ]f no subd[stricts'are specified,
the amenity is applicable to all subdistdcts.

jl
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i
improvements• Development impact fee and/or

Javelopment requirements (Contained None

I

,I
4

E

Site Access

v'Tall

Upper LevM Setbacks

Chapters V{ & VII) and development
lregulations (Contained in Ohapbra Vi
VII)
Design guidelines (Contained in
Chapters 'VI & VII)

Landscaping

Transit Station Improvements

Cultural Arts (Public}

Design guidefines (Contained in
Chapter Vll)
Design guidelines (Contained in
Chapter Vii) and/or development "
impact fee
Applicability: V-l, V-P, V-4, V-B, UC-1,
U0-2, UC-4, UC-5, UC-7, UC-9, UC-t0,
UC-!2, UCd3, UC-14, UC-15, UCd6,
UC-18, U0-19, C-1, C-2, and C-3

Development impact fee App icabi ity:
V-l, V-2, V-3, V-4, UC-1, UC-2, UC-4,

UC-5, UC-7, UC@, UC-I0, UC-12, UC
13, UC-I5, U0 16, UC-18, UC-19, C-1,
C-2, and 0 3

Design guidelines (Contained in
Chapter VII) and development
requirements (Contained in Ohapter V1)

Vertical Mixed-Use
(Residential over Commercial;
Projects)

Vertical Mixed-Use
(Residential o /ar Commercial
Projects} within 500 fee[ of a
Transit Station

Design guidelines (Contained in
Chapter VII) and development
requirements (Contained in Chapter VIi
Applicability: V-!, V-2, V-3, V-4, U-C1,
U-C2, UC-6, UC-1O, UC-1,2, UC-18, UC
t4, UC-15, O-1, C-2, and C-8

Design guidelines (Contained in       1
Chapter Vii) and development       l
requirements (Contained in Chapter V,)I

?aseos                    Public right of way, development.
requirements (Contained in Chapter
V]), and/or development impact fee

stdan Circuia{ien (Onsite [ Design guidelines (Oonta[ned in
ind Offsite)               Chapter Vii) and development

requirements (Con:LaMed in Chapter Vii

Stree front Facades/Street    Design guidelines (Contained in

None

NoDe

None

None

None

None

None

None

No e

None
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and PIazas,
Sports/Recreation

y Lots, Water
Par Courses

Equipment, Gardens, Art
Works

Design guidelines (Contained in       10% increase in the allowable
Chapter Vii) and development         FAR and the allowable numbe
requirements (Oontained in Chapter V[) residential units when all parking
and/or development impact fee for                    the building,.

Housing

i

uistion and Maintenance
None

Services/Human

None

g

parkifig district, ineludihg structured a
underground facilities App{ieabili : Vq,
V-2, V-8, V-4, UC I, U-C2, UO-4, UC-5
UCW, UC-9, UC-10, UCq2, UC-13, UC

U0 16, U0-18, C-1, C 2, and C-3
Development impact fee and parkland

below grade, or [n a
garage of at least two

levels and wrapped with uses or
architecturally concealed ,,
Applicability: All subdistricts

10% increase in the allowable
dedication

City inclusienary housing requirement

LEED Scorecard submitted with Urban
¢-,                         ,      ,   ,,ore DevaIopment Permit application

EAR when additiona( public
sutdoor space is provided above
nd beyond PAD requirements
nd other than those identified in

Figure s.e4 is provided, T s..T.

public outdoor open space shall
have the following
characteristics: has an area

500 square [eat with
eptt of 30 r .at;
es and chairs;
eat, ian-scaled

hting of at least 2 footcandles;
and has outdoor public air and
other desired amenities, such as
fountains.
App!icability: All subdistricts

As allowed by State Density
Bonus Law (Government Code
Section 65915)   . .
App[icability: Ati subdis ricts that
llow residential

FAR increase (20% for LEED
Certification, 25% for LEED
Silver up to 35% for LEED
P!atinum), also pridrity permit
review with LEED certification.
Applicability: All subdistricts
FAR waiver: FAR for elements
not included in overall project
FAR

,::All subdMriets
FAR waiver; FARfcr elements
not inciuded in overa!i project
FAR

': AJ] subdistriets

[ J
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The !and use and developrn?nt regulations encourage the sking of a variety of
land  uses .in  an  urban  environment tJsat is  both  pedestrian  and
environmentally senskive, Wher'e used in combinaLion with the Urban
Amenities Incentives, as proyided for in this chapter, the development
regulations and urban amenities incentives wilt encourage innovative design:
To further achieve this goal, it may be necessary to be flexible" in the
application of certain development standards. As such, the Planning
Commission may authorize exceptions to the land use and development
regulations included within this chapter through the issuance of an Design
Review Permit, ifalf of the foilow(ng findings are made:

1. The proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and
objectives of the Specific Plan and General Plan,

2, The proposed development.will compiy with alt other regulations of the
Specific Plan.

3. The proposed development will incorporate'one or more of the Urban
Amenities Incentives in section F - Ul'ban Amenities Requirements and
Incentives, of this chapter.

4, The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and will
result n a better design or greater public benefit than could be
acl ieved through  strict  conformance  with  the  Specific  Plan
development reguiationso

All other sections of the Chu!a Vista Municipal Cede shah apply

!i   ,

Consideration of a deve!opment standard exception shall be concurrent with
the review of the Desigr Review permit, as outlined in Chapter Xl - Plan
Administration, Section 0.1. Design Review Requirements, of this Specific
Plan.
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NEIGHBORHOOD MEETINGS
October 15 & December 16 20t5

.

.

,

Comment                        Staff Response                Reference

Project should comply with UCSP        The Project has been revised to meet  See p. 8 of the
as recommended by the citizens,          all the development standards of the   Planning

Urban Core Specific Plan (UCSP),    Commission (PC)
except Floor Area Ratio (PAR).      Report.

Project is requesting too many deviations  The Project is requesting only one    See p. 9 of the PC
from UCSP.                            exception to the FAR. Exceptions    Report.

to the FAR as authorized by the
UCSP.

See pp.8 and 13 of
the PC Report.

Project is too tall and bulky for the
adjacent single family residential (SFR)
neighborhood.

The proposed 57-foot building
height meets the 60-foot height limit
of the UCSP. The building structure
has been reduced and moved next to
Third Avenue and K Street and
away from the single-family homes.

4.   Rednce building FAR. The proposed building FAR has
been reduced from the initial Project
FAR of 2.3 down to 2.0. The UCSP
allows a base FAR of 1.0, with
increases in FAR based on the
provision of amenities and requests
for exceptions. As explained in the
staff report the Pro ect provides
three amenities equivalent to 0.5
FAR and requests an exception for
0.5 FAR. The amenities and
exception, which bring the total
FAR to 2.0, may be justified and
granted based on the findings made
and described the PC Report.

Residents will lose privacy as residents
of the Projects' upper floors will
command a direct view into the SFR's
backyards and homes.

5 The Project has been revised to
address potential privacy issues.
The building structure has been
designed to minimize its mass and
balk by removing the fifth floor and
reducing the fourth floor from the
building wing along K Street. Also,
both building wings have been.
located along the Third Avenue and
K Street sidewalks, as far away as
tSossible from the single-family
residences. Through this revisions
the Project addresses the issue of

Seepp. 12 of the
PC Report.

See pp. 8 ofthePC
Report.
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Comment                       Staff Response               Reference

3.   New residents will take over street

parking.

7.   Traffic will increase and create problems
at the intersection of Third and K and
residential streets.

8.   Traffic exiting the parking structure will
travel east on K Street throug-h local
streets to reach freeways.

9.   Project construction wil! create dust and
noise.

-10.  Building will block sunlight and view of
sunsets.

11.  Parking garage will attract homeless.

privacy as required by the UCSP.

The Project has been revised to       See p. 8 of the PC
include all the parking spaces        Report.
required on-site and inside the
structure, and includes 14 more
>arking spaces than required.

See Attachment 6 .
to the PC Report.

A Traffic Assessment Letter was
prepared by LLG, Inc. to assess the
traffic and potential impacts that
woutd be generated by
implementation of the Project. The
Traffic Assessment determined that
no significant impacts would occur.
The traffic analysis conducted on
the Project calculated the amount of
additional traffic that would be
generated by the Project (a total of
690 daily trips). The study also
determined that of the total traffic
generated 15% would enter/exist the
Project on K Street. That means that
approximately 100 trips would come
in from or go east on K Street during
a 24-hour period. This further
means that the street would continue
to have an adequate level of service.
Project construction is a temporary
situation. The proposed Project
permits have been conditioned to
implement measures during
construction to minimize dust and
noise levels.
A shade study was conducted for the
Project. The study determined that
the most severe shading during he

Winter Solstice would occur during
the evening. Shading would be less
severe during all other times of the
year. The summer solstice exhibit
(best case) shows very little
shadowing cast onto adjoining
properties.
The Project'sparking garage has

been designed to minimize access to
i other than building residents and

See Attachment 6
te the PC Report.

See pp. 6 and 7 of
Addendum to EIR,
Attachment 7 of PC
Report.

See Sheet A5.0 0f
the.Project plans in
A achment 9 of the
PC Report.

See Project Plans in
Attachment 9 to the
PC Report.
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Comment Staff Response               Reference

customers of the commercial suite.
The building will have strong
management that would have
control over who is within the
premises. The garage will only have
one entry from K Street, and one
limited entry through the lobby.
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Project Memorandum
2258  First  Avenue

San Die9o, Californla 92101

T 519.239.9282 F 618.235.0522
K)AT :             March 23, 2016

P OJ&CT:         14 118 VTsta del Mar

TO:               Miguel Tapia, City of Chula Vista

FROM:             Maxine Ward, Studio E Architedts

SU JECT:          Project Contributions

COP F TO:       File

M ORAN#U! :

Miguel,

As requested in your email of 03/22/16, brow please Find a table that lists the obligatory and
voluntary contributions that this project will make towards the improvement of the Chula
Vista community.

Obligatory Contributions                    Voluntary Contributions

Plan Check fees                              Indirect community benefit - Energy efficient
building meeting LEED Gold certification

Permit fees                                   Direct community behest - Creation of public
plaza at Third & K intersection

Inspection fees Direct comm unity beneFt  Creation of a
community landmark bythe inclusion of
public arc in the Form of a mural on the north
facing buiNing wall

Schoolfees' Direct community benefit - Provision of
public art in the form of sculpture or Fountain
at the public plaza

Park acquisition and development Fees         Direct community benefit - Provision
architecturally screened parking

Development impact fees                   Direct community benefit - Provision of 8

guest parking spaces within the parking
stTucture

Sewer fees                                   Indirect community benefit - Provision of 7
additional resident parking spaces within the
parking structure, beyond the requirement

Upgrade to public facilities - new public fire    Direct community benefit - Provision of new
hydrant                                     street furniture, such as benches, trash cans,

bike racks and planters

Upgrade to public facilities new sidewa[ks    Direct community benefit - Provision of clean,
and new wider sidewaik at Third Ave           safe, energy efficient modem homes For the

Chula Vista workforce
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Upgrade to public facilities - new street trees   Direct community benefit - Provision of more
potential customers to the small business
cammunity located along Third Avenue

Upgrade to public facilities- new street lights  Direct community benefit- Job creation due
to construction, commercial use and property
management

Upgrade to public facilities - new pedestrian

ramp

Qirect community benefit - Provision of
additional living and lifestyle choices for
Chula Vista residents

END OF MEMORANDUM
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January 2 5, 2 015
Enginee & Planners

Traffic

Transportation

Parking

Dr. Humid Mani
California Retina Associates
835 Third Avenue, Suite A
Chula Vista, CA 91911

LLG Reference: 3-I5-2558

Dear Dr. Mani:

A. INTRODUCTION / PROJECT UNDERSTANDING

The Vista Del Mar project proposes the construction of a 5-story building located on
the northeast comer of Third Avenue and K Street within ±e City of Chula Vista.
The mixed-use project proposes 76 condominium units within floor levels 2-5 of the
building. Street level floor space wilI contain common areas associated with the
residential use (1,770 SF Resident Fitness Center and 2,572 SF Resident Lounge,
comprising community kitchen, meeting room(s), management office) and separate
commercial space for lease (511 SF).

Access to the project site would be provided via one driveway/ramp to an enclosed
parking garage situated along K Street. The project will provide 136 resident parking
spaces and 8 guest/commercial spaces.

Fig ere B depicts the Project's site plan.

Linsco t, Law & Oreenspan Engineers (LLG) is pleased to provide you wiffl this traffic
letter assessment addressing the potential near-term traffic impacts associated with the

proposed Vista Del Mar project consisting of 76 condominim:a units and 511 SF of
retail space. The project site is located on the northvast corner of Third Avenue and
K Street in the City of Chula Vista.

FigzereA depicts the project area. All figures are included at the end of this letter.

Subject:      Vista Del Mar Project - Traffic Lette i Assessment

linset tt, Law &

Greenspan, Engineers

4542 Ruffner Street

Suite 100

San liege, CA 52111

858.311& 880 7

858.300.8810

www.fgengirleers,com

Pasadena

Co aMesa

San Oiego

LasVegas

Jac£ 1'91. Gie ilspan, PE t' lt}

W.tliiam A. L w, PE LPm

Pau! R W km s , , PE

J hn P, e t n , PE

Cla M. Leek-J eget. _

, ichard E. 53a -re q pE
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Dr. Harold Mani
January 25, 2016

Page 2

B. STUDY AREA / EXISTNG CONDITIONS / DATA COLLECTION

Study Area
The study area was determined based on the Project's trip distribution and the most
likely locations to be impacted by the Project. The study at:ea analyzed includes the

following locations:

INTERSECTIONS

1. Third Avenue / J Street
2. Third Avenue / K Street
3. K Street / Project Driveway
4. K Street / Church Avenue
5. Third Avenue / L Street

Existing Conditions
Based on the study area, the following are brief descriptions of the existing streets in
..the project area. Figure C depicts the existing conditions-with'}n@e study area,

Third Avenue is classified as a four-lane Commercial Boulevard in the City of Chzda
Vista General Plan between J Street and L Street. South of L Street, Third Avenue is
reclassified as a Class I Collector. Third Avenue is constructed as a four-lane

undivided roadway with a Two-Way Left-Turn median (T} /%TL) within the study

area. Bus stops are provided intermittently along both sides of the roadway. No bike
lanes are provided and curbside parking is prohibited. The posted speed limit is 35

. mph.

a Street is an unclassified roadway in the City of Ch da Vista General Plan.

CmTently, J Street is constructed as a two-lane undivided roadway. No bus stops or

bike lanes are provided.  Curbside parking is permitted along both sides of the
roadway. The posted speed limit is 30 mph.

K Street is an unclassified roadway in the City of Chzda Vista General Plan.
Currently, K Street is constructed as a two-lane undivided roadway with a TWLTL
median. No bus stops or bike lanes are provided.  Curbside parking is permitted

along both sides of the roadway. The posted speed limit is 30 mph.

L Street is classified as a Class I Coliector in the City of Ch da Vista General Plan.

Currently, L Street is constructed as a fourqane undivided roadway within the study
area. Bus stops are provided intermittently along both sides of the roadway. No bike
lanes are provided and curbside parking is prohibited. The posted speed limit is 35

mph.
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Dr. Harold Mani
January 25, 2016
Page 3

Church Avenue is an unclassified roadway in the City of Chula Vista General Hun:
Currently, Church Avenue is constructed as a two-lane undivided roadway and serves

residential singie- amily homes. No bus stops or bike lanes are provided. Curbside
parking is permitted along both sides of the roadway.

Data Collection

Existing weekday AM and PM peak hour (7:00-9:00 AM and 4:00-6:00 PM)tuming
movement counts at the study intersections were conducted during December (2015)
and January (2016) while schools in the area were in session.

Fig re D depicts the existing traffic volumes.  Attachment A contains the existing
traffic ,volumes. '

C. TRIP GENERATION I EXISTING LAND UsEs / DISTRIBUTION & ASNGNI IE T

Trip Generation

As detailed in Section A, the Project proposes to construct a 5-story building replacing
the current existing land uses on-site.   Based on the project description, trip
generation rates for the Project were obtained from the (Not So) Brief Guide bf'Traffic
Generators for the San Diego Region published by the San Diego Association of
Governments (SANDAG) in April 2002.

The high "sit-down restaurant" was used for the commercial space for lease, to be

conservative.

Table 1 summarizes the trip generation for the Project. As shown in 'Table l, the Project
is calculated to generate 690 Average Daily Trips (ADT) with a total of 56 trips
during the AM peak hour (14 inbound/42 outbound trips) and 68 trips during the PM.
peak hour (47 inbound/21 outbound trips).

It should be noted that to be conservative, no credit was applied to the trip generation
s mmary to aeeo mt for the existing operational land uses cup'rent@ on-site, which
will be renovated
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TABLE 1

TRIP GENERATION SUMMARY

Use        Quantity

I

Condos      76 Units

Commercial      511 sf

Daily Trip Ends
(ADTS)"

Rateb    Volume

8.0 / DU     608

I60.0/ksf    82

AM Peak Hour                 PM Peak Hour

% of   In:Out    Volume     % of   In:Out     Volume
ADT    Split                  ADT    Split

In    Out                     In    Out

8%     20:80    10     39    10%    70:30     43     18

8%     50:50     4      3     8%    60:40     4      3

T=:  ,.-  ,

FOOtnOtSSJ

a.   Average Daily Trips

Trip Generation Rate ffola fl e SANDAO's Not So BriefGuideofgehicularTraffic Generation Ratesfor the San Diego

Region, 2002,

Existing Land Uses
As detailed in the above section, the ske is currently occupied and open for business
and generating traffic to and from the site. Table 2 details the existing land uses on
site and the amount of current traffic calculated to be generating.

As shown in Table 2, the existing land uses were calculated to currently generate 36t
ADT with 18 trips during the AM peak hour and 34 trips daring the PM peak hour.
With the replacement of the existing land uses with the proposed project, the overall
'°New-Net" trips would be an additional 329 ADT with 38 additional trips during tt e

AM peak hour and 34 additional trips during the PM peak hour.
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Dr. Humid Mani
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TABLE 2

EXISTING LAND USES

TRIP GENERATION SUMMARY

Use

Health Club

Office Space

Quantity

18.0 ksf

1.05 ksf

Medical Office    1,4 ksf

Daily Trip El ds
(ADTS)"

Rateb    Volume

15.0/ksf 270

20.0/ksf     21

50.0/ksf

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

% of   in:Out    Volume     % of   In:Out     Volume
ADT    Split                  ADT    Split

In    Out                     ]In    Out

4%     60:40     7      4     9%    60:40     14     10
..........................................................  , ,2  .......................................

14%    90:10    2     I     13%   20:80     1      2

70      6%    80:20    3     I     1 I%   30:70     2      6

a.  Average Daily Trips

b.  Trip Generation Rate from the SANDAG's Not So BHef Guide of Vehicular Traffic Generation Rates for the San ©logo Region,
2002.

c.  V, office SANDAG Heakb Club rate utilized.

Distribution & Assignment
The Project's distribution was derived by the location of the proposed access point,

neighboring shopping locations, and employment opportunities, freeway access, and
the local circulation system.

Figure E shows the local distribution of the Project trips. Figure F shows the total
•  .  G¢iProject traffic volumes. Figure G shows the Extstu% - Project traffic volumes.

D, ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

Level of service (LOS) is the term used to denote the different operating conditions
which occur on a given roadway segment under various traffic volume toads. It is a

qualitative measure used to describe a quantitative analysis taking into account
factors such as roadway geometries, signal phasing, speed, travel delay, freedom to

maneuver, and safety. Level of service provides an index to the operational qualities
of a roadway segment or an intersection. Level of service designations range from A

to F, with LOS A representing the best operating conditions and LOS F representing
the worst operating conditions. Level of service designation is reported differently for
signalized and unsignalized intersections, as well as for roadway segments.
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Signcdized intersections were analyzed under AM and PM peak horn" conditions.
Average vehicle delay was determined utilizing the methodology found in Chapter t 8
of the 2010 Highway Capacity Manual (HCiVf), with the assistance of the Synchro
(version 9) computer software. The delay values (represented in seconds) were
qualified with a corresponding intersection LOS.  Attachment B provides the LOS

analysis worksheets.

" Unsignalized intersections were analyzed under AM and PM peak hour conditions.
Average vehicle delay and Levels of Service (LOS) was determined based upon the
procedures found in Chapter 17 of the 2010 High,ray Capacity Manzml (HCIY), with
the assistance of the Synchro (version 9) computer softWare. Attachment B provides

the LOS analysis worksheets.

Generally LOS D or better operations are considered acceptable dm'ing peak periods

in the City of Chula Vista.

E, ANALYSIS RESULTS
This section provides the assessment results of the study area intersections for both

existing and existimg + project conditions

Level of Service Operations

Table 3 summarizes the peak hour intersection operations under Existing conditions
in the study area. As shown, the study area intersections are calculated to currently

operate acceptably at LOS C or better during the AM and PM peak hours.

Existing+ Project Operations

Table 3 summarizes the peak h9ur !ntersection operations with the addition of project
traffic. As shown, the study area intersections are calculated to continue to operate

acceptably at LOS C or better during the AM and PM peak hours.
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TABLE 3

INTERSECTION OPERATIONS

Intersection

1. Third Avenue / J Street

2. Third Avenue / K Street

3. K Street / Project D' W.

4. K Street / Church Avenue

5. Third Avenne / L Street

Control
Type

Signal

Signal

TWSCa

TWS d

Signal

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

Alvf

PM

AM

PM

15.6

21.7

9.i

10.0

9.4

9.8

24.6

34.5

B

C

B

C

A •

A

A
A

C

C

19.8

34.2

Hour
Delay a       LOS u Delay

19.9

34.6

17.2

22.6

9.7

10.4

9.5

9,8

24.9

34.8 "

Peak Existing Existing + Project

LOS

A

B

A

A

C

C

A      Impact

Delay Type

0.1     None

0.4    None

0.6     None

0.9     None

0.6     None

0.4    None

0.1     None

0.0     None

0.3     None

0.3     None

Foo *otes:
a Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle
b Level of Service
c Increase in delay due to project traffic•
d. TWSC - Two Way Stop Controlled. Minor Street left-turn delay and LOS reported

General Notes;
1 BOLD = Indicates signi cant imfiact.

SIGNALIZED                                  UNSIGN ALIZED

DELAY/LOS TrIRESHOLDS   DELAYfLOS THRESHOLDS

Delay         LOS          Delay         LOS

0.0 < 10.0        A         0.0 < tOO        A
t0A to 20.0       B        I0.1to i50       B

201 to 35.0       C        151to 250       C

35.1 to 550       n        25. to 350       D

55.1to 80.0       E        351to 500       E

a 801        F             _> 5011        F



Dr. Humid Mani
January 25, 2016
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F. PROJECT ACCESS

Project access is proposed via a single two-way unsignatized driveway to K Street,
east of Third Avenue and aligned opposite of the existing two-way driveway serving
the fronting Bank of America building. This distance measures approximately 160
feet from intersection centerline to intersection centerline. The existing westhound to

. southbound turn pocket on K Street at Third Avenue is approximately i00 feet
including a 25-foot transition which extends across the existing bank driveway.
Curbside parking is prohibited in both direction on K Street from Third Avetme

eastward to just east of the hank driveway.

The majority" of Project tr     o  is distributed  .............. tg/ omf 'ce t

This traffic will make a left-turn into the site from K Street, and will be

highest during the PM peN< hour (40 peak hour left-turns).  There is potential for
westbound queuing on K Street at Third Avenue to block access to the driveway,
resulting in the possibility that PM Project trips would block eastbound thru-tra 'fic on

K Street. Were this to occur, inbound Project trips could instead potentially use
eastbound Kearny Street to southbound Church Avenue, which would allow for a

westbound right-tttm in to the site from K Street.

ensure ordert  ingress during the PM  eak hour and discour e an   otent'     

through trips to Church Avenu ar" stripin

! at the combined Project Driveway/Ban& of America Driveway.

For reference; a slmdar improvement is provided two blocks north of the Project on
J Street between Third Avenue and Church Avenue. This improvement will ensure
that vehicles queuing westbound on K Street at Third Avenue do not block the

driveway.
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Mr. Hamid Mani
January 25, 2016

Page 9

G. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above anaIysis, no capacity-related impacts were calculated due to the

project. Capacity-related mitigation measures are not necessary. However, baseci on the

site plan review and proposed driveway location, it is recommended that a "Keep Clear"

striping detail be provide on K Street at the combined Proj'ect Driveway/Bank of
America unsignalized intersection.

Please call if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Linseett, Law & Greenspan, Engineers

Associate Principal
Jose Nunez

Transportation Planner II

CC:
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Vehicular Count
Accurate Video Counts Inc

info@accuratevideoeounts,com

(619) 9874136

Location: JStreet  @  3rdAvenue

Southbound

Right  T -u   LeA

7:00 AN'[     I0    63    1
7:15AM      12    76     3
7:30 AM     13 100    4
7:45 AM      8     74     4
8:00 AM      12    96    I2
8:15AM      t4    93     i1
8:30 AM      19    t12    11
8:45 AM      32    89     I3

Torn      120   703

:! , Vvfest (mnd "      Northbound

Rig2at Thru  :Left Right  Thru   Left
r IQ:   41    15
:1:1  ,49  '18

: 17  "    2['

22 77 17
29    63    17
1:7  50 J.2
{3 45     tfi

• 29  29   13

t3     94     1I
23  118   16
16   113   1.3
14    I54    21
13    144    [6
5     i05    24
8   I13   16
6     130    2i

:  :EastbOund

Right  Thrn  Lef TOTAL

17 31     13     319
22   47    8      403
25     35   ]5     435
I5     ':    38    25            469

2[:::: 42   27   492
24   35    443
28  18   15 I  4[6

)5    17,     -          431

, i59          148        417 136 98    97[    [38 179        284        155    I     3,408

AM Intersection Peak Hour : TnLe 'section PaT : "
....  w   :

Southbound

Right  Thru   I. eh

Volume    I  47    363    31
iPHF      I 0.84   0,91   0,65

Movement P['[FI          0.92

Westboun{]          Northbound          Eastbound      TOTAL
Right  Tbru   Left   Right  Tbru   Let¾ I Right  ][hru   l,e[t

85    253    72     48    516    74     85    163    102    1,839

0. J   0.82   0.86   0,75   0.84   0, / !   0,85   0.85   0.73     0.%

6,g8                   0.84                   0.82            0.93

Southbound

Right  Thin   Left
4:00 PM      23    158    g
4:15 PM      21    174    21
4:30 PM      25    201    I0
4:45 PM      t3    128    21
5:00 PM      43    19I
5:15 PM      40    182
5:30 PM      [7    t4g
5:45 PM      25    156

Total       207   I338

Southbound         Westbound          Northbound

Right  Tlnn.l  Left  Right  Thru   Left  Right  Thin   Left
Votume      12[   702    76    47    204   1.00    59    525    [34

P'bIF     0170  0.g73 0,792 0.734 0.944 0,735 0,509  0.81  0,728 0.784 0.792 0.906   0.90

Movement PHi? ,        0.87                 0.90                 0.76                 0,87           0.90

24

21

24

I9
1,]-8

Westbotmd : ,:       Northbound

Right  TI 'u : :Le#c Right  Tb2m   Left

I5    51    134   12    127    27
13    49     27   13    I09    25
9     54     34      5     Ii5    27
i6 44   25  15   I37   31
ll   53           22           29          162          46

1.1:    53     [9 :,   12    111    30
]0 1'7    22    I09  40
10 :   49 Ig    15     92     21
95  399  i:96    121    962    247

Eastbound

Right  TIe L  Left  TOTAL
61   :66,    27     609
43    76: J     604
36    .64    22     602
51 6{):   23:    571

t834 60.           69.
39    89     2,. 63t

30:: : 73    2fT '   557

4 ': 6   539
336.   563   !9ff [  4,806

=::a  ..............

Eastbound       TOTAL
Right  Tlu t   Left
160   282    87    2497

P O. Box 261425 San Diego CA 92196www.accu ratevideocou nts,com
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Datafotc¢Count#1
SiteCode  Lot#1         3rd Avenue&K Street

Sta Date     12/8/201S
Star l me            7 0

ntervaITi !5
No hLeg 3rdAvenue-Southbound

me      ke?l          key2      key3      ke 4

peds          Rights    Th us     Le s
700              2        20        44
71S              0        37        94
730              0        18       110
745          4      17     lo6
Boo         1      24      7G
815              2        21       104
$3O              1        34       lll
845              1        34       i52

East Leg - K Sreet - Westbound             South Le8 - 3rd Avenue - No hhound
ke,/5      key6      ke 7      key8      key9      key10     key i     keyl2
peds      Righ Thrus     Le s      Peals      Rights     Thrus     Le

6       0      6      21       7      25       6     i42
8       2      S      33      il       7      11     180
1         0         7        27        14        13          8       180

11         3         8        20        17          2          8       198
6          1         2        12        14          4          7       1S6

I2       6      7      11       6       ?       7     145
16         2         8          9        l g       135
13          2         7        17        iS          3          8       112

Wes Leg-KStreet Eas baund

keyl3     key14     keyiS     keyl6
Peds      Rights     Thrus     L T

2i         4        14        1S         7
36         7        30        18        14
24      2      31      19      24
34         S        24        2 13
7         3        21        17        27
7         2        16        15        13

19         8        12        10        16
18         1        1S        10        11

OataforC Count #2
SitaCode  Lot#&         3 dAvenue K Street

Sta Dale     12/8/2015
$ta Time           I600
Inter aJTi 1S

No hLeg-3rdAvenue-southbound

time      ke 1          key2      k y3      key4
Peds          Righ Thrus     Le s

1600              2        3S       I96
151S              2        38       212
1630              ?        $3       212
1645          3      34     239
1?00              1        3S       204
171S              26       186
1730              2        34       164
1745              3        31       156

EastLeg-K Slreet-Wes bound

keys      key6      key7      key8
Peds      R[gh Thru te s

23       3      9      17
3!          0        10        2S
32       4      9      2S
39          S         9        26

24          2         !9
23          ¢         8        19
7          3        i2        14

South Leg-3rdAvenue-Ne hbound

key9      keylQ     keVll     ke¥12
Ped Right Thru Lefts

!4        il         16       143
2 6        15       17S
28          19       182
26         12         7       126
25          7         i9       !50
16          0        16       laA.

27          1         17       143
17          2        10       i29

WestLeg-K S[reet-Eastbound

key13     keyl4     key15     key16
Peds      Rights     Thrus     Leff

17         9        1 l
15      7      i2      34
17         9        24        37
19         2B        24

8         9        27        22  •

L7             31      22
24                   14        2S
6         4        19        15

14

13

19

8

13

!S

14

13

-7g



Vehicular Count
Accurate Video Counts ]nc

info@aecu ratevideoeounts,com

(619) 987.5136

Location: KStreet  @  Driveway

Southbound

Right  Ttn'u  Left
7:00 AM

7:15 AM

7:30 ANt

7:45 A?vt

8 :OO AM

8:15 AM

8:30 AM

8:45 AM

Norrkbom d

Right  Tbm   Left
0   0
0   0
0    0
1    6
2   O
i   0
t   0
0   O

Total 5    0

1.    : :0: ::;=4I i "

1      (  a8     2
0       :2,

0  [ :::07:'  46.  :4

0    0 :}1 :    2
0 O  :24.: 2

0   0   29   2
0    ::O  21 4
2 0 _43    20

0   0   O
1    0    l
()      0      2
1      6      t
1    0   4
0   0   3
0   O   6
1   0   2

:['i: EastI oundl, :

Right  T'm'u:' Eefg  TOTAL

;:0    2[ 0.::    64

:5  261 ::0      74
/27 70      56

4 ' "4 o'     02     91

5 },o::   65
5:25 O     68

>7  26 O    61

AM Intersection Peak Hour : 7:00 AM- 8:00 Ai'd

4      0      19 33  2l:4    O      540

b L , e ti,:,e t:{F : i
' :I'

Southbound         Westbound

Right  'I'hru   Left  Rigbt  Tbru   Left

Volume        I      0      2      0     148

rr rrPHF        0.25  44 ,, ,:, ,  0 50   ,,4, 4  0.80

Movement Pt[F         0.75                 0.79

Northbound          EastbouEd      TOTAL
Right  Thru  Left  Right  I'hru  LeR

I0   2
0.63   O,SO

0    4   l0   [08   O    285
#####  0.50   0.50   0.79 ,,#=:ua=#    0.78

6.75                                       0.78                         0.78

Southbound         Westbound         Northbound Emstbound

Right  Thru   Left  Right  Tlraqa   Left  Pdght  Tbm   Left  Right Tim1 : Left  TOT;S,_L
4:00 PM                                                            :12: 50:0     100
4:lSPM                                                                               7    43 i: 1     102
4:30PM                                                             8 ; : :65    O     128
4:45 PM 5 :: 6/    0    139
5:00 PM                                                                               I0  62 0    136
5:ISPM 38: , 2     84
5:30PM 9 :   50' O    110
5:45 PM                                                                 :ll .33    0      92

Total        46     1      I0 24.3  27     16      I      61.     79  :: 40I o      89i

PM Intersection Peak Hour :                     Intersection PHF : :IGg :

Southbound    I     Westbe md           Northbound           Eastbound

Right  TtuaL  Le Right  Tl u   Left  Right  Tbzu  Left  Right  T .t  Left

t.             6             O             0            24                                      _} 2              1              4

5      0      0                           '4      6      6
4.      0       f  34:   5 :     1       0      9
12     0      4                           4      0      9
8   1    3   :6 38   2  3    0    9
2     0     0    :0 ' ::24. 3    0     0     8

19     6      1 0 28    a      1     (1     9
4      O      t   b:     o....  o 2 :    t      0

ro] Lt[llC

PHF

Movement PH;F

29    £    8    1    132   1:6   1:2    0    35   40   230   t
#,.#- 0.972 0.667 0.885  0.250.60   0.25   0,5   0,25  0.868  0.667  0.75  

4t-,,

0.59                 0.93                 090                 0,90

TOTAL

505

0.9I

0.91

,ms'w.accuratevideocounts,com                                                        P,O Box 261425 San Diego CA 92196
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Count #t

SiteCode  Loc #2 8   Church S reet & K Street / Fountain Apartments Driveway

StarCDate  #######

Slar T me        7(]0
Intem/aITin        L5

North Leg - Church StYeet • Southbound     East Le - K Street. Westbound

t me      key1     ke 2      key3     ke¥¢     kev5      kev6     kev7
Pods      Rights     Thrus     Left Pods      Rights     Thrus

700          0
715          0 ,

730          0  •

745          0
800          0
815          0
830¸         (]                                                       0

845       O                                      0

key8

Lefts

SouthLe -Eount inApts-Northbound    WestLas-KStreet  Eastbound

k y9

Peds

i
0

0

0

0

O

i
$

kevlO

Rf6hts

keylZ     keyi2
Thrus     Lefts

0      0
4      0
2      0
o       0
0      0
2      0
0      0
2       o

keyt3    key/4    keyl5
Peds      Ri h s     Thn/s

2             i
0            1
0            0
i            I
i            0
0             0
0             0
1             0

keyi6
Le s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Coun[ #2
SiteCode  L #2-B  Church Stre.°t & K 5tr et/Fountain Apartments Drivewa

StartDate  #######

Start me       1600
IntervaJTin        15

North Leg Church Street - 5o thbound

time       keyl
Peds

I600
1615

1630

164S

17o0

171s

1730

174S

key2      key3      key4
Rishts     Thrus     Le s

0             0
0             0
O             i
O             0
0             0
0             0
O             0
0             0

East Leg- K Street  Westbound

keyS       key6      key7      key8
Peds      Rights     Thrus      Lefts

SouthLe6-Founta]nApts-No hbound    WestLe8  Kgtreet-Eastbound

0

key9

peds

Q

0

0

1

l
0

0

0

keylO

Rights

kayll     key12     key13
Thrus      te s      Peds

2      0      !
0       0       0
0       0       0
0       0       o
2      0      0
!      0      1
0      0      0
0      0      1

keyl4     key15     kayl6
Rishts   Ttlrus     Lefts

O

2

I
0

0

0

3

0

-81



-      - .2.., Vehicular Count
Accurate Video Counts ]nc

info@accu ratevideocounts.com

(619) 987-5136

Location:                        LStreet  @  3rd Avenue

Southbound West bd uild  ....  Northbound    :::: astbourld : : :

Right wbJ.u m.4,{ rM;ii f¢ Right Th,'  mght totAL
11 60 14    4557:00 '#-M       I3     36      9 25 8 I  33,:    19     131     20

o8,7  27   I64   2,4   1). 57 • ,18  5607:I5AM      18    82    I5    [3:: :; 85    

• , I44 :38  ....  [20
7,. 0 AM       t9    1O0    17   : 29                   22            32                           687
7:45AM        17     98      7   i  3}   :167  -: 57     37     [67     27     52: 79,) 46    787

c           26 :          6198:00. V*       12     94     17    . 86       )  ' 40             140     [9     15  78 :  :23
• ,=

8:ISAM      13    6,!-    I6   "44    112   36:  21    117    19 14  174: : 29    559
8:30AM     15   tO2   23  ' 28  :102 ' 28   27   107   13    18  ' ; :i 2i    559
8:45 AM      [4    77    20    5"]   78   35,   14    116    18   16 35 , 44    544

.....  5             [72Total        12[    o -
t24    265    891 a0.    J.93   t.062          188   7565    23t I  4,770

............  : ....  :-: 'I                           Intersectioo PHF :  [=0 84AM In[erseetion Peak Hour :   7 1..B .,M -8.. , ,  ....

Southbound         Westbotmd     [    No12hbound          Eastbound      T©TAL

Right  Thin   Lef Right  Tbru   Left I Right  Thru   [,e:(t  Right  ]Thru   LeR

Volume       66    ,) 4    56    t 11    5 [5    I ,'. 112    59[    I02    129    301     

PHE        0.87   0,9.4-   0.82   0.77   0.77   0.76   0.76   0.88   0,80   0.62   0.86   0.67    0.84

Movemen* PY[F "       0.91                0.78                0,87                0.78          0.84

Southbound     : Westb6und      Northbound

I Right  TMu  Left  Right Tt=u Left  ht  Tkru   Left

4:00 PM

#:t5 PM

4:30 PM

4:45 PM

5:00 PM

5:15 PM

5:30 PM

26   164
39    168
30    179
29   [57
28    180
32    I75
[7    [76

5:45 PM 24    I75

44       98   58
49     27  12g     1.

51    : 26 87 :   52
58   35:: :: 88 46 :
50   ::24 101 36
39  1O0:5&:
48     31 95  : 2:

39  20  9 : 56

53    142    [8
4 3%   H
49   14I   14
37   45  z2
49    137    2I
33    i18     8
28    126    18
47    I27    14

To;al       225   1374   378   224  : 782 379

PV Intersection Peak Hour: :a:;6 P: i 'i60 4

337   1.070   126

, ,gm tbound  ....

TOTA

.  2t   8t3
23 02   778

3 ,  1114 :: 25    802
:'):i2   806

806

:35::.:: [ 1:3:,  35:    772

32 : 2l    738

";885:= 898 [97: i  6,275

Intersection PHF :  098,

Southbound         Westbound          Northbound          Eastbound FOTAL
Right  Tl qz   Left  Right  Thin   Left  Right  Th a   Left  Right  TMu   Left

I                                         " "       t [38             3 "Votume      [24   668   202   i23   393    [87    180   36z    65          462    95    _ 1..:)
PHF        0.79   0.933  0.871  0.879  0,8t9  0.806  0849  0.969  0.739  0.86. 0.875  g.95    0.98

Movement PHF         0.96                0.92                0.95                0.92          0.98

w, tw,accu ratevideocou his.corn
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HCM 201 0 Signalized Intersection Summary                                   Ex- AM
1 : Third Ave & J Streeet                                                     1/25/2016

_one Confic ira[Ions           i     #             I     #             4,t T #

Trafficgo ume
veh/h)  .....  " 02'. 72  25.3  ...........  85 74, 516

=uture Volume vg[ ([}        102    163     85     72    253     ]5     7£    516     48     31    863     £7

Initial (@ yen              )      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0
ed-BikeAdj(A_p'oT  .........  i:.00       1.00   1.00  • {:(90. 1.06::::. "  1.00  " 30 .1,00

Parking Bus, Adj           1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00
Ad]::SatFlo v ven/n/B ' :: :1863 I863 • 1900 1863 I863 i90(   " ]63
Adj Flow Rate venm  ......  2     78    275     92     80
t',dj No. f)i Lanes ' - "
Peak Hour Factor           0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92    }.92   0.92
Percen' Heavj %h

:%  .............  2  ............  2 - 2 2  .......  2  ......  2 2

CaB venm                 145    364    189    100    387     29    102
a ive On Green  ........  0.08    032    ).32    0.06  0.29  :0,29    0.06

Sat Flow venm            .I 77zi   1156    601   d77z[   1337    £4.7   t77d

1.00    1.00    1.00     .0(    1.00
I863  1900 : • 1863    1863    1900
561     52     34    395     51

2     ]
0.92    0.92    }.92    3.92    0.92

.......  2 :     2  :2      2:-.2
976     9(     53     ]52    109
0.30   0.30    0.03    0.27   0.27
]276   303   ,177£   3156   405

Gro Vo umetv-/, van/e  ....  C    269     78      0  387     86

3rn Sat Flow(s/ Jan/n/in      77 0   1757   ,177zl      0   !784    77/J
3 Serve g s). s             3.8    0.0    6.6    2.3    0.0    9.8    2.4
3ycle Q Clean ]c), s         3.3    0.0    6.6    2.3    0.0    9.8    2.4

t.0(            3.34    1 00           0.25    1.00
Prop n Lane  ...........................

Lane Gre Caefc venm       145      ]    553    100      0    517    102

302   311   34   220 22b
1770   1809   d77 1770   1791

--   7710    5,5    5.6
....  ....  1.0     5.5     5.6

0.f7:1,00           0.23
527    539     53    478    483

VC Ra,ofX)          0J7 0.00  0.49 • 0.T8  ZOO  0.71  0.78  }.57 9 58. 0.65  0.46  0.47
Avail Caplc a/, /emn        40'      0   1059    301      }    974    30     900    20    200    800    810
IdCM Platoon Ratie 1.08  1.00  1.00 1.0(   1..00  !£0  1,q0 1.00  - d! i.. ! 00 1.00 1,0d
:58ir& #iiie

,  .....................  i:bd 6.56  ...........  i:o6 3-.oi  .......  6.6d  ....  i:dd  _b5  1:66  1.oo  1.oo  1.oo   .oo

unifon .Detay(o slven     23.9    o.o 14.7:  24.7 :: 0.0   16 9   24.7   15 8  }5}8 75.5 16.2   16.2
InerDela, d2 s/yen         8.2     ].0    0.7    2.5    0.0    1.8    12.2    1.0     1.0   12.4    0.7    0.7
[nitialQDeay(d3 slyen  .....  O.0     ).0   0,C  00    .00    00 00  " 0C]  .i0.()   0.0 : 0.(  0,0
%ile BackOfQ 50%/,/ennn     1.9     }.0    3,2    1.5    0.0    5.1     1.5    3.8    3.9    0.7    2.8    2.9

32.1.     ].0 15.4    ]7.3     0.0.  18.7   36 16.8   lo.8  •  79    t6.9    16.8
LnGre Delayta ,s/van  ............... . "     3

LnGre LOS                  C             B      D             B     D      B      3      3      B      B
Auo oach Vol, ve--                380       .  ....  445    693 , ::.          480

Aeoroach Delay, szven              20.3                 22.0                 19.1                 18.4

Appr6achl OS:   " : C              . C .  .....  3  , B

Assigned Phs  .....  I .2      3    5      6   7      8  ....

Phs Duration G+Y+Rc' s     5.6    19.8    7.0   20.7    "    18.3    8.3   19.4

hangepgnod(Y Rc) s     4.0 4.0 :: 4.0    4.0.   4.(  .........  410 ::.'i4-.0-. .{  " "

Max Green Setting (Gmax), s   6.0   27.(     9.0   32.0    9.(    24.0   19.0   29.0  .........
MaxQC]earTime g c+l! s. 3:.0 9,7 .  4.3    8.6 4.4    :L6:.:::}5.3 :. 1:1.8  .................  "

Green Ext Time (pc), s       0.0    6.1     (}.1     4.0    0.1     5.9    0.1     3.6

HCM 2010 Ctrl Delay                      19.8

N:\2558\Synchro\Ex AM.syn Synchro 7- Report
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HCM 201 0 SignaIized Intersection Summary                                   Ex- AM
2: Third Ave & K Street                                                      1/25/2016

Lane Configurations     t..         ÷' ' 'f't.,

TrafficS/alum6 (v h/l ) 78 77 : 106:: 6

Future Volume ven/n   78   --  10 56   92   22   101   71zt   34   36  386   96
Number  ............. :-. 4  .......  14. :.: 3 .Ia 12  .......  'I d ' 16  ...............  :

tnl[Jal Q Ob] yen        }     )    (     0    0    0     )     }    0    0    0    0
Pbd:B]keAdj(A_DbT'  100  .: 0.98:1 ]0 •0.99  1.00       ).96 1.00       0.99  ........

Parking Bus. Adj      1.00  1.00  1.01  1.00  1.00  1.00  100  1.00  1.00  1.0(    X  1.00
1863.19dc 863  862 1§6b i863 I863 i900:1863 1863 1900  ....  "

Ad FIowRate /enm    85   84  115   61   100   24   110  776   37   39  420  104
AdjNb. of Lanes       " (] 1 " :1: i :1   2
Peak Hour Factor     0•92  0.92  ).92  0.92  0.92  0,92  0.92  3.92  ).92  ).92  0.92  0.92
Percent Heavy ven %::  2.  2     2 2     2     2  .....  2  ......  2   2  "   2  2: : 2  ........  ::  ............  :

CaD lenin           107   , a  197   85  279   67   40  1202   57   6'   860  211
ArriveOr Greer      0.06  ].21:0.21 0.05 0.i9 0.19 &08:0135  ).35 : 0.03. 0.31  0.31
SatFlov, ven/r      177 .  702  962  1774  1450  348  177 3432  164  177z[ 2814  690

:GrDVo/ume/v),venm   85    0.  lgg   61    0   12 110  400  413  : 39:263 261
.......  [  .....GreSatFIow, s  eh/h/ln1774    0  166/-  177,d    0  1797 177 .  1770  1826  177 t  1770 1734

=   : 2.1   0,0  4.8   1.8   O.0   2,8 2.7 8,4   8,4   1.0  0.3 5.4QS6rve(gs *: •  "    "  ....  "  .............

Cycle Q Clear[g_c). s   2.1   0,0   4.8   1.5   ).O   2.6   2.7   8.4   8.4   1.0   5.3   5.4
roE n Lane          00 . 0.58  I )0       0.19• 1.00        .09  1.00       ( 40

I_aneGrpCaD(ci. vehih 107   0  341 85 " 0  346  140  620  640  61 54i  530  ..................

WCRati &80 0.OO 0 58°0.72 0.0O 0.36 :() 78  Z65 0.65 0.6 049 0,49 :  .
Avail Cap(ca),veh/h 20:1  ........  0 603  201   0 52  24:1 762 786- :16! 682 668  ..............

HCMRaloon'Ralio   1•00 1 0O 'I:00 .1.00 " .00." !.901 1.( 0 [1:60 1.00:: ;i:0 ! !.00 ";t'.'00  ............

_3stream Filter       1•00  Z00  1.0[  1.00  0.OO  1.00  1.00  100  1.00   .0(  1.00  100
Unifoh'n D&la' to) dveh20.5   0.0  158  20.7   Q.0  15.4" 20:0' ;12.0 12.()  210:12_5  "2.5
InciDelayld2] s ver   2.6  0.O 1. 10:9   10   )6   9.2   1.3   1.8   0.5   0.7   .7

Inif aiQDalhy(d3),s/veh 0.0   0.0  .13.{ .: 0.0 0.0 00   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   0.0  ....

%ile BackOfQtS0% e /Ir ., 0.0  2.3   1.0   ).0   .4  " 4.2       02   2.7  2.6
•    :  ......  ..........  13.4  13.3  31.6 13.2• 13•2LnGrp Delay(d s/v.h .33 0   O.0 17.4 . 31.6 ).O   6.1  29.1

LnGru LOS            C          B    C          B    C    B    B    C    B    B
AuDroacn vc van 284             t85             923
ADE -each Delay s/yen       22.1             21.2             15.2

A0uroach Los       .  ....... CI "  ;              B

" 663 -  ......

14.5

AssgnedPhs  ......  I.. 2  .:3    4 5    6    7  . 8 . :..,: :. ::  :,

Phs Duratio G+Y+Rc/.s5.5  19.5   6.1  13.1   7.8  17,5   6.7  12.5
a?geP riodY- Rc.s410: 4.0:[ 4:0 -40 40 4O[::z E

"- 4-0 '

Nax Green Setting (Gmax ,.&  19,0   5.0  16.0   6.0  17.0   5.0  16.0
MaxC. Clea Time(g_c÷ 1 ,

:10:4  3.5 6.8   4.7   7.4  '4.1[ '4..6  .....................................................  .... "

Green Ext Time (p c), s 0.0   5.(   0.0   1.3   ).O   5.3   0.0   a

dCM 2010 Ctr[ Dela 16.6
HCM 2010 LOS' :     "   : B  ....   " "

N:\2858\S}nchro\ExAM.syr Synchro 7- Reco
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HCM 2010 TWSC                                                          Ex- AM
3: K Street & Proj Dwy                                                    1/25/2016

nt Delay s/yen       0.5

:Traffic Vo[, venm

Future Vo venm             O   108    10         10   148    O          0    2
onfl,ctJng Pegs ]n .....  

0    8         0. 0    0
Sign Centre               Free  Free  Free       ree  Free  Free       Stoo  Stoo  3too       Slot
DT Channelized  ....    -  - b gr{e  ..... Note .-    - None  ....

Storaqe l:engih

Grade %                  -    ]
Peat Hour Fac[6r - : g2 • .: 92 ::. 92:      92'

Hea'< Vehicles. %            2    2    2          2
Mvmt Flow  "          g: 117   .11

0

Sto:  Stoo
- None

0    -  ......  d "

O               O               0
9Z 92         )2  92 ,::. 92  ....  92 92   92
2     2           2     2     2           2     2     2

15 0            O     2            ]     ] : I

:::  ....  i] - '[::]giin]6r <W:: ,: ::?-'.U   MthG2' ;: ,

Conflicting Flow A           161     0    0        128     ]     ]        306  306  123        307   311    51
-    -     - "       123   123              I83   183

Stage 2                                                          183  183             124   128
][itbal Hdw,                                                                     7.12  6.52  6.22

3rltical Hd /Stg "                                                      6.12  5.52     -       6.12  5.52
}4i[icalHawy Stg2  .........  

, :  ................  _  .........  _-  :7 .   6.12 6.52 " : -       6,12  5,52

Foliow-uoHawy          Z218   :  ........  2.218    -           3.518 4,018 3.318      3,51 4.018 ],31

Pot 3ap:l laneu er   1418     -            1458     - -        346  608  928        645  604  884
Stage 1  .....  881   794    -        819  748
Stage:2  ......  •    " i    . - :   _    z  .....  " 8:i9 ::748 i       880 79(" :

Platoon blocked %                  -                     -     
...............................  1

,-
8  ..........  :  ................ 1458: :- ":  ....  6 ,1  60f 928  .....  40  699 884,Viav CaD4 Maneuver

Mov Cat-2 Maneuver          _     _                                   641   603     -        640  599

S age    _.   .   .:  .....  :. ::: -  . 881  
94  ......  :7  .....  819  742

878   790
3tage2               _    _  . .7  .......  -    -       811  742 -  ..................

....   "  .....  :   :                                -,

O                     0,5                    1Q,1                     9.1HCM Cor trol:Deja,/ s  ....................

HCM LOS                                                                   B                      ,a

ih r LgngTMaioi:M m[ <',,:<.NBLh.1:: 5 EBt2 "-EBt :'EBFt, 'LVBL .WBI-- WJBRSBLn <22      i? : a:5;" : ::: 2-' -:" :]" "
., \'i

Capac 'veh/h)           }7:15 141 -    - 1458             88,4 :

0.009                   ),007             0.001HCM Lane V C Ratio                -     

HCM C mtrol Delay {s

HCV Lane LOS               B     -     -    A     -     A

C[v195[h %iile QiveP  ........  O :-": 0:  -   0 ":: ......  0  ........

N:\2558\Synchro/Ex AM,syn Synchro 7- Report
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HCM 2010 TWSC                                                      Ex-AM
4: Private Dwy/Church Ave & K Street                                         112512016

Int Delay, s/veh       1.3

Traffic Ve venm                 125    ]          3 143    a
Future Vol ven/n                 125    0          3   143    a
Conflicting Peds. #/k,          8 0    -                     1

Sign Control              ---ree  Free  Free       Free  Free  Free
RTChanneiized                  - None   . .    -    - None.
Storage Lengm

Meh ih MediafijStoiage. 
-        :  ....  -  .......

3rade %                        O    -               0     -               ]
ibea] Hour Fac{or : .-   92 §2   92         2   92- §2   

mea Vehicles. %            2    2    2          2    2    2          2    2    2          2
iv1 /&t Flow    "           8 136 O 3 .:155   i :     22    0 3         .1

20     ] - 3 :  1 : 0   5
20     ]     3                0     5
3   0 6          0     O    5

Stoo  Stoo  SLeD       Stoo  Stoo  Staa
- -None          -    - None

0

2   2
O 5

3onflicting FlowA           165    0    ]        142    0    0        329   ]28  143        328  326   167
Stage 1     "      - - : -      157   157    -       I69 69  ....  

Stage2  .....  172   ' -        159   157    

CdticalHdwy              4.12    j-_ " :  ....  4.12  J  i  "    7,12  &52 .6.22   7.12 6,52 6.22
3riticai H wy Sty "            -  ....  6.12  5,52             6.12  5.52    

3ritica[ Hdwy S g 2 L "   :. : - -  ....  Z  "    6.12  5.52    :    6.12 : 5152  .....

Follow-uar awy           2.218                 2.218                 3.518 4.013 3.318      3.518 4.018 3.318
Petbao, lManeuver      141 -  "  -   .  zL 't  ....  32zF:5§i :§05  ....  626 . 592' 877

Stage                                                      845  768            833  Z59

Platoon blocked. %

Mov CAD-2 Maneuver

Stage 2

611: 581:906  :! 616   582
611   581              616   582
836  760              825  :754
820   Z52              834   760

870

HCM LOS S              A

HCM Lane MID Ratio

HCM Lane LOS

0.039 0.005 0.008

N;/2558\Synchro\Ex AM.syn Synchro 7- Repo
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I- CM 201 0 Signalized Intersection Summary                                   Ex - AM
5: T :-d Ave & L Stree 1/25/2016

ovemen[. ;-°'
' :: ?!b ? TE"I 6 !% EBR : WBL-> WB:E._ WBR...- NB .: NBT.-NBR, SBL_ -..SBT- SBR

Lane Conf ]urauons           
i    ' t "t' " 4,I .            

'

-,'-a c:Vo rneivet
hi: :  ...........  :t23 ;  301  :: 129 :: : 73::[: 51:5. i:::°;i'11 ' "102:::: 59i  ......  i;i2  ..........  56- 374 _ :66

Future Volume venm)       123    30"    129    173   515          102    591    112    56   37 4    66
Number  ....  7   .  ,l  . "

,l  ........  3  ......  8  ....  18  ....... -.  - 2     ;12      "      6     16

O      0       )      0      0      0      0
1,00 1.00.  ':: "00:: :1.00  .......  )0

1.00    1.0(    1 0o    1.00    1.00    1.00     D0
960 1863 ]1863 1900  -863 : 1863  1900
121    331   642   122    61   407    72

6            2     0 : 3  2 :-0

nitial Q '@b " yen  .......  0     0     0     0     0

eNBike Adj(A pbTi :: : :::i:1.00  .........  1.00   1.00
Parking Bus. Adj             .0(    1.00   1.OO   1.OO    1.00

#,dj Sat Flow ,eh/h/tn ] ::18631 : 863 ]::: 1900 'i863 1863
Adj Flow Rate venm         134    327    140    188    560
P, oj. 3. of Lanes  .....  

....................                     2    .  .............. 0  1  2

Pea mc Jr Factor           0.92   0.92   0.92    ).92   0.92   0.92    ).92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92    3.92

PercentHeavvVeh °
...........  2  ......  2      2      2      2  2      2    2-     2 "  2'  - . :2

Cae, venm                 173    628    264    237    852    184    - 990    188     [8    891    157
ArriveOn Green  .............  0.i0-" 0.26 0126 0:t3 9129  0,29 0.08  0.3:: ).33.  0.04  ].30  0.30

Sat Flow ;emn            d77z[   2431   1021   177z[   2898    624   d77zt   2969    563   t77 t   3011    529

3ro Vo 2me v ,yearn        134    236 " 231:   188  341    340    111    382   382    61    238   24
3re Sat Flow(s/,/en/nnn      177z[   177(   1683   t77 1770   1753   477zi   177(   1763   t77zt   1770   1769

© ser e£g s  ..............  5:1  ......  79    8.2  ........  -;  !2.7 12.2"    2.4    7.6    

"

3ycle Q Clear(gc), s         5.1    79    8.2    
"    11 7   -{1.7    4.2   12.7   12,7    2.4    7.6    - 

PrOD In Lane               1 O0          0.61 1,0O          0.36   1.00          0.32   1.00          0.30

_ane GFe CaD(c ',,'shin       173    457    434    237    52(    515    
.zt    590    588     78    524    524

V/C Ratio(X)            0 77  : 0:52   0.53 0.79   0.68 0.66   0.77 : 0.65   0.65   0.7_8   0.45   0.46
Avail Cap/c_a},-ien}r{  .......  4"i0  .....  665    632    538    793    85    333  " 972    968    231    870    869
HCM P atoon Rat o 1 0Q  : 1.00 1.00   1.b0   I:.00   "[10O   1.00  : 1 @O   1.00 t:00 1,00   1.00

..............................  Leo  ion)   . {J  [o0  1.oo   i.oo  ....  {. o  ....  i.oo  4.0(} 1.o(   1:do
uestream Filten
Un form Delay [aj s yen 30.5   22.0 22_1    29:1 21.4   21 B1.2   19.8   19 6   32 8   19.8    198

crOelay d2 ;¥en i.  .....  7.2  " i19    1.0    6.0    
-    8.4     1.2    1.2   15.7    0.8    0.6

nta QDeay(d3 s/ven     - O00.O    0O 0,O  - ).0 : :O0  ...........    O.0    0.0 :':O.0:   0( O.O    0.0
.... ..  ....  =  ....

%ile BackOfQ 50%). fen;it      2.8     4.0     3.9     3.8     5.9     5.9     2.4     6.4     8.3     1.5     3.8     3.8

LnGrp De ay[e) s ven       37.7  22. c   23.1 35,0   222   22,8 39.6  20 8 20,8 " 48.4 . 20.5

LnGrp LOS                  D     C      C     D     C      C      D      C     C     D     C
Approacn vo , vehlh  .......  - 601                  869 825 : , 540

ADoroacn Delay, s/yen 26.3                 25.4                 23.2                 23.6
Aooroacn LOS                      C                   S:                   C. .                   C  .....

Ass )ned Phe                -      2     3      ,i     5 .6             8 : •
PhsDuraon G+Y+Rc s     70   271  " 132   219    96   24.5   10.7   24.3

(:ha ge Peried(Y : s  140 i 4.0 4.0 . ,.0 4.b:: 4.
4.0  ...............  "

Max Green Setting 3max/, s   9.0   38.0   21.0   26.9    13.0   34.0    16.0   31.0
Max Q CiearTime g_c+ 1), s  :4,3, dz).7 9.1  .....  i0.2 " 6.2-=  9.7.   7:1   {.7  .....

Green Ext Time p cJ, s       0.0    8.3    0,4    6.3    0.1    8.5    0.2    6.6

.....  :--,  ..........  ,  ....................  ,.-.-.  ............  -- "--.  ...............  
:-:" : ':' :-, ,., -, -':" [: i:-:: :t :8:1: ': :,

: tersectionSumma ,-  ... :,-.-,-..; :  --_ 4 • 4   -- : 2/   ; =. -:::,

HCM 2010 Ctrl Delay

HCM 2010 LOS • "
24,6

. :C

N:\2558/Synchro/Ex ANl.syn
Synchro 7- ReooR
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HCM 2010 Signalized Intersection Summary                                   Ex- PM
1 : Third Ave & J Streeet                                                     1/25/2016

Lane Configurations          " $ "
÷ ÷

Future Volume (veh/h)         87    282    160    100    204     47    134    525     59     76    702 121

Parking Bus, Adj            1.00   1,00   1.00   1.00   1,00   1.00   1.00   1,00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1,00

Peak Hour Factor           0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0,92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0,92   0.92   0.92

Cap, veh/h              123   361   205   139   488   112   18I   1078   121   106   887   153

SatF]ow, veh/h           1774   1118    633   1774   1466    337   1774   3210   359   1774   3018    522

Grp Sat Flow(s),veh/h/In     1774     0   1751   1774     0   1803   1774   1770   1799   1774   1770   1771

Cycle Q C!ear(g_c), s         4.2    0.0   20.3    4.8    0.0    9.4    6.4   11.3   11.4    3.8   18.9   18.9

Lane Grp Cap(c), veh/h      123     0    566    139     0   600    181    594   604   106   520    520

Avail Cap(ca), veh/h        289     0    709    202     0   662    202    805   615    135    537   538

Upstream Filter(I)           1.00   0,00   1.00   1.00   0.00   1.00   1.00   t.00   1.00   1,00   1.00   1.00

/ncr Delay (d2), s/veh         9.8    0.0    8.0   11.7    O,0    0.5   19.4    0;8   :0.8   19.9   13.0   13.0

%ile 8ackOfQ(80%),veMn     2.4    0.0   11.0    2.8    0.0    4.8    4.1     8.8    5.8    2.4   11.1    11.1
LnG iE ia id !'

i h .i LI .460 22 :i : 20: : 27"Iz: ::!:31 .4 : :3§
LnGrp LOS                D           C     D           C     D     C     C     E     D     D

Approach Delay, s/veh              35.1                 28.7                 28.0                 40.8

Phs Duration (G+Y+Rc), s     8.7   80.5   10.2   29.8   12.0   27.2

Max Green Setting (Gmax), s   6.0   27.0    9.0   32.0    9.0   24.0

Green Ext Time (pc), s       0.0    7.8    0.0    3.3    0.0    2.3

9.5    30.3

12.0   29,0

0.1    4.5

HCM 2010 Ctrl Delay                      34.2

N:/2558/Synchro\E,'< PM.syn Synchro 7- RepoG
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I-CM 201 0 Signalized intersection Summary                                      Ex - PM
2: Thira Ave & K Street                                                   1/25/2016

Lane Conf ]urauons     
"F         ' " i   *'b,          I   ff'T

=rafficVolume(veh/h) .[ 53 : 1" 86!: 1]2::92:36    . 633 " 33: ::86
z i60 : " : - " ':  ....

Future volume ven/n)..  53  "' 86  102   92   36   69  633   69  !33 ]67  160  ............

Numbe ..  .....       :7" 1: .: 14 ::8    8 : 5. i  .... 2 "12 6 16
nitia[ Q(Qb yen       0    O    O    0    0    0    O    0    O    0    0    ]

Ped-BikeAdj(A pbT/.: "i]00  ......  -0:[§f:: 1.Q[J i:: 0.99 l:b0:-)C   0.97 1.00 :- 0.99
Parking Bus, Adj      1.00  1.00  1.00  1.0(  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00
Aa] ]atFIow. vehn n: :I863 i863 1900 1863 1863 1900 :i863 ]§bO ::'i 63 :1863 

1900  ........  ::  ..... :  .......

Ad Flow Rate enm    58   127   93   """   10C    ]9   75  688   65  .........   145  942  
7

......................  "  ....  ;  )    1.    ,
AdjNo. of Lanes                              " 2 .  0   1 2  0
=eak mour =actor     0.92  0.92  0.92  0.92  Z92  0.92  0.92  0.92  0.92  0.92  0.92  0.92
5ercentHeavyVeh °Zo 2  .....  2  .....  2  ......  2 :F2 2   2   2 :  2

CaD venm           73   129   143  278  108   9[  1324  125   185  1362  251
Arrive On Green     0.04
SatFIow ,enm      . 77 987   723  t77£ 1274  497  177 3259  308  t77 . 298 550

Gru votumelv .enm    58    0  2:20   11'[    0 . 139   75  37 380  145  55g  557        .    " _
Gr[ 3atFIo,,v{s).,eh/h/In1774    0  1710  177L1    6  1770  t77£  1770  1797  177 .  177(  1762

QServegs),s       2.3   0.(   8.4   4-.3 ().0 4.6 2.9 11.1   5.6 17.5  17.
Cycle Q Clear g_c], s   2.,!   0.0   8.4   4.3   }.0   4.6   2.9  "" "  11.1   5.6  17.5  175
U oo In Lane        .O{  ...............  ().4:2 '!.0C  ..............  0:28 (

(J      0." 1.00       )3"    .  .........

Lane Gro CaD{c  /earn  73    (   306  143    0  386   96  719  730   i85  808  805
0.79  0.00 0.72  0 78  0 ]0 0.36  0.78  0.52 0.52  9.Z'8  3.6§:  .......... 0.69

V/C Ratio(X  ...................................

Avail Caofca/, ven/r   178    0  a17  254    0  508   178  812  825  382  1015  1011
HqM. la!p q: ,atio 1.00 !,0g :!:.00::. "I.00' !_.]0.. "i:00 ..!.oP !:00 :°0. "9o 1,oo. 1.,0o  .........

Jestream Filter"      1.00  ZOO  1.00  1.00  0.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  l.OO  1.00
UniforrnDelay e s/veh331   O0 279 314 : 00 23t  32e 156  15 304 150 15_0    "

Incr Delay (d2), s/vet   16.8   0.0   3.8   8.7   0i   0. 12.7   0.6   0.6   7.0   1.5   1.5

nit]aIQDel ./d31.s/veh. 0 O.O 0.0 :O.0'   0.0 0i   0.0 3.0 (3:0.   0.9   0.0  .....

%ileBackOfQ 50% venllr1.4  0.O  413 2.4  O.0   2:   1 8   5.5  5.(   3..1   8.7  8.7
LnGr;? i ?ay{e,.s/veh 49.9 (3.0._.30.Z. 4-0.2. 0:El: 23.7! 45.2 . 6:1 76'.!'. 37:5: 16.5 16:5  ....
LnGr[ LOS            D          C    D         C    [    B    B    E    B    B
Approacr va . ven/r  .......  278             250             828            1261

Aauroach Dela, s/yen       34.7             31.0             18.8              8.9
Aenroach LOS               C               C B       . B   .

AssignedPhs          1.   2  ......  3  : 4.  _ 5 5  7 " j 8

Phs Duration G+Y+Rc #1.3  32.3   9.6  16.5   7.8  35.8   6.9  192
Change #eded (Y4

Rc} s 4 d 410 :. 4.O '4 0  4 0 z[ 0  4 0  4.0 x;-  ................  "

Max Green Setting Gma,$..&  32I  10i   7.[   7.0  40.0   7.0  29.0

4axQ le rIiime (g_c+ll, s-'13.1 : 6, : 1 . , 4.9 :i§: ::' t.3 6.6  ....

Green Ext Time (p c), s 0.2  11.7   0.1   1.1   0.0  12.3   0.0   1.8

HCM 2010 Ctrl Delay             21.7

N:\2558\Synchro/Ex PM.syn Synchro 7 - Report
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HCM 2010 TWSC                                                      Ex- PM
3: K Street & Proj Dwy                                                 '     1/25/2018

Int Delay, s/veh       2.5

Tra c Vo venm          230   40         I6   132 1         57:0   22          4 0   12
Future Vo /enm                 230   40         16  132              57    0   22          , 0   12
Cen'f[qtfngPeds #/'n                                       Q.U  O        0 0     )          O     0 8
Sign Contr(               Free  =ree  Free       Free  Free  Free       Stop  3!op Stop       Steo  3too  3too
RTChannetized   - None               - None          -    - None  -    -.Non
Storage Leng:n

ehlir} M dian.S!() :age #         3   - .   -                    0  - .:- : 0  .....  J

3rade %                  -    0    -              0                   0              -    0
PeakHou[SFa6tor            92   92 g2         92: : 92    )2         92 92  92         92 92: 92
Meav'7 Vehicles. %            2    2    2          2    2    2          2    2    2          2    2    2
Mvmt Flow                   250   43          I7 . ; 48  " " 62   0  2 .          a     0:13

;onfiictir ] FlowA           145    0    O        293    0    0        459  453  272        465  475   4a
Stage1 "i : .    _   L  ......  274 274 :  ....  179  .179

Stage 2                                   -    -            185  179            286  296
]ritical Hd l        4,12    -    -       4.12                                               8,22
3dticalHdwy Stg"           -  ....  6.12  5.52    -       6,12  5.52
3riflca[Hd /Stg2           -  -    -         -    - -      6.12  5.52           6.12  5.52 T
Follow-uDmowy           2.218  ....                 2.218                 3.518 4.018 3.318      3.518 4.018 3.318
Pot Coo-1 Maneuver  : 1487    -- -  ....  I269 -  - 512 '5( 3 787 :  .....  : (}8 488:  i03

Stage                                                       732  683            823  751
.........................  .....  [      ..

Stage 2  ......  817  751             721 668
Platoon blocked. °/{

Mo 'CaoL1ManetJver    1437             1269             498  495  76.      486 480  903
Mov Cao 2 Maneuve  ......  498  495             486  480

Stage1  " : :  i   - ;    73I 682    -      822  740
Stage 2                                                     793  740            698  667

HCM Control De ay, s  ........  .0  ...........  0_8  ......... 12.7  ...........  0

HCM LOS                                                                   B                      B

Cat ac!!y (v?h/i}  ......  "  552 1437  ....  1269          7 4
HCMLaneV/CRatio       ).156 0.001     -      0.014          - ).023
-HCMContro Deay(s)    : 12.7  7.5   0
HCM Lane LOS               3     a     .    a           B
HCM 95tb %tileQveh " :-( .5:0   _ . . L (}   .   -  3.1:  ..... " "

N:\2558\S mchro\Ex PM.syn St qchro 7- Reoor[
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HCM 2010 TWSC                                                         Ex- PM
4: Private Dwy/Church Ave & K Street                                            1/25/2016

qt Delay s/yen        2.7

Mdvemett : ! b --,: : ,,: m EB[Z -EBfl:  EBR<  - ',NB 'WB , BR:  :..:. /NBI:,,..,NBT-.NBR . -.r::.SBb SB:T_..,.S8

.q: :a cVoLvenm     16 229. O      " 0   8  .57. 0 22 .  4 :  -0  :12

FutureVo /en/n             16  229    0          0   ""     8         57    0   22          0   12
o   6   6  .......  0 0 ;5

Sign Controi              Free  Free  Free       Free  :roe  Free        3too  Ston  Stoo       Stop  Stoo  3too
R:T@annelized "  • "      -     - None  -     - None    -:' " - None-.     -  ....  None

Storage Lengm

eh iri MedianStorage, -  

Grade 0

Peak Hour Eactor           92 92 : : 92
eav;  eniGes, %                2      2      2

Mvrnt F]ow  .......   17:  249 •  {

O               O               0

2     2     2           2     2     2
0:: 12! 9    .    62 O : 24

2   2
O  13

.......  " ": - ' :  ....  Mirror2  ......

Ma] o r/Mi
Or  ............  Y-i Yorl :.- ;:;': - ': la or2  ....  ;. ' :-.t:  v horl  .......  -. 7: : ]L:}!' ! "  ......  :- !

Conflicting FIowAI          134     ]    0        255    (     (        427  424  256        432  420   134
Stage                 -  - -  ...............  -     - -  ........  290 290  " -:   30  130

3tage 2                             -   -   -      137  134  .........  02 29!  ....  

C,iiical H;flwy 4.12     -  -       4.12 -: : : :  7.12  6.52 6.22       L12  6 52  6.22
Criticai o',vy Stg(1    •  ..........  :   :    -  ....  6.12 5.52  ..........  &12 5.52  .........

Critical Hdwy Stg 2  .... - -    -       6.1.2  5 52            6,12 5.52    

Follow-ueHdwy  2.218  ............  ....  2.218                  3.518 4.018 3.318      3.5"18 4.018 3.318

PotCapq Maneuver  : 1451 ::13:10    - :.     538. 522  783[:  534 525 915
Stage1                                                 -        718  672     -        874  789     

.......................  {  .....  1:  ........  }  :  .......................... -07  672   
Stage 2                                        - -       866  785    

Platoon olocKed, o/{

Mov CAD-1 Maneuver       1446
Mov Csa-2 Maneuver                                -     -     -        520  510     -        510  513

_  .....  L  - "  704:' :' 858 786  

Stage 2               -    -                                 851  782            675  659

HCMC)ntrol Delay 0.5                     0 12.4
...............  .. -  ..........................  .................  9:8 .

HCM LOS                                                                          B
.  ..........  :. :  .................  ...................... " : :  ..... :: . .:   :

:CapaFit7 veii/ii) - .:  ....  573 1446
4CM Lane V/C Ratio        0.15 0,012

1309

b,HCM _ane LOS              B
HGM 95th %t le Q(veh    . 0.51

:-: , - :769 ,.   :: • , "  ...............

- 0.022

b,                 D,

N:t2558\Synchro\Ex PIM.syn Syr/chro 7- Report
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HCM 2010 Signalized Intersection Summary                                   Ex - PM
5: Third Ave & L Street                                                      1/25/2016

Lane Configurations          ÷#           ÷ ,            i    ÷#           " t

Future Volume (veh/h)        95   462    138    187   393    123    65    562    180   202   668 124

Parking Bus, Adj           1.00   1.00   1,00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00

Adj Flow Rate, veh/h        103   502    150   203   427    134    71    811    196   220   726    135

Peak HourFactor           0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92

Cap, veh/h               131    642    191    240   798    248    92    812   260   258   1196   222

SatFIow, veh/h            1774   2691    800   1774   2660    827   1774   2638    845   1774   2981    554
GrpVolumeY vehfl ::  .....  :103 : 329 323 :  203    283  27-8  ' 71  410 397 " 220' '  43   430
Grp Sat F[ow(s),veh/h/ln     1774   1770   1722   1774   1770   1717   1774   1770   1714   1774   1770   1765

:Se /eigLs ::i.:: ,: 3 16[d:::i63 , 103 "123 125: : :37:: 193 "i§3 1{2 i78 :i7:
Cycle Q Clear(g c), s         5.3   18.1    16.3   10.3   12.3   12.5    3.7  "1913   19.3   11.2   17.8   17.8

Lane Grp Cap(c), veh/h       131    422    411    240    531    515     92    544    527    258

Avail Cap(ca), veh/h        249    478    465    345    574    557    192    612    593    364

Upstream Filter(I)           1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00

Incr Delay (d2), s/yah         g.7    7.2    7.7   12.3    0.8    0.9   12.g    4.6    4.8   12.8

%ile BackOfQ(50%),veh/[n     2.9    8.7    8.6    5.9    6.1    61     2.1    10.1    9.9    6.4

LnGrp LOS                 D     D      D     D     C     C      E     C     C     D

710    708

784    782

1.00   1.00

1.1    1.1

8.8    8.8

C   C

Approach Delay, s/yah              42.0                 34.1                 35.4                 28.8

Phs Duration (G+Y+Rc), s     17.4   32.5   16.5   28.1    8.8   41.1    10.9   31.7

Max Green Setting (Gmax), s  19.0   32.0   18.0   25.0   10,0   41.0   13.0   30.0

Green Ext Time (p_c), s       0.3    7.1    0.3    3.8    0.0   11.3    0.1     6.6

HCM 2010 Ctrl Dday                      34.5

N:/2558\Synchro\Ex PM.syn Synchro 7- Repo
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HCM 2010 Signalized Intersection Summary
1: Third Ave & J Streee

Ex+Project - AM
1/25/2016

c e entln. e ' . : -2:-; .,-: -EBb b:ic EBT . - EBR -WBL t ;:WBT:, 'WBR- . _ NBL >, NBT.:, NBR,-:_'SBL SBT-, ,-:SBR

_ane Conf gura l£ns  .............  .
_   B            "7     1#            ÷#           "t"b

"raflTeVelurne venh).: . I02   163 87    73 " 9_53  .......  85- " 80[[ i: :527 50 -31 :366

Future Volume ve-          102    163     87     73    253     85     80    527     50     31    366     7
.........  7)  .................  ......................  .........

Number                   7, . 4 14     3 8    18     5     2 . 12  • 1     6    16
nm Q iQb/ ,ien           (     )     0     O     (     O     0     0     O     0     O     0

Ped-aikeAdj(A pbT)  ......  4.0b  .........  "{.O0 i:60  .......  1.oo l:db  .....  1.o0  --1,oo        " o

Parking Bus, Adj           1.00   1.00   1 .OO   1.00   1.00   1.00   1 .O0   1.00   1.00   1.00   1 .OO   1.06

: J]g tFIow.vei /h/In   1863 1863:1900  1863 'i{ 63 1900 :1863 71863 l§dEJ ::' :1863:'18d i[ 90(

Adj Flow Rate venm  ......  95     79    275     92     87    573     54     34    398     5
a:;:JjNoo{l anes       1 : O                         2:  O: 1    2 : 0
Peak Hour Factor           3.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92    ).92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92    ].92

PercentrleavyVei / ...............  2 2  ....  2  " :2i 2  ......  2  .........  2  .....  2 : 2   2 2

Cae ven/n                 145    358    192     01    386    129    112    )85     93     53    846     08
Ardve On Gieen        0.08  0,3I  031  0.06  0,29  0.29   3.06  6.30  0.30 0,03 0.27 0.27
Sat Flow /en/n           t77 .   1142    61:   t77a   1337    aa7   t77 .   3270    308   177zt   3159   402

Grp Volume v, venm         -1  .... 0 272     7-9      0 387     87  ....  310-   317  ........  34    2.22:22/

;ra Sat Flow(s} venmnn      t77a     0 1755   177a      0   1784   t772   1770    808   t77£    770   1792
Q Serve g s { s.             {.3    0.O    6.7    2.4,    {5.0   " 9.9 2.6    7.9    8.(     1.0    5.6    5.7
3ycle Q Clear/g_c), ,<  ...........  3,3    O.0    6.7    2.4    0.0    9.9    2.6    79    8.0    1,0    5.6    5.7

Pro2 irlLane  .....  " :OC "  ............................   :..:: 0.35 1.00     L25  ................   100        0.17   10(         0.22

Lane GrD Cae(c  /enm       145      (    550    101      O    516    112    533    545     53    a7a    480
V/CRatio X               0.77   0.00   0.49   0:78  O.00 0.71   0Z8 O.Sg 0.58   0168 0,4,7 0.4
Avail CaD c_a/, ven/r         397      0   1048    298      O    965    298    892    911    199    793    803

oostrearn Filter            1.00    ).OO   1 .OO   1.00   0.OC    1.00   1.00   1.00    1.O0   1.00   1.00   1.00

ncr Delay (d2), srven         8.2    O.O     ]7   12.3    O.0      11.0    1.(     1.0  ....   12.5     ).7    0.7

nitialQDelayd3 s/yah " 0,(   [}0    ()0    00    00  O0    00    00    00     )]    0.0    0.0
%lie BackOfQ 50% vennn      1.9     O.0     3.4     1.5     O.O     5.1     1.6     4.0     a }.7     2.8     2.c

LnG Delay(d) s/veh :   :32.3 " 0.0 156   373   C )  18.9   35.7  !6:9. 16.9:: 383   1Z.1 -17.2
LnGr¢ LOS                  C             B      E             B      3      B      B     D      B      B
Aooroacn va . verier   ]83              • 44,8 71a   "                a183

Auuroach Dela, srveF              20.5                 ¢2.1                  19.2                 18.6

ApRrs.ach LOS O                  B                  B
.....  #, =q=[' : 7£Wm U # 2g* :4" ':[:Tg > ,'r* a'g'rK'' g--* " ;'   "G':-,-;g.g[  7'a g  7 L'? " --   [    _S*        , ;>--  • :   "2 =..- e C1". 1} {'.': .a%,, ,

Ohs Duration S+Y+Rc/. s      5.6   20.1     7.0   20.8    7 a   18.3    84   19.5

ChangePe ec i? - c s  - 4.0  ......  4:6   4,d  .....  4. a,:b::: ,:
....  g b   4_o   :

Max Green Setting Grnax) s   6.0   27.0    9.0   32.0    9.0   24.0    !2.0   29.0

Max QClear T]rne 9_c+11), : 3.O " 10.0:4.4   8.7 " L4: 6:  ....  7".7  5,3   1{.§ ::

Green Ext Time p_c), s       ).O    6.2    0.1    4.0    0.1     6.(     0.1     3.6

HCM 2010 Ctrl Dela

HCM 2010 LOS

19.9

.                 .:: :  ...........  .................

N:\2558\Synchro\Ex+Proj AM syn Synchro 7- Report
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HCM 2010 Signalized Intersection Summary                            Ex+Project -AM
2: Third Ave & K Street                                                      1/25/2016

Lane Conf ]urauons     ' ÷' "I   #
Traffic Volume (veh/h)  78  79,-106::67 -98 - 1 ]':i:101 714:" 38 42:386: 'ii .................

Future Volume wenm   78   79   106   67   98   "   101   7ta   38   42   86   96
:Nt mbe : " :::                                      12       6  16 :":::[ ; " :j:::
nitial ¢ Qb vee       0    0    )     }    0    [     0    O    0    0    }     )

Ped-SikeAclj(ALpbt) 1.00 :--098 1( 0  ......  099 100   " 0.96, 1.00 0199

Parking Bus, Aa;      1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00
AdjSat¢l , veb:Yh}ln::: :1863 :1863 .lg00 1863 1863 "[900- i863 4.863 1900 i863 : i863 1@6  .............  :
AdjFbNRate venm    85    86   115    73   I07    45   110   776    zL1    46   420   104
/ qljN&bfLanes   I ,  1:. 0     l  1:     0           2    0           2    0  .................

Peak Hour Factor     0.92  0.92  0.92  3.92  }.92  0.92  0.92  0.92  0.92  0.92  0,92  ).92
Percen[ mea 6/Veh, %    2    2    2    2    2 2 2  2    2    2    2 2
CaD venm           107   148   197   94  248  104  140  1181   62   69  86"   211
Arrive On Green     0.06  0.21. 0.2I 0.05  ],20  0.20  0.08  0.35  0,35  0.04 0.3"  0.31
SatF[ow zenm      1774  713   )53  177zt  1242  523  t77z 3412   180  1774  2814  690
GrRyolume(v  /eh/h 85    O 20"  73. ::0 152  !10 402 " 415  -4 . £63  26!  ....

GraSatFIowts veh/h/In1774    0 1886  1774    (   765  774  1770 1823  1774  1770  1734  .....
Q Se[ve(g_s) s      2.1 0.0... 4-.9  !.8  O.0  3.4  2.7  8.7  8.7  1.2 5.5  5](
Cycle Q Clear g_c), s   2.1   0.0   49   1.8   O.C   3.4   2.7   8.7   8.7   1.2   5.5   5.6
I tpp :ane:  .........  1:00     O.57  1.00      0.30 .100 0:10 1.00 - :: 040  .....................

Lane GrD CaD Cl ven/r 107    0   }45   94    0  353  140  613  531    69  54   531
V/C Ratio,, j   080 0.00 0.58 0.177 0:0 .E :4.3 0.78 0.66 0. 0.67 0 ¢9' 0.49
AvailCap{c_a  /en/n   197     )  591   197    0  626   236  746 768 57 667 654     "
HgMplatdqhRat? 100 _00_ 100 I0 1.0C  100 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 1.00 1.00' 1.00.   : :
upstream Filten     1.00  o.oo  1.o(  1.o(  o.oo  1.oo  1.oo  1.oo  1.oo i.ddi:dd{.bo  .............
Ur ifomlDday[aj sTveh20.g:: 0 ' 16.1  21."   0.£  16.8 20.4  12.5  125  21,4  12.8 !2.8
Incr Delay(d2), slven  12.5   0.0   1.6  12.8   0.O   0.8   .2    .5   1.5  10.6   0.7   0.7

%ile BackOfQ(50% veh/lr .4   0.0   2.4   1.2   0.0               4.5   0.8   2.7   2.7
LnGrp Delay(d),s/veh 334 0 0 33.7   0.0  16 o  29 5  14.0 14.0  32.0 3.4  13.5  ...........
LnGrc LOS            C          B    C          B    C    B    B    C    B    B
Approach voJ. vanm         286             228  . 927             57(
,ueroach Dela. s/ven       22.4             22.2             15.8             15.0
,Da oach LOS  ........  C              C  ......  B         L:  .......   "

AssJgnedPhs.  ........  2  ,3   4 5   '6 :Z .8

Shs Dura[ or G+Y+Rc . s5,8  19.6   8.4   3,3   1.6  17.8   6.7  13.0
Cha g l ed0d(%l c) s 4d :40:14.0  4.(   ¢.0-:'4-b 4:0.-:i:i: :b  ..........................

Max Green Se ting(Gmax ,.e  19,0   5.0  16.0   6.0  17.0   5.0  16.0
Ma:x Q Claa ime (g_d+!l 10 7:  3.8  6 9 4.7  7.6 4,1.- : 514  ....  " :  ......

Green Ext Time tp_c/, s 0.0   4.8   0.0   1.4   0.0   5.3   0.0   1.5

HCM 2010 Ctrl Delay             17.2

N:/2558\Synchro/Ex+Proj AM,syn Synchro 7 - Report
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HCM 2010 TWSC                                                     Ex+Projec - AM

3: K Street & Proj Dwy                                                    1/25/2016

nt Delay /ven        2
"  . /i::.: ...&:: : ::.

Tl:aflic VoL veh/h             12  t08  : 10          0 : 148    2          a    0    • 2          8    0   3f
:utureVoE veh/h             12   08   10         10  148    2          , O    2          8    0   37

Cor}flicfJngPeds fl:/hr        0':   ]::   )                              0    0 0 "   ) : 0  :Ci

Sign Centre               Free  Free  Free       Free  Free  Free       StOD  Step  Stop       Stou  Stoo  Stoo
RT Chab.fielize

....  -: -::: :N6ne -    - None          -. - None -    - Nori

Storage Lengm  ....

veh in Median Storage, #       :-::-0     -         " :   (

Grad %                         0                     0-                     0-                    0

Peak Hour :actor        .   92 92 :  92         92. 92.  92        92 92   92         92  .92.- 92
Heav Vehicles, %            2    2    2          2    2    2          2    2    2          2    2    2
MvmtFlew                I3 .I17   11             ol.          

C    2         9 • 0  40

163     0     0         128     0     }                                            162

3ritical How                                             -     

}ritica[ Hd w Stg                                         -     

3ritJcal Hdwy Stg 2

Follow-up mawy            2.218                   2.218
Pot CaD:I 4aneuver        I416          -       1, 5

Stage 1

Stage 2  ......

latoon OlocKeo %  ......  ..............  :  ........  .............................  14.16                                  1458
Mov Ca['- Maneuver                 -     -                       

Mov Cao-2 Maneuver

353   334   123        334   338
184  184

204   185               150   154
7.12  6.52  6.22        7.12  6.52  6.22
6.12  5.52     -        6.12  5.52
6.12 5.52    [  ....  6.12  5.52

3.518 4.018 3.318       3.51t  .018 3,318
602  586 928        620 583  883
854   77 818  7 7

)8 747         853 77O

3rage 2

567  578 9£8 610 573 883
567  575     -        610  573
845  766             810 .7
756  7A1             842  762

. ..NB.,  ........  ........ -,  .......

HCMCon(ro Dea) s        07 . -     0.5    10.6                   9
HCM LOS                                                                          B                        a

....  ............ :::,:._::.::.:::i. :/_. _.,:: .:-...: ::_ :.. " :: .::  ......  :-  ..............

Capacity tven/n      -  65"  141:6  ....  : -58.  ....  31.8

HCM Lane V/C Ratio        }.01 0.009          - }.007          -  0.06
4CM Cenb:ol Delay ts  1{3.6 7.6 0   :  7.5- ].7

qCM Lane LOS              B    a    a     -    

qCM gsth %tile C en          }    }               0     -  ......

N:\2558/Synchro/Ex+Proj AM.syn Synchro 7 - Repo£
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HCM 2010 TWSC                                                     Ex+Project -AM
4: Private Dwy/Church Ave & K Street                                         112512016

Int Delay, s/veh       1.2

Traffic. yq eh/h      7  131    {        3 145   <       20 O   3  .....  I    O   5
FutureVo veh/h                131    0         3  145             20    O    3              }    5
Confli&ting beds /h,          } e.::0 " 4  ..........  O    0    1 O :: 6 O 0 5

Sign Controi              Free  Free  Free       :tee  Free  Free       Stoe  Stoo  Step       Stop  Stop  Stoo
RT 3bannelized              -     -i None       -        - None     " - : - None:              - lone
Storage Lenglr                    -    _                     _  ......

yen nMe !ian S[orage ....  g     J  ......  : -    0: : ' J:  : 0 "

Grade %                        (                     0                     0                    O
Peak Heur Factoi-      92 92   )2         92   92   92         92   92 92         92   92  92
neav Vehides, °A            2    2    2          2    2    2          2    2    2          2    2    2
M /mt Fiow        8  I42    0          3   158    4        22   0 3  0    5

Conflicting FlowAI           187     0     0         148     }     0         338   337   149        336   335   169
Stage"  ..............  : " - - ":-::i - J • 164 i64 -17; "i71 

Stage 2               -                        _    _       t7,i  173    -       166  164
CriticaINd -     4:12[  -  ......  -     4.12 - " -  7.'i2:76.5 " 6.22  ......  712 6:52 6.22

CriticalHdwyStg 1            -          -          -                  6.12  8.52             6.12  5.52
{;rifJ ai Hdwy Sig 2      " Z   .   .   . :  .....  6.12 5.5,s        •6.12 5.52

Follow-@r owy           2.218     -     -      2.218                 3.518 4.018 3.318      3.518 4.018 ].31]
oiCaD-1 Maneuver        . -  ...............      -    -       I43Z[-     -     - • _  616 58 898  618 585  876

Stage 1                -    -     -                              838   762             831   757
.Slaoe 2  .......................................  :  ......................

.......  828  Z56              837   762
Platoon blocked %

MovCa[):" Maneu /er     I406              433 "  :::7  .-:. 608  574:: 893 -    609  575  868
Mov CAD-2 Maneuver                                     -    -        603  574             609  575

: L  829::%4-      " 823 752
Stage2                    -                                 818  751            828  Z54

HCM Control De ay s         }.4              0 1                    11                    ].5
HCM LOS                                                                   B                      z

C@acity veh/h            630  1406            1433
HCM Lane V/C Ratio        0.04 0.005          - 0.00
HC ] Contrbl De,ay/sj  ....  11 '/, ] 0  ....  7.5

HCM Lane LOS              B    A

HCM 95t h'%tilb Q{ve, :0.1--" O            0

15

- 0.008
.......  : §.5

b,

O  :: "

N:\2558XSynchro\Ex+Proj AM.syn Synchro 7- RepoR
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HCM 2010 Signalized Intersection Summary                              Ex+Project -AM
5: Third Ave & L Street                                                      1/25/2016

Lane Configurations          I    ÷'b            I    't'#            ¢"P           I    ÷#
Tra c%k me(.velTih)  ............  , 2

"' :'3 ; ::.:]:. i2§: : I73• : /5:15 :: :]1:J31  , 2 !7. 5§2  ........  'i42 "  61 378.-66

Future Volume /en/n        124    30"    129    173    515    113    102    592    112     61    878     68
Num[;e : :..:

7: '::!:4 : :l¢ • " 3!  ......  8  18    5 "  2   12 1    6   16

Initial Q rQbl yen             (      0      0      O      )      0      0      )      )      0      0      0
%d-Bike , Jj

A plaT:  .....  ".0(  ..........  1'.@:  1.0(]       1.00 1.00 1_00 00      1:00

%rking Bus, Adj            .0(    100   1.00   1.00    1.00   1.00    1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00
A IjSatFbW /eh)h/Ir'     1863 8d3  1900 1863 ."1863 : 1900  I863,: 1863 1900  1:863  1863  1900
.Ad Flow Rate venm         135    27    140    188    560    123    -    643    122     66    - 7#.

......................  1  ................  2 0 I..   °  .......  0  .....AdjNo. efLanes                                          z 0. 1      2. 2,..:(1
Peak Hour Racier           ].92   0.92   0.92    ).92   0.92   0.92    ].92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92    }.92

Percen Heavy X)ehT %  .........  
.............  2; 2  .......  2  ........ :: ::1:': -2  ............  2

CaD venm                7, 627    283    236    847    185    ' 988    187     85    898    160
Arive On Gieen  ...............  0:1()  (:26  :0.13   0.29   0_2g   ] 08 • 0.33   0.33 0.05   0.30   0.30

Sat Fio, /en/n            , 77#.   2431   1021   t77#.   2886    832   t77 t   2970    563   1774   3001    536

@:py 9!ume vj{yeo/n  .......  135 ::. 236 . 23"   188-  ........... 34:2  341 " Ill   383  !382..: 66  .....  2,¢.!.  244

Gre Sa( Flow(s/,/eh/h/ln     ,i77#.    770   1681    774   1770   1751    77#.   1770    763   177#.   1770   1768
Q Serve'g s), s 5.2   8:0    8.3  7:? !1.9   12.0 4.3   12 9   12.9    2.(          7.9
Cycle Q Clear[g_c

, s         5.2    8.0    8.3    7.2   11.9    2.0    4.3   1'2.9 - 12.9  .......  2.(     -    7.9

Prop In Lane         1.00          }.61 • 1.00          }.36   1,00         0.32   1.00         0.30

Lane Gro Cae,s vel
/h  ......  7 ....  45:7  ........  434  ....  . 36  ...........  5i9" 513  i#:z(  .....  589  .......  587  .........  85   529   829

V/C Ratio(X  .............  0.78 0.52  ........................  0.53 0.80   0.6(   6.66 0,77   0.65 065 0.78  046  0.46

Avail CaD c a], ven/r         405    657    625    532    783    775    329    960    957    228    859    859
HCM P atoon Raf]o          1.00     ]0  ' 00 1 00 1 0O" 1 00    1 00 1 30 : 1.05 :: " 00    1.00 1.00
Jos{ieam Filter         1 00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00   100   1.00   1.00
Jniforr9De!ay(d)/sdeh 'i" 3d.8. 22.2: 22.3: 29.4

ncr Delay (d2), s/van         7.2    0.9    1.0    6.0    s .5    8.4    1.2    1.2   14.3    0.6    0.6
nitialQDe]ay(d3 s/veh    00 00  0Q 00   00   00    0.(  "-00   -09 ( } 0.0  .0.0

ile BackOfQ 50% venan      2.9     4.0     4.0     3.9     6.0     6.0     2.4     6.5     6.5     1.6     }.8     3.9
_nGrp Delay{d s/yen        38/    23:2   23 3  • 354   23 1 23 2   40 0   21     21.1   47.3   20.5   20.6
_nGr: LOS                  D     C      3     E      C      3      E      C     C     D     C     C
Approach vek ven r - 602                  871                  876 .. ;-: .      551

,oDroach Deia, s/yen       26.6     25.8                 23.5                 23.7
ADuroach LOS   ,  " -   • : C

Timer'Z : _., --   :b.:---.tz . #::

AsslgnedPhs                1  :  2      3 • 4   . 5      6:   7     8  :
C'Ss Dura[ion IG*Y+Rc/. s     7.3   27.3   13.3   22.1   " t.7 24.9    10.9   24.5

Max Green Settin9 Gmax/. s   9.0   38.0   21.0   26.0   13.0   34(    16.0   31.0
MaxQCtearTirne g_c÷]l)',s : 4.6                                    7.2   1 ,.6 ::" :

Green Ext Time (p_c), s       0.6    8.4    0.4    6.3    0.1     8.5    0.2    6.6

HCM 2010 Ctrl Delay                      24.9

N:\2558\Synchro\Ex+Proj AMsyn Syechro 7- Report
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HCM 2010 Signalized Intersection Summary                            Ex+Project - PM
1 : Third Ave & J Streeet                                                     1/25/2016

Lane Configurations          I 1 't'I "t"F

initial Q (Qb), veh             0      O      0      0      0      O      0      0      0      0      O      0

Parking Bus, Adj            1.00   1.00   1.00   1,00   1.00   1,00   1.00    1,00   1,00   1.00   1.00   1.00
d :SaiF)o: 'i eliJhiln: 1863 : 1:863  1900:863 71863 :;:i900. :: 863 :[i 0

Adj Flow Rate, veh/h          95    307    182    111    222     51    149    577     65     63    776    132

Peak Hour Factor          0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0,92   0.92   0.92   0.92   0.92

Cap, veh/h               122   342    203    141    472    108    184   1135    128    107   939    60

SatFIow, veh/h            1774   1097    651   1774   1468    337   1774   3208    361   1774   3027    515

Grp Sat Flow(s),veh/h/In      1774      O   1748   1774      9   1803   1774   1770   1799   1774   1770   1772
QS W g s i:s: :: ::! : 0 0: : 21.§:: 5;0:: :0i0 ::9.9 6.7 1116" ::11" i16" 3:8 "19 5 195

4.3  6[0 241e  ......  5.0  5.9  .......  9.9  il.6  .li[6  .......... {915

Lane Grp Cap(c), veh/h       122      0    544    141      0    580    184    826    637    107    549    550

Avail Cap(ca), veh/h        217     0    597    173     9    580    238    826   837    195   583   584

Upstream Filter(I)           1.00   0.90    1.00   1.00   9.00   1.90   1.00   t.00   1.00   1.09   1.00   1.OO

Incr Delay (d2), s/veh        10.1    0.0    15.6   17.7    0.O    0.6   14.5    0.7    0.7   11.3    9.1    9,1

%ile BackOfQ(50%),veh/In    2.5    0.0   13.0 •   3.2    O.0    5.0    4.1     5.8    5.9    2.2   10.8   10.9

LnGrp LOS                 D            D     D            C     D     C     C     D     D     D

Approach'Dday, s/veh              43.4                 32.0                 27,0                 36.5

Phs Duration (G+Y+Rc), s     8.9   33.0    10.5   29.5   12.5   29.4    9.8   30,4

Max Green Se[tin9 (.Gmax), s   9.0   29.0    8.0   28.9 11.0   27.0   10.0   28.0

Green Ext Time (p_c), s       0.0    8.6    9.0    1.8    0,1    3.9    0.1    4.1

HCM 2010 Ctri Delay                      34.8
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7CM 2010 Signalized qtersection Summary                              Ex+Projec[ - PM
2: Third ,ve & K Stree[                                                          1/25/2016

jn m nt: :: ::-7:
,

:
! [;', ,: E-BL ::9 EBTA¢!.EBR..::'WBL :i WB1: a WBR; NBL ': NBT': NBE'' SBL :a SBT SSR' : -<.,:,:= : , :' e-.: :,

Lane Configura{ions          ?
#         ",I  . %         " {i

?ra c%lume(v@th
: 53 .i2-4:] 46::- 69i: 633 72 154 86i 160  ....................  ,

Future Volume Fen    53  124   86  107   95   46   69  633 .72  54  67 .!((  .................................

Numbe :: '["       7   41 14    34.  8 18    5 [  2 " :12   6 : 1:6

nitial QfQo  /en
Ped-BiEeAdj(AIpbT
Parking Bus Adj 1.00   .00   00  10(  100  1.00  100  100  1.00  ),00  1.00  1.00

Ad Flow Rate veh/h    58   35   93  116  103   5(   75  888   78  167  942  
7 L

,d)Np 
:Lanes        I ::. t " 0    t  : 1 O 2:::: 0: ::-:

2 " -::::[

Peak Hour Factor     0.92  0.92  0.92  3.92  ).92  0.92  ).92  0.92  0.92  0.92  0.92  0,92  ...........
15ercentHeav} Veh %  .........  2  ..........  2: 2 2   2   2   2  ........  2  2   2 "  2

CaD /en/n           7, 184  127  149  265  129   96  1248  s .-   21(  1354   250  ........

AiriveOn 3reen 0.84 0.18 -0.68 b/22 0:2{ 0.05 339 039! 0.'i2':0 45 0.45

SatFIow enm      ,177 1016  700  t77 .  1182  574  177 .  3192  362  177 t 2981   550

GreVoume(v),xenm    58    0  228   116    -0  153   75  881 385  167  559 557
GrBSatF]owsLveE - GTa    0  1715  d77 0 1756  q77 . 1770 1784 t77 .  177(  1762

QServe(gs),s      2.3  00 89 45 00 52  .3 0 :11.8 11.9  6.5 17:8 7.9  ...............

C) me QCleal g c/, s   2.3   0.0   8.9   4.5   0.0   5.2   
.0  11,8  11 9   8.5  17.8  17.9

PrOD in Lane .: ;.. :1 00      0.41  1.00       0.33  1,00       0:20   00        }.31  ..........

LaneGr CaGc /en/n  Y4    (  312 149    0  393  96  690 696  21() '804  800
VICRatio{X : 0.79  ZOO 0.73: 0,78_ '0. 0 0.39 8,78 O.55 0.85 A80 0,70 070
Ava Cap/ca[venm '-75   1412  25"[  ....  0  :).96 175-800 807 376 1000  96

HCMPatoon-Rato   4100  1.00   00 100  t00  100  100  1 )0 10(  100 100 100
3streamFilter      100  000  100  100  ZOO  1.00   ,0(  1.01  1.00  100  100  1.00

L qifgrmDelayte s/vei 338 00:1273[ 313 0:0 23.3 33.0 16.8 16.8 30.415.4 15.4
Incr Delay(d2 s/yen  16.8   0.0   4.6   8.5   O.0   0.6  12.7   0.7   0.7   6.7    6   1.6
IeitiaiQDelayd8 dveh Q.0:.: O,0   ).0   0.0 0,0   00  00   00   06   01   0:0   0.0     :  .......  

%lie BackOfQ 50%/ven/nl.5   ).0   4.6   2.6 " 0.0   2,6   1.8   5,8   5.9   3,8   9.0   9.0
LnGroDeayd s/yen  50.40,0 819  40,3   00  24.0  457  17.5 t75 37.1  -70 17.0
LnGro LOS            D               D          C    D    B    B    D    B    B

,9,pproacn vo
,ve-'-         286             269  .....  '     841             t283                     • : .

Aueroacn Dela s/yen       35,(      31.0             20.0             196

Au6 oacl L@S : 9             3  ....  B B

Ass. ned Phs           i    2 ! 3    - -   5 -6         8         _

3hs Duration G+Y+Rc/,&2.4  31.6   9.9  16.9   7.8  36."   8.9  49.9  .............................

4d :
MaxGreen Setting Gma1< ,.

32.0  10,0  17.0   7.0  40.0   7.0  20.(  .......

MaxQ;SiearTime(g ctl'&. 13.9 65:::1:d9 50 t§:9 ::4.3   7.2
Green Ext Time s q,s  ),2  11.5   0.1    .2   0.0  12.3   0,0   1.9

HCM 2010 Ctri Delay             22.6  .......
HCM 2010 LOS ::: :: : :: :: L: ,

N:\2558\Syechro\Ex+Proj PM,syn
Synchre 7- Report
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HCM 2010 TWSC                                                  Ex+Projec - PM
3: K Street & Proi Dwy                                                      1/25/2016

[nt Dela, s/yen         3

Movemen :. ,s: - . -'.- -.- = EBLa -EB'E-= :EBR: : -; - - WBL;f- :WBT WBR ' ': : " -- -NBE - NBT BR - :-- "SEE? B I SBR

TraflicVo' veh/h            , 230   46         16  32   8         35-  O   12         - :, 7

Future Vo ven/n             , 230    40          16   132     8          35     ()    12                     a.7
Conflicting Peds.#/hl          @    O    O  " "  O    0 {          0    3"  0          0    0 O
Sign Centre               Free  =tee  Free       Free  Free  Free       Stud  Stud  S or)       Stop  Slop  Stop
RTChanrieli2ed: "  " -  " z.N0ne ]     - None . -        lone %he

T
Storage Lengm  .......

,/eh in Median Storage,#              3     :  - .:0 L    : :- -   0  ....  -            0

3rade %                      0                   0                   O                   0
PeaE Hour.Factor       -92 92:   92 92   92 92  92   92 : 92         32   92   92
meav ehicles. %             2     2     2          2     2     2           2     2     2          2     2     2

12     I 51:

::  .....  M nor" -  ....  Minor2Na or/M nor "   .  ....  -Ma orl:- --.:     -. 'Ma }2: :"

Conflicting FlowAl          152    0    O        293    0    (        570  548  272        55(   566   148
Stage 1 . :. -  ' :-        361   361 - 183 168

Stage 2                         -         -                 209  187            367  383
Critical Hd ,#             4.12    -    -       4.12                 7.12  6.52  6.22       7.12 6.52 6.22
Cri6caIHdwyStgl  .....  612  552            6.12  5.52    

Cr,{icalHdwyStg2           -  -  -   -    -       6.12  5.52            6.12  5.52

:ollow-upnawy           2.218                 2.218     -            3.518 4.018 ].318      3.518 4.018 ].318
Dot Caj - Maneuver    .    1:429     -     -        1269  :-     -         432 444 767        46 434   899

Stage 1                                                     657  626            819  748
Siage 2                                                 793  745    -       653 612    

latoon blocked. %                       -      

MovCaDL1 laneuver      I42§  ......... L       1269                   390  421 ¢67        421  411  899

Mov CAD-2 Maneuver                                                   390  421             421  z

Stage 2                                                     736  734            618  589

T CM.Co0 :?![)e!ay s  ..............  .......  _.: .::.:, ..1.8  ........ .:  ..............  .. :1 :  .........  ....  0:4  .

qCM LOS                                                                   B                      B

Capacity (veh/h).           ),46 1429  -  . 1269    .- -  730
HCM Lane V/C Ratio       9.115 0.631-      -            ).014             -          - 0.088
qCM:CdntrolDelay{s        .l   76 -O: :" . 79    O :  104        "  "

HCM Lane LOS               B     a     a           B

°                     0.1     -    HCM 95th i[e Q(veht       0.4                   O

N:/2558\Synchro\Ex+Proj PM.syn Synchro 7 - Report
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HCM 2010 TWSC
4: Private Dwy/Church Ave & K Street

Ex+Project - PM
1/25/2016

Int Delay, s/veh       2.7

Traffic t'ol,veh/!-  =- 16...232   0    .0. 118 :  8        57.  O .:
Future vol venm             16  232    0          0   118    8         57     )   22
:Confliq{!ng Peds t f                                                  O %   6
Sign ContrG              Free  Free  Free       :ree  Free  :ree        gtoo  1oo  Stoo
aT Charlne]ized  ........  :    .. _    /None- J "   : • - { %he " . ::'Nofie

Btorage Lengm               -     -                     

Veh [n Med an Siorage, . :::0  : :    O    -   ,

Grade %                       O    -              O    -         -    O    

eakHdur Factor            92   92 : 82        92 -: 92 • 92         )2   92   92
"leav Vehicles. o/<            2    2    2          2    2    2          2    2    2
MvmtFbw             17 252 O          6:- i28    9         62    0   24

0   12
O : C 

Sto S{oc S oo

- None

0

O

92 " 92   )2
2   2   2
4  ......  O    13

- -.  ................  .,, : ::_ .:-,.:. ,' 'L:" " :m::r:-:z, :' : " :"- ' <': ......  :
1: :: '1" :R: :"::, } ]] 2 i'::: ':::< :::

Major/Minor -"- *"  Na]or't-..-' ..,..:,.-x , . ,= -Ma or2  .....  --     Minor1  ....

Conflicting :IowA           142    0    0        258     }     }        437  435  259        ¢43  431   42
Stage:[.  ..............................  .......  "  " -    -       293 293            138  138

Stage 2                       _     _           _                      
142              305   293

Cr[ cWHdwy                                 4.12    -    -       -12  6,52 6,22       7.12  6.52  6.22

Critical HdwyStg  ....  6.12  5.52           6.12  5.52
Cri{ica!HdwyStg2  .....  " - ]::  ............  -   -          6.12  5.52    -      6.1:2- ,52 :  

Follow-uo nawy           2,218
Pot CaoH Maneuver t, "

Stage 1

3.518 4.018 3.318       3.518 4018 3.318
•     -      2.218     -                          .  .............

L           "        :1307  :  : ":    530      514      780     1.525      517    906
715   670              865   782
859   779     -   705   670

Slatoon blocked. %
ov 0ao:l Maneu let  .......  51:2  50;5 7:75  ......  5dI"" '505 : 899

Mov Cao-2 Maneuver                                                    512  502              501   505
-]"  65t         849, 779

Stage 2                 -                             844  776          .6./.3 6hi. _

#% lUdbH :

qCM ControlOela  <-        0.5 :  "      .          O   -  ....  1:2.5                  . 9.8

qC[V Los  ........  B                      a

Minor Laee/Maio Myra{ :<:. NBEn.IESEBD:;bEB:L. EB&£:WBb.\ B . BR SBLsi <;:s-   ' ".:',o, #/  -   '
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ADDENDUM TO
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

FEIR 06-01 (Urban Core Specific Plan)

PROJECT NAME: Vista del Mar Project

PROJECT LOCATION:   795 Third Avenue, Chula Vista, CA

PROJECT APPLICANT:  Niki Properties, LLC (Dr. Humid Mani)

CASE NO: EtR-06-01/DR15-0015/PCS t5-0006

DATE:                   June 7, 2016

L     BACKGROUND

The  purpose  of  this  Addendum  is  to  discuss  a  proposed  3  to  5-story,  mixed
residential/commercial  use building with 71 multi-family units, and one 616 square-foot
corrmlercial suite (Project). The Project site is located at the intersection of Third Avenue and K
Street, within the C-1 Corridor District of the Urban Core Specific Plan Area (UCSP). The
Project requests approval of Design Review and Tentative Condominium Subdivision Map
applications.

As the lead agency for the Project under the California Enviromnental Quality Act (CEQA)
(Pub. Resources Code, Sec. 21000 et seq.), the City of Chula Vista (City) prepared and
conducted an environmental analysis (Final Environmental Impact Report FEIR-06-01) for the
UCSP. FEIR-06-01 contains a comprehensive disclosure and analysis of potential environmental
effects associated with the implementation of the UCSP. The final EIR was certified and the
Urban Core Specific Plan was approved by the former Chula Vista Redevelopment Corporation
and City Council in May of 2007.

The approved UCSP calls for the development and revitalization of the Urban Core within the
City of Chula Vista. The Urban Core encompasses approximately 1,700 acres of the traditional
downtown area east of I-5, west of DeI Mar Avenue, north of L Street and south of C Street.
Within this larger area is a smaller 690 gross-acre area, which was determined to be in need of
redevelopment due to conditions of blight and underutilization. This smaller area comprises the
'°Subdistricts" area of the UCSP and is the focus of all the regulatory land use provisions of the
UCSP. The UCSP replaces existing municipal code zoning provisions for the Subdistricts area
with new zoning that permits an increased number of buildings, with increased building heights
and mass. This intensification of tand use in the Subdistricts area is planned to accommodate
General Plan projected resident and employment populations. Ultimate buildout of the UCSP
would allow 7,100 net new residential units over the existing 3,700 units, for a total of up to
10,800 dwelling units by the year 2030. Commercial office space would increase by up to 1.3
million square-feet over the existing 2.4 million square-feet for a total of up to 3.7 million
square-feet of commercial space by the year 2030.
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The proposed mixed-use Project, which is the subject of this Addendum, does not result in any
new significant impacts beyond those previously identified in FEIR-06-01, nor an increase in
severity of any previously identified impacts in FEIR 06-0t. The environmental analysis
presented in FEIR 06-01 addresses all potential impacts associated with the UCSP plan. Because
the Project, which is located within the UCSP area, would not result in any new potentially
significant impacts, nor increase the severity of any impacts identified in FEIR 06-01, the Project
is considered to be adequately covered under FEIR 06-01.

II.    PROPOSED PROJECT.

The proposed Project considered in this addendum consists of the redevelopment of the 45,738
square-foot property at the northeast comer of Third Avenue and K Street, with a mixed-use 3 to
5-story (34 to 60 feet in height) structure with 71 residential condominium units, 1,770-square
foot residential fitness center, a 1,004 square-foot lobby and elevator space, 2,572 square-foot
residential lounge space, 616 square-feet of commercial space, and a 1,700 square-foot public
plaza.  The Project also includes the construction of 142 parking spaces (subterranean and
enclosed), 17,646 square-feet of cow, men and private open space, and approximately 8,500
square-feet of landscaped space, as well as the associated access and circulation areas. The Site
is currently occupied by three building structures that were built during the 1950's and 1%0%
and are currently occupied by a martial arts gymnasium, insurance office, botanical sales store,
and chiropractor's office; one of the buildings is currently vacant. Construction of the Project
would involve the demolRion of the structures that are currently on the site.

The site is located within theCity's Urban Core Specific Plan C-1 Corridor, which allows the
development of mixed use projects subject to compliance with specified development standards
in the Specific Plan. Since the Project site is adjacent to the R-1 (Single-Family) District, the
Project must comply with the development standards of the Neighborhood Transition Combining

District.

The California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines (§15162) establish the conditions under
which a subsequent E!R shall be prepared.

A. When an EIR has been prepared for a Project, no subsequent EIR shall be prepared for that
Project unless the lead agency determines, on the basis of substantial evidence in light of tff¢

whole record, one or more of the following:

1.  Substantial changes are proposed in the Project which wiii require major revisions of the
EIR due to the involvement of new sig nfficant environmental effects or a substantial

increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects;

21  Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project is
undertaken which will require major revisions to the EIR due to the involvement of new

significant enviroi mental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously

identified significant effects; or
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3. New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have
been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the EIR was prepared.

B. If changes to a project or its circumstances occur or new information becomes available after
preparation of an EIR, the lead agency shaI1 prepare a subsequent EIR if required under
Subsection A.  Otherwise the lead agency shall determine whether to prepare a subsequent
Negative Declaration, an addendum or no further documentation (Guidelines § 15162).

Section 15164 of the State CEQA Guidelines provides that:

A. The lead agency shall prepare an addendum to a previously certified EIR if some changes or
additions are necessary but none of the conditions described in Section i5162 calling for
preparation of a subsequent EIR have occurred.

B. An addendum need not be circulated for public review but can be included in or attached to
the final EIR.

C. The decision-making body shal-I consider the addendum witbthe fina EIR prior to making a
decision on the project.

D* A t rief explanation of the decision not to prepare a subsequent EIR pursumat to Section
15162 should be included in an addendum to an EIR, the lead agency's required fmdings on
the project, or elsewhere in the record.  The explanation must be supported by substantial
evidence.

This addendum has been prepared t ursuant to the requirements of Sections 15162 and 15164 of
the State CEQA Guidelines. The proposed Project does not constitute a substantial change to the
previously approved UCSP. The proposed Project would not result in any environmental effects
that were not previously considered in FEIR-06-01, nor would the changes increase the severity
of any of the impacts identified in FEIR-06-01. There has been no material change in
circumstances relative to the UCSP, and no new information of substantial importance has
become available after the preparation of the project EIR. The mitigation measures identified in
FEIR 06-01 would be equally applicable to the UCSP. Therefore, in accordance with Sections
t 5162 and 15164 of the State CEQA Guidelines, the City has prepared this addendum to FEIR
06-01.

IIh  ANALYSIS

Summarized below are issue areas potentially affected by the proposed Project. As the discussion
outlined below indicates, however, the proposed Project does not result in any impacts beyond
those identified in FEIR-06-01.

Technical studies have been prepared for the Project to identify any potential
environmental impacts. No new significant impacts were identified in the technical
studies regarding the proposed Project.  The technical studies  demonstrate and
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substantiate that the proposed Project does not result in any new significant impacts, nor
increase in severity of any previously identified significant impacts. These include:

1. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment by Ninyo and Moore, dated t/27/16.
2. Acoustical Analysis Report by Eilar and Associates dated 11/19/15.
3. Preliminary Drainage Study by Chang Consultants dated 3/10/16.
4.  Storm Water Quality Management Plan prepared by Chang Consultants 'dated 3/I0/16.
5. Preliminary Geotechnical Assessment by Group Delta Consultants dated 3/5/16
6. Traffic Letter Assessment by Linscott, Law and Greenspan dated 1/25/16.
7.  Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) study prepared by Helix Environmental Planning

dated May 5, 2016.
8.  Shadow studies were conducted by the Project architects as part of the design of the

Project (refer to sheet A5.0 in the drawing set dated 03/t0/16).

Land Use Compatibility

The proposed Project is located within the C1 District of the UCSP. The C1 District and the
Neighborhood Transition Combining District (NTCD) contain development standards and design
guidelines intended to ensure that new development structures are compatible with existing
adjacent development in the neighborhood. These development standards are related to building
height, setbacks, step-backs, parking, open space, mud landscaping. The proposed Project has
been reviewed pursuant to these standards and guidelines, and it has been determined that the
project complies with these requirements (with the exception of FAR, as described further
below), which will provide land use compatibility with the adjacent commercial and residential

area.

The UCSP also contains provisions that permit an increase above the base floor area ratio (FAR)
of 1.0 (45,738 square-feet), if certain project amenities are provided, su%h as fully enclosed
parking (10% increase), pnblic open space (10% increase), and LEED Gold certification (30%
increase). These items would be provided by the Project, thus, the FAR would be permitted to
increase to 1.50 (68,607 square-fee0 per the UCSP incentives. The UCSP also allows the City
Planning Commission (or City Council if applicable) to grant exceptions to the development
regulations, if certain findings required by the UCSP are made. The Project applicant has
requested an exception to the FAR regulations to increase the FAR from 1.50 to 1.99, which
based on the proposed design, would accommodate 71 dwetling units. The findings include the

following:

1. The proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and objectives of the
Specific Plan and General Plan;

2. The proposed development will comply with all other regulations of the Specific Plan;
3. The proposed development will incorporate one or more of the Urban Amenities

Incentives in Section F Urban Amenities Requirements and Incentives, of this chapter;

and
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4. The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and will result in a better
design or greater public benefit than could be achieved through strict conformance with
the Specific Plan development regulations.

Staff has determined that the Project complies With these findings because the Project does not
affect the implementation of the UCSP and the General Plan, and because it complies with all
other regulations and development standards of the UCSP. The Project will provide additional
public benefits that exceed the minimum requirements, including the following provisions:

a)   17,646 square-feet of common and private usable open space for residents, which
exceeds the UCSP requirements;

b)  High quality architectural design and materials that will provide a focal point for the
neighborhood;

c)  Seven guest parking spaces to reduce the demand for on-street parking in the adjacent
residential neighborhood (no guest parking is required by the UCSP);

d) Two wall spaces for public art including a public mural on the north i acing wail, and a
fountain or sculpture in the public plaza at the intersection of Third Avenue and K Street;
and

e)  An enhanced 10-foot sidewalk along Third Avenue, which wilI be wider than a standard
sidewalk and include street trees with tree- ates and street furninzre.

Landform/Aesthetics:

Visual Character

As discussed within the Urban Core Specific Plan Final Environmental Impact Report FEIR 06
0 t, potentially significant impacts with respect to visual character would be avoided by requiring
that the projects adhere to regnlafions and design guidelines of the USCP. Mitigation Measures
5.2.5-1 and 5.2.5-2 of FEIR 06-01 specifically require that future projects conform to relevant
development regulations and design requirements of the UCSP. These development regulations
include the NTCD regulations, C-1 zoning regulations, and Design Guidelines, which include
setbacks, stepbacks, screening, landscaping, building design and other appropriate measures to
avoid or minimize adjacency issues related to building mass and form, aesthetics, solar access,
ventilation, and other effects specifically noted in mitigation measures 5.2.5-1 and 5.2.5-2 of
FE1R 06-0t.

Light and Glare Effects

As noted in the FEIR 06-01, Summary of Environmental Analysis Results, the UCSP allows for
substantial intensification of existing land uses by allowing taller bnilding heights and more
building masses. Potential light or glare impacts could effect surrounding sensitive residential
uses and, therefore, appropiate mitigation measures were identified that all subsequent
development projects in the UCSP area shall comply with UCSP development regulations and
design guidelines that are necessary to reduce light and glare effects. The proposed Project is
required to comply with mitigation measure 5.2.5-2 of FEIR 06-01; a condition will be included
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in the Design Review/Urban Core Development Permit to that effect.
significant light and giare impacts are anticipated.

Therefore, no additional

Air Quality:

The Project complies with mitigation measure 5.i0.5-2 of FEIR-06-01 by supposing smart
growth principles, such as providing a mix of compatible land uses, providing a range of infill
housing opportunities, compact buiIding design, and providing multi-family housing on MTS
bus route 29. The Project also complies with mitigation measure 5.t0.5-3 by providing a wide
and enhanced sidewalk on the Third Avenue frontage to encourage pedestrian access and
activity. The Project will also be required to comply with mitigation measure 5.10.5-4 regarding
dust control measures to be employed to reduce air quality impacts from the generation of dust
during construction activities, which will also be shown on all applicable ading and building

plans.                                 -

Hazards/Risk of Upset: Hazardous Materials

The Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, prepared by Ninyo & Moore on January 27, 2016
found no significant Recognized Environmental Conditions (REC).oil the Project site. However,
due to the age of the existing buildings constructed in the 1950% the consultant determined that
there is a potential that asbestos and lead paint may be present in the existing buiIdings. There
also is a potential for presence of lead and organochlorine pesticides in localized areas of
contaminated soil in the vicinity of the building footprints that may be encountered during
grading activities. Although this does not meet the strict definition of an REC for the Project,
because of the potential that workers or other persons in the vicinity could be exposed to releases
of hazardous materials during demolition and grading, the consultant recommends:

(1) That a survey for presence of lead and asbestos be condncted by a @alified inspector
prior to demolition of the existing buildings;

(2) That a soil management plan be prepared and hnplemented during construction activities;.
(3) That a worker health and safety ptan be prepared.

These potential impacts will be addressed by compliance with FEIR-06-02 Mitigation Measure
5.13-2, which requires performance of a risk assessment where contamination has been identified
or discovered during construction activities.  Mitigation Measure 5;13.2 requires a licensed
abatement contractor to remove and properly dispose of any hazardous materials, such as ACM's "
and Lead, prior to demolition.  Mitigation Measure 5.13-3 requires a hazardous materials
building survey prior to demolition activities. A condition of approval will be included as part of
the Design Review (Urban Core Development Permit) to require the compIetion of a building
survey prior to begimning the building demolition activities.
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Noise:

The City's Noise Ordinance, and the California Administrative Code, requires that interior noise
levels in habitable rooms, from noise generated by exterior sources, shall net exceed 45 dBA
CNEL. An Acoustical Analysis Report was prepared for the Project by Eilar Associates, ½c. on
November 19, 20 I5. The analysis reviewed the potential impacts from current and furore noise
environments, including street traffic noise and other outside dements. Traffic-related noise
levels that would potentially create noise impacts to residential units facing Third Avenue and K
Street range from approximately 63 to 69 dBA are forecast. Typical residential construction,
including walls, windows and mechanical ventilation, may lower the interior noise levels with
windows dosed, however, verification that the interior noise levels will meet the interior noise
standard of 45 dBA CNEL must be provided. As required by Mitigation Measures 5.9-2 and
5.9-3, the Applicant wii1 be required to submit a noise ietter report including data that shows that
the construction will ensure that interior noise levels comply with the interior noise level
standards. Installation of mechanical ventilation and/or air conditioning in accordance with the
California Bnilding Code is necessary to ensure that windows can be closed to achieve
compliance with the 45 dBA CNEL interior standard.

The proposed ground floor commercial suite will share a flooffceiling assembly with a
residential unit above. The UCSP requires internal compatibility between dissimilar uses in
mixed-use buildings. The study found that a floor/ceiling assembly with a sound rating of 50
Sound Transmission Class (STC) is needed to ensure that acceptabIe noise levels within the
upstairs residential unit will be provided. As required by Mitigation Measure 5.9-4, the Applicant
will be required to submit a noise letter report verifying that a floor/ceiling assembly with a
minimum sound rating of 50 STC will be provided to ensure that-the requirements of the-Noise
Control Ordinance and UCSP are met.

i

The Noise study also anticipated that average construction noise levels at the closest residential
receiver would be 75 dBA, generated at 58 feet from the closest Project noise source to the
nearest residential property line. Thus, the adjacent residential population to the east and
commercial properties to the north and south may be exposed to excessive construction noise
associated with short-term grading and construction activities. These impacts tend to be variable
due to the variety of noise generation characteristics of the heavy equipment and vehicles used,
including the function and power of the heavy equipment or vehicle, and the timing of their
operation, which ranges from periods where no heavy equipment or vehicles are operated, to
simultaneous operations. Also, construction projects are short term in nature, so impacts will not
be long-term. The City of Chula Vista Municipal Code does not provide noise limits for
temporary construction activity at surrounding noise-sensitive property lines.  However, the
Project wilt be required to comply with the Section 17.24.040(C.8) of the Chula Vista Municipal
Code, which requires that noise generated by Project-related grading, demolition or construction
activities shall be prohibited between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. Monday through
Friday and between 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. Saturdays and Sundays. The contractor can also
limit noise impacts to adjacent properties by following measures including reasonable
maintenance of equipment, avoiding simultaneous operation of noise-generating equipment as
much. as possible, and using equipment with effective mufflers.
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Traffic/Circ ation:

Mitigation Measure 5.8.5-3 requires Project applicants to prepare a traffic assessment, pay any
applicable Transportation Development Impact Fees (TDIF) and traffic signal fees, and construct
any required street improvements. The Project proposes 71 multi-family dwelling units and one
616 square-foot commercial suite, which would generate a total of 667 average daily trips. This
is below the City's minimum threshold to require the Applicant to prepare a full traffic study.
However, due to public concerns about Project traffic, the Applicant submitted a traffic letter
assessment prepared by Linscott, Law & Greenspan Engineers (LLG) dated January 25, 2016,
which focused on near-term traffic impacts associated with the Project. The study looked at the
closest major intersections to the Project site, including Third Avenue and K Street, Third
Avenue and J Street, Third Avenue and L Street, K Street and Church Street, and the Project
entry driveway on K Street. The. study looked at the existing traffic conditions for these
intersections, and compared them to the existing conditions plus the addifioh of the Project
traffic at these 'intersections.  The study found that the intersections currently operate at
acceptable Level of Service "C" or better, and when the Projects traffic is added, these
intersections still operate at acceptable Level of Service "C" or better. The LLG sta!dy concluded
that no ttaffic-capacity related impacts Lo these intersections would occur.

The Project's entry drive is located approximately 160 feet from the Bank of America driveway
located across K Street from Project site. There is potential that traffic making a left turn from K
Street to Third Avenue will block access to the site from K Street. The study recommends a
"keep clear" striping detail be placed at the combined PrejeedBank of America driveway to
ensure that vehicles queuing westbound on Third Avenue do not block the driveway.

The Project will be required to pay TDIF Fees and traKic signal fees, prior to issuance of
building permits. The street improvements required by the Project include an upgraded sidewalk
on the Third Avenue frontage.

Greenhouse Gas (GHG):

Greenhouse gas (OHG) emissions include gases such as Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Methane (CH4),
and Nitrous Oxide (N20). They occur both naturally, and are produced by human activities, s ,lch

as by automobile emissions and emissions from production of electricity to provide power to
homes and businesses.  These gases prevent heat from escaping the earth's atmosphere, while
allowing in sunlight, which has the effect of warming the air temperature.

Cahfomia ,Jloeat Warming Solutions Act ofCalifornia Assembly Bill (AB) 32, known as the "   "    :  "
" '

2006" established a goal to reduce statewide eenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 1990 levels by
2020. Other regulations have been enacted at the statewide level to address GHG impacts,
including emissions standards for vehicles, low carbon fuels, and generation of electricity from
renewable resources. These programs are being implemented at the state level, and as such
compliance at the project love1 is not addressed. The City uses a screening level emission
threshold of 900 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents per year (MT CO2 per year) to
evaluate whether a project must conduct flzrther analysis. This standard is based on the California
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Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) report entitled "CEQA and Climate
Change" dated January 2008.

The GHG study prepared by Helix Envirom-nental Planning utilized the California Emission
Estimator Model Version 2013.2.2 to evaluate criteria air pollutants and estimate GHG emissions
from various urban land uses, including mobile (vehicular) and stationary source emissions,
associated with both construction and operation of the proposed Project.

Existing Land Uses:

The existing land uses on the site include 3 buildings with a combined square footage of 20,450
square feet that support a health club, medical office and other business office space. Tile study
found that these uses generate emissions of 432 NIT CO2 per year. These uses are being
removed, and thus the study concluded that existing GHG emissions can be subtracted from the
forecasted emissions generated by the Project.

Construction Emissions:

The GHG study found that construction emissions would be created by veticIe engine eMlaust
from construction equipment, truck trips, and employee cormmuting trips. Construction of the
project was assumed to occur over 15 months, and thus would be short term and temporary.
Therefore, construction emissions were amortized over a 30 year period.  The amortized
construction emissions were estimated to be 12 MT CO2 per year, associated with construction
of the project.

Operational Emissions:

Operational emission sources include energy use (natnraI gas and elec{icity), 'area sources
(landscaping equipment), vehicle use, solid waste generation and water use and conveyance.
The operational erdfssions associated with operation of the project were estimated to be 857 MT
CO2 per year.

To obtain the total estimated GHG emissions for the Project, the study added the operational and
construction emissions to establish a Project subtotal of 869 MT CO2 per year emissions, and
then subtracted the existing GHG emissions of 432 MT CO2 per year, to arrive at a total.
estimated GHG emissions value of 437 MT CO2 per year, compared to existing conditions,
which is below the City's significance t eshold of 900 MT CO2 per year (See Table 3 be!ow
from the OHG Study).

Addendum to Final Environmental Impact Report FEIR 06-01
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Addendum to Final E1R 06-01
June 7, 2016

Area                                              1
Energy I     1 O4

Mobile 715

Solid Waste

Less Existing Emissions

Significant Impac-, ?
Source: CalEEMod emissions modeling by HELIX 2016 (output data is

Attachment A).
Construction emissions are amortized over 30 years

TOTAL NET PROJECT INCREASE         437
Screening Threshold         900

No

Water
Operational Subtotal

Construction Emissions
-                         Project Subtotal

29
857

12

869
(432)

provided in

Conclusion:

Construction of the Project is not expected te generate enough @HO's to result in a substantial
contribution to the global GHG inventory, or to individually influence climate change. GHG
impacts are recognized as exclusively cumulative impacts, and there are no non-cumulative
impacts recognized from a climate change perspective (CAPCOA 2008). Therefore, the
proposed Project would result in less than significant impacts associated with GHG.

Shade/Shadow Study

The project plans include a shade and shadow study (Sheet AS.0 of the plans in Attachment 9 of
the staff report). This study looks at the best and worst case scenarios based upon smnmer and
winter solstice. The shade/shadow analysis examines summer and winter shading conditions
between Sunrise and Sunset for the 34 to 60 feet-high structure. According to the shade/shadow
analysis, no parcels within the project vicinity would be permanently shaded by the project. The
shadow study shows that there would be shading occurring on the two residential properties
located to the immediate east of the project site throughout the day on the winter solstice.
Because this shading occurs on a limffed (worst case) basis on only a few parcels, shading is not
considered to be a significant project impact.

Addendum to Final Environmental Impact Report FEIR 06-01
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Addendum to Final EIR 06-01
June 7, 2016

IV.   CONCLUSION

Pursuant to CEQA Guideline Section 15164 of the State CEQA Guidelines, and based upon the
above discussion and substantial evidence in the record supporting said discussion, I hereby find
that the proposed Project will result in only minor technical changes or additions, and therefore,
does not result in the need for the preparation of a Subsequent or Supplemental Environmental
Impact Report pursuant to CEQA Guideline Section's 15162 and 15163, respectively.

Miguel Tapia, AICP
Senior Plarmer

Attachments:

Exhibit A - Project site plan
Exhibit B - Executive Summary to FEIR 06-0t

References: General Plan, City of Chula Vista
Zoning Ordinance, Title 19/City of Chnla Vista
Urban Core Specific Plan
Urban Core Specific Plan Finar Environmental Impact Report (September 2006)

Addendum to Finn Environmental Impact Report FEIR 06-01
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CITY OF

CHULA VISTA

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

CHERYL COX
MAYOR

As the City of Chula Vista approaches its 100th birthday in 20 i I, it is poised to embark upon the
next chapter in its history. The 2005 General Plan update established a vision for the 21st century.
The Urban Core Specific Plan provides the tools to see that vision become a reaiity. The Plan
will create opportunities to renew the economic vitality of the City's urban core.  With this
stimulus, the urban core can enjoy the vitality of the early 1900s when iemon orchards thrbed,
tl 'ough the transition to the 1950s and the flourishing of Rohr industries.

Another lifecycle of the City's urban core is now set to emerge. We are ready to see more great
things happen.

The City Council heard from the urban core's many stakeholders -- residents, property owners,
business owners and havestors.  The Plan strikes a balance among more housing, additional
shopping opportunities, greater emphasis on walking instead of driving, and new revenue sources
for the public improvements necessary to the revitaIized City's urban core.

Over the coming years, I look forward to seeing the graduaI transformation of the City's re'ban
core. Realization of that vision will take piace over the next 20-25 years.

Today, the Urban Core Specific PI is in its infancy, about ready o make that first step. You
can expect to see new and exciting activity in the oldest parts of ChuIa Vista.  UltimateIy, the
urban core will be strengtkened so that it remains the heart of our city with places to live, work,
shop and play.

Mayor

276 Fourth Avenue, Chula Vista * California 91910 * (619) 69t-5044 • Fax (619) 476-5379
cco×@cimtavist aca.gov
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, E:xec t ve Summary

The City of ChulaViata has grown s ,bstantial,yovertheyear throughannexations
and development, and is the second largest city in San Diego County. Chula
Vista continues to play a significant role in the region's growth and is emerging
as the hub of civic and cultural activity in south San Diego County. Chula Vista :- : ,
is one of the most rapidly growing areas in the region with a projected
population of approximately 300,000 by 2030. While much of the City's :.
recent growth has occurred in large master planned communities developing
on vacant land in the eastern portion of the City; demographic changes and
other influences are bringing about population growth, renewed interest, and
the need for revitalization and redevelopment in the western portion of the
City.

The recent update to the City of Chula Vista General Plan focused primarily
on revitalization and redevelopment within the older, developed area in the

western portion of the City. The Urban Core Specific Plan follows the direction ! i  iii!! :: :iii!iii
and vision provided in the City's General Plan and establishes a more detailed  :   i
vision, guidelines, and regulations for future development and beautifi cation
in the traditional downtown area. The Specific Plan area is generally located
east of I-5, west of Second Avenue, north ofiL Street, and south of C Street.
While there are approximately :L,700 acres within the Specifi c Plan boundary,
it was determined that changes should be focused on areas more in need of
redevelopment. Therefore, the Specific Plan focuses on the redevelopment of
approximately 690 gross acres within the larger Specific Plan study area. The
Specific Plan creates a framework to attract investment and be a catalyst for
revitalization. The overall goat is to create pedestrian-friendly environments,
gathering places, and public amenities through community devd.opment.

The Specific Plan considers marketplace realities to increase the economic
viability of the downtown and surrounding areas to meet City, business, and
community needs. The Specific Plan addresses land  use mixes and
distributions; zoning; urban and sustainable design; vehicular, bicycle and
pedestrian  circulation;  parking;  transit services and  facilities;  public
improvements and infrastructure; gateways and image; street furniture and
pedestrian amenities; parks and public spaces; implementation strategies
and possible funding sources. The Specific Plan is based upon the valuable
comments, and participation from residents, business leaders, and other
community stakeholders, as welt as the diligent and committed Urban Core
Specifi c Plan Advisory Committee.

The intent off the Specific Plan is to facilitate and encourage development and
improvements that will help realize the community's vision for the Urban Core
area. The community wants the Urban Core to be a desirable San Diego County
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destination for both visitors and residents alike, with an identity of its own. The
Community wants a downtown that is vibrant and forward thinking and alive
with thriving businesses, attractive housing, and entertainment, cultural and
recreational activities; but respectful of its past. The Specific Plan envisions a
broad mixture of uses and business opportunities, as well as a wide range of
residential housing types. The Urban Core is envisioned to be the "heart" of
the community, where people gather to enjoy special events, farmers markets,
street performances, shopping and outdoor dining. It is a downtown with a
synergistic mix of land uses, attractive streetscapes and sidewalks and full of
people; all interconnected with a series of plazas and pedestrian paseos. To
this end, the Specific Plan includes a variety of recommendations to help

obtain this vision including:

!

Mobility recommendations

Land Use Development Standards

Development Design Guidelines

Public Realm Design Guidelines

Plan Implementation Strategies and Community Benefits Program

! :::S:i :

Mobi/;ty

The Urban Core Specific Pian mobility recommendations provide a variety of
approaches and strategies to "get people from here to there." improvements
for the main thoroug!afares and other streets within the Urban Core are
identified in Chapter V - Mobility and address pedestrian, bicycle, transit,

automobile and parking opportunities.

Traffic calming elements and pedestrian improvements are introduced to sl0w
traffic flow and create a more.pedestrian-friendly environment, along Third
Avenue in the Village District.  improvements include bulbouts (sidewalk
extensions), narrowed travel lanes, reducing the number of travel widths in
some areas, special paving at crosswalks and median refuge islands. Paseos
and pedestrian watkways are emphasized in the Specific Plan as well. The
Mobility chapter includes recommendations for new, and upgraded bikeway
facilities throughout the area for both recreational and commuting users to
accommodate for bicycle transit.

Three transit focus areas within the Urban Core provide multi-modal
opportunities for both local and regional transit. The transit stations located at

;' I 5/H Street and I-5/E Street link to the San Diego Trolley's Blue Line. As a
feature of the Specific Plan, a new shuttie loop system called the West Side

.. Shuttle is proposed. The shuttle route ,,viii serve both tile Urban Core Specific
i. : .i ii:                  Plan and Bayfront Master Plan areas in western Chula Vista. This new service

would complement existing and planned future transit improvements.
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A program for improvements to the roadway network is proposed, especially
reintroducing the street grid in areas where it has been interrupted over time.
The Mobility chapter also addresses off-street parking within the Urban Core
Districts and offers public parking strategies, including parking districts for
portions of Third Avenue and strategically located parking structures particularly
for the transit focus areas.

Land Use Development Standards

Chapter VI - Land Use and Deveiopment Standards; establishes three main
Specific Plan Districts: Village, Urban Core and Corridors, as well as 23
subdistdcts.  Within these three main districts to allow for customized
regulations and standards. The subdistricts regulations shape the building
form and intensity, allowable land uses, and parking requirements. In
summa% the land uses are customized to encourage a mix of pedestrian
oriented uses integrated with higher density residential. The development and  .....  : ': :

parking standards have been relaxed to encourage investment in the Urban
Core, including locating buildings closer to the street with parking behind or
tucked under the bu,d,ng The Sp c,f,c Ptan regu,ationa stress f, exib,,ty and

piazas., transit, cultural a s and mixed use devefopment.

The tallest buildings are allowed in the transit focus areas located at I-5/H
Street and t-5/E Street where support by alternative modes of transportation
is readily available. Neighborhood Transition Combining Districts have been
created for subdistricts adjacent to R-1 and R-2 zoning areas to protect
existing residential neighborhoods and ensure compatible, steppe&back
buitd[ng heights and setbacks. Special provisions address live/work units,
mixed-uses and parking structures. Zoning incentives are provided to e,]tioe
developers to provide urban amenities such as parks and plazas beyond  ....

[ ! t:
required levels.

Devefopment Design Guidelines

in Chapter VII - Development Design Guidelines, comprehensive design
guidelines are prgvided for developmentwithin thethreeSpecific Plan Districts, as
well  as special guidelines for hotels,  mixed-use  projects,  multi-family
residential projects, and sustainability principles. The form-based guidelines
supplement the Specific Plan development regulations, and the City's Zoning
Ordinanceto create a more attractive, well-designed urban environment. The
guidelines  apply  to  construction,  conservation,  adaptive  reuse,  and
enhancement of buildings and street scenes while preserving historipal
resources. Although no specific architecturai style is prescribed, the quaiity of
design is guided by policies addressing site planning, building height/form/
mass, building materials/colors, storefront design, landscaping, lighting,
parking, circulation, signs and other development considerations, The goal of
the guide ines is to create a positive image for tlne Urban Core and rame the
streets and sidewalks with inviting buildings, entrances, awnings and outdoor
dining areas as well as other attractive features.:"

" "I
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Public Realm Design Guidelines

Chapter Vltt - Public Realm Design Guidelines focus on ways to create more
attractive and pedestrian-friendly public environmenLs and gathering places
Street furniture, landscaping, sidewalks, crosswalks, lighting, paseos, public
art, parks, and plaza concepts are defined. Two main themes emerge within
the Specific Plan: an art-deco inspired design theme along Third Avenue,
building upon the era when much of the development along the street
occurred, and a more contemporary theme for the remaining public realm
areas in the Urban Core, indicative of a forward-looking Chuta Vista. The Third
Avenue Village Gateway entry sign at Third Avenue & Park Way welcomes the
public to tile village. Gateway treatments are proposed at other locations to
welcome people to the Urban Core and to reinforce the identity of the Urban
Core.

Plan implementation Strategies and Community Benefits Program

One of the most important elements of the Specific Plan is identifying the
implementation programs that will result in the desired changes emphasized
for the Urban Core. The sole purpose of the Specific Plan is to improve the
quality of life for Chula Vista in general, with a paricular focus on the west side.

I        J-      •Visual simulations f poLentEal future conditions for four areas of the Specific
Ptan are provided to help illustrate the pess[ble positive changes and

community benefi ts envisioned.

The visions expressed in the Specific Plan include investments in streets,
transit, parks, plazas, cultural facilities, protection and preservation of historic

I

resources, schools, and improvements to City services such as utilities, police,
fire, health and human services. These investments win be supported by a
partnership between the City and the private sector as new development
occurs. Chapter X - Plan implementation and Community Benefits Program
contains  realization  strategies and  forms  a  critical  link  between the
improvements the City desires, and how both the City and private investment
will contribute to make the improvements happen. Specific improvements are
identifi ed, and fi nancial tools and strategies are outlined.

j .
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STUDIO E
A R C H  i T E C T S

Project Memorandum
2258  First  Avenue

San Diego, CaEifornla 92101

T 619.235.9262 F 619.235.0522
DAT :

PROJECT:

TO:

FROM:

SU 3JECT:

COPKF.S TO:

March 28, 2016

14118 Vista del Mar

Miguel Tapia, City of Chula Vista

Maxine Ward, Studio E Architects

Preliminary LEED narrative

File

MEMORANDUM:

Please review the narrative below in conjunction with the Preliminary LEED checklist
(attached)

Location and Transoo ation

Floodplain avoidance - Prerequisite
The proposed development is not within a flood plain

Site Selection:

The proposed development utilizes a previously developed lot (4 points) and is
considered infill development (2 points) and is located within an existing street network
(1 point)

\

Compact Development:
The proposed development provides m re than 55 Dwelling units/acre (2 points)

Community Resources:
The proposed deveJopment is within 1/2 mile walking distance to more than 12
community uses such as supermarkets, community-serving retail, community services
such as banks, civic and community facilities. 2 points are anticipated.

•  i

Access to Transit:
The proposed development is within 1/4 mile walking distance of a bus stop (Routes
929 and 704). The number of points is dependent on the minimum daily transit service
based on the number of trips. 2 points are a nticipated. At least 1 po!nt will be obtained.

Sustainable Sites

Construction activity pollution prevention - Prerequisite
The proposed development witl comply with local, state and federal regulations with
regards to controlling soil erosion, waterway sedimentation and airborne dust during
construction.

No invasive plants - Prerequisite
The proposed development will not use any invasive plant species
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Heat Island Reduction:
The proposed development will have more than 75% of hardscape and roof surfaces
either shaded or shall be af a light-colored, high-albedo material or vegetation covered

(2 points)

Rainwater management:
The proposed development will utilize low-impact development (LID) techniques to
minimize the amount of stormwater that leaves the site. By utilizing planters on roofs
and at grade, infiltration planters and permeable paving, we anticipate 65-79% of the

total lot area will comply (2 points)

Nomtoxic pest control:
It is not anticipated that the project will attempt these 2 points at this time.

Water Efficiency

Water metering - Prerequisite
The proposed development will instal[ a water submeter for each unit and residents wilt
be aware of their individual water use.

Total water use:
The proposed development will utilize high efficiency plumbing fixtures and water
efficient landscaping irrigation and drought toterant plants. Of the 12 available points
for this credit we anticipate obtaining 5 points by reducing overall indoor and outdoor

water use by 30% over baseline.

Energy and Atmosphere

Minimum energy performance - Prerequisite
The proposed development will be 5% better than the baseline energy performance rating
based on ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2010, as shown via a whole-building energy simulation. The
development will be commissioned using Energy Star protocols or a prescriptive path.

Energy metering - Prerequisite
The proposed development will have an electric submeter for each unit and residents

will be aware of their individual energy use.

Education of homeowner or tenant - Prerequisite
The developer shall create an operations and maintenance manual and provide to all tenants
outlining the energy efficient features of their ome.

Annual energy use:
Of the 30 available points for this credit we anticipate obtaining 15 points by improving
the building's energy performance by 20?; over baseline (ASHRAE 90.1-2010)

Efficient hot water distribution system:
The proposed development shall be designed with an energy efficient hot water
distribution system based on maximum pipe length requirements or maximum pipe
volume limits (2 points). In addition insulation will be provided on all domestic hat water

piping (2 points)

Advanced utility tracking:
It is not anticipated that the project will attempt these points at this time.
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Materials and Resources

Certified Tropical Wood - Prerequisite
The use of tropieat wood in the building is nat anticipated.

Durability Management - Prerequisite

The proposed development will take required interior moisture control measures such as
water resistant flooring at kitchens and bathrooms, drain and drain pan at washers.

Durability M a nagement Vedfication:
The development will be inspected to ensure compliance with each measure relating ta
durability management (1 point)

Environmentally preferable products:
Out of the total of 5 points available, the proposed development anticipates achieving 3
points through the use of local production such as aggregate and sand for concrete and
through the use of reclaimed,'bic-based FSC certified or recycled materials

Construction waste management:
The proposed development will reduce total construction waste 60% below the baseline by
recycling materials and diverting from landfills (3 points)

Indoor Environmental Ouality

Ventilation - Prerequisite

The proposed development will provide a whole-unit ventilation system that complies with
ASHRAE Standard 62.2-2010

Combustion venting - Prerequisite
Any combustion appliances will be vented to the exterior, such as fireplaces, if they occur.
Carbon monoxide sensors will be provided in each unit.

Garage Pollutant Protection - Prerequisite
All air-handling equipme and ductwark serving residential units shall be placed outside the
garage envelope. Shared surfaces between the garage and residential units shall be tightly
sealed.

Radon-Resistant Construction - Prerequisite
Since the proposed residential development is above a garage level, the development is
inherently resistant to the transfer of radon gas from the soil to the occu pants.

Air Filtering - Prerequisite

MERV 8 air filters shall be used at recirculating air conditioning systems perASHRAE 62.2
2010

Environmental Tobacco Smoke - Prerequisite
The proposed development will prohibit smoking in all common areas. Any exterior
designated smoking areas, including balconies where smoking is permitted, will be located at
least 25 feet from entries, outdoor air intakes, and operable windows opening to common
areas.

Compartmentalization - Prerequisite
Each residential unit will be compartmentalized from another to minimize air leakage
between units by sealing penetrations, weatherstripping doors. Units shall be tested to
demonstrate compliance.

Enhanced Ventilation:

The proposed development will utilize an occupancy sensor or delay timer or automatic
humidistat controller or a cantinuously operating exhaust fan atthe dwelling unit bathrooms
to control the exhaust fan (1 point) Each dwelling unit will have a balanced whole-house
ventilation system per ASH RAE 62.2-2010 and will not exceed the standard by more than
10% (2 points)

Contaminant Control:

The proposed development wilt have a pre-occupancy flush of the systems and air testing.
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During construction all permanent ducts and vents will be sealed to minimize contamination
from construction and upon completion of construction will be flushed with fresh air (0.5
points). Air testing will be performed at the end of construction to ensure that contaminants

do not exceed maximum allowed levels (0.5 points)

Balancing of Heating and Cooling Distribution Systems
The proposed development will test supply air flow and pressure balance the ductwprk and
HVAC system within each residential unit (2 points)

Enhanced Compartmentalization
It is not anticipated that the project will attempt these points at this time.

Enhanced Combustion Venting
The proposed development meets the requirements of this credit by not installing any

fireplaces of wood stoves (2 points)

Enhanced Garage Pollutant Protection
The proposed development will provide an exhaust fan on controls within the multi-car garage

per ASHRAE 62.2-2010 (1 point)

Law Emitting Products
The proposed development will use products for interior paints and coatings, flooring,
insula{ion and adhesives and sealants that have been tested and found compliant with the
California Department of Public Health Standard Method V1.1-2010, using CA Section
01350,Appendix B, New Single-Family Residence Scenario, for emissions testing guidance (3

points)

No Environmental Tobacco Smoke
It is not anticipated that the project will attempt these points at this time.

Innovation

Preliminary Rating - Prerequisite
Design and construction team will conduct a preliminary LEED meeting in the early stages of

design to confirm and document LEED goals.

Innovation:
The proposed development anticipates receiving 2 points for inriovation for measures such as
green cleaning program, acoustical performance, solid waste management policy, green
building education. Specific measures to be determined.

LEED AP Homes:

The project team will include a professional who is LEED AP Homes accredited (1 point)

Regional Priority

The proposed development anticipates receiving 3 additional points for credits which have a

regional priority.

EN D OF MEMORANDUM
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Date:  June 22, 2016

To:   Planning Commission of the City of Chula Vista

Via:   Kelly Broughton, Director of Development Services

From: Miguel Z. Tapia, Senior Planner

Subject: Comment Letter from Ms. Evelyn Heidelberg/Mr. Earl Jentz on Vista del Mar Project

On April 15, 2016, City staff received a letter from Ms. Heidelberg with the law firm of Crosbie
Oliner Schiffman Southhard & Swanson, LLP on behalf of Mr. Jentz (Authors) with a series of
comments on the proposed Vista del Mar development project at 795 Third Avenue (Project). A
copy of the letter is attached to this memorandum. The letter contains a set of comments on
various aspects of the Project, including the proposed building's Floor Area Ratio (FAR),
compliance with development regulations, consistency with design guidelines, and the
applicability of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provisions.  The nature of the
comments indicates that the Authors are opposed to the Project and that approval of the Project
should be denied by the Plarming Commission.  This memorandum is in response to the
comments in the letter and is being forwarded to the Planning Commission in conjunction with
the City staff report to which it is attached.

The comment letter consists of fourteen pages of text and is generalIy divided into seven sections
denoted by roman numerals. Section I is a Summary of Issues; Sections II thru VII contain a
detailed description of each of those issues, although the issues summarized do not necessarily
concur with the issues that are detailed in the rest of the Sections.  Following is a list of the
Sections of the letter with an abbreviated version of the Authors comments/issues that are
discussed in each of the seven Sections.

I.  Summary of Issues/FAR/Compounding Calculations
II. Project fails to comply with NTCD Provisions
III. Projected Build-Out Scenario in UCSP
IV, Degree of Public Benefit from increased FAR
V. Compounding of FAR
VI. Development Exemption shouId not be granted because it does not advance purpose of

the deveIopment exemption provisions
Introduction
Project offers little in design
Findings cannot be made to support exemption

VII. Streamiined review of the Application under CEQA will not suffice

Following are City staff responses to the comments in the letter; the responses are provided in
the same order as the Sections and issues listed in the letter.
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Response Memorandum to Heidelberg/Jentz Comment Letter
June 22, 2016
Page 12

SECTION I. SUMNIARY OF ISSUES

Review of the letter reveals that the Authors base their comments on outdated drafts of the
Project plans, which have already been revised. The Project plans were revised by the Applicant
in response to City and Residents' comments in November 2015, February 2016 and April 2016.
The Authors start the Summary by discussing and speculating on the "compounding" calculation
of the building FAR and include elaborate calculations on the building square footage and FAR
based on outdated numbers.

The referred "compounding" calculation is not being used by the Applicant nor City staff, and
the references to it on the first page of the Project plans have been removed. The first proposed
approximate 50% increase in FAR, which is being requested through the provision of three
amenities, is calculated by simply multiplying the site area by each of the amenities' percentage
allowed (see Urban Core Specific Plan Chapter VI, Urban Amenities Table).  The allowed
increase in FAR through the provision of three amenities is 50%. FoIlowing are the calculations
based on the Project's latest specifications:

*  Project site area: 45,738 sq. ft.
*  Net building area: 91,345 sq. ft.
*  Total proposed building FAR: 1.997 = 2.0 (Total requested FAR increases include

Urban Amenities & Development Exception)
®  Proposed amenities and corresponding percentage increase in FAR are as follows:
:         o  Parking- 10% (4,574 sq. ft.)

o  Public Plaza- 10% (4,574 sq. ft.)
o  LEED Gold Certification - 30% (13,721 sq. ft.)

Total Amenities percentage and building square footage = 50% and 22,869 sq. ft.

The letter makes reference on Page 2 to an "unexplained deviation" of building square footage
and speculates that the Applicant is requesting an exemption. There is nothing "unexplained"
concerning the Applicant's request; the Applicant is requesting an exception of an additional
approximate 50% increase in FAR above the Urban Amenities increase discussed above. The
request is indicated on the first page of the Project plans along with all the Project specifications.
The Applicant's request for an additional approximate 50% increase in FAR is based upon a
Development Exception and brings the total building FAR to approximately 2.0 (see Urban Core
Specific Plan Chapter VI, Section I, DeveI0pment Exceptions).   The request for an exception,
as weI1 as the request for an increase in the FAR based on the provision of amenities, is based on
the aforementioned policies of the Urban Core Specific Plan (UCSP), which provide incentives
to enhance the quality of life within the Urban Core by encouraging pedestrian friendly design,
urban amenities, beautification, sufficient parking, mixed-uses, affordable housing, and access to
public transit, parks, community facilities, and social services.
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Response Memorandum to Heidelberg/Jentz Comment Letter
June 22. 2016
Page  3

SECTION     II.        THE    APPLICATION    DOES    COMPLY    WITH    THE    NTCD
REQUIREMENT THAT BUILDING DESIGN BE COGNIZANT  OF ADJACENT LOW
DENSITY USES AND AVOID BALCONIES OVERLOOKING REAR YARDS

The Authors' contention that the proposed Project does not meet the Neighborhood Transitioning
Combining Districts (NTCD) requirements is incorrect. The NTCD provisions are intended to
make sure that the design of projects addresses the issues associated with having taller struc res
adjacent to single-family areas.  The proposed Project not only meets all the building setback
requirements of the UCSP but also its design is cognizant of the adjacency of the single-family
residences. The Project has been designed to address issues of privacy and security.  To
accomplish this, the building strucW.re been designed to be farther away from the property line
and the adjacent residences than the minimum requirement of the NTCD. The UCSP requires
10-foot setbacks from the northern and eastern property lines. The distance between the building
and the eastern property line is 47 feet, while the distance between the building and the two
closest houses is approximately 115 feet. The distance between the second floor terrace and the
eastern and northern property lines are approximately 20 feet on both sides. The distance
between the building that runs along K Street and the property line of the first house on the north
side is 20 feet, while the building's distance to the actual house is 24 feet. Also, the Project has
been designed to have two landscape buffers between the building/second floor terrace and the
single-family homes, whicb are intended to block as much of the views from the building as
possible. One landscape buffer is located along the property line and has a width of 10 to 13 feet
and the other is located at the edge of the second floor terrace and has an approximate width of
13 feet. The building separafion and the landscape buffers will address privacy issues associated
with the balconies.

While the NTCD provisions note to "avoid balconies," they are not intended to prohibit
balconies. On the contrary, balconies are encouraged by the UCSP design guidelines for mixed
use, multi-family buildings. While the NTCD provisions read that balconies be avoided, it is
actually the issues potentially raised by the use of balconies that shouId be addressed; in the case
of the Project the issue raised is privacy. Balconies are important design and fimctional elements
of the Project. The UCSP provisions for multi-family projects encourage the use of balconies
and other features to achieve quality building design. One of those provisions reads as follows:

"Three dimensional design features, such as balconies and bays should be incorporated
into the building design. '"

Balconies serve to provide building facade articulation and interest, and they serve to provide
usable open/recreational space. Building fagade articulation and interest are important elements
for a project such as this one, which is part of an urban setting where the building architecture
intends to improve the faces of the area and become a new architectural landmark. Balconies are
also important as a source of private recreational space in an urban setting. The Chula Vista
Municipal Code allows balconies to be used as open space toward meeting the Code's
requirement for private and common open space. The provision of this type of recreational space
as part of multi-family residential projects contributes toward meeting the demand for punic
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Response Memorandum to Heidelberg/Jentz Comment Letter
June 22, 2016
Page 14

recreational facilities, particularly in the western part of the City. While balconies remain as part
of the proposed building elevations, the design issue (particularly privacy) associated with them
has been avoided through the building separation from the residential properties and by creating
landscape buffers. Thus, the project is consistent with the NTCD provisions.

In this same Section, following up with their assertion that the Project does not comply with the
NTCD provisions related to balconies, the Authors of the letter assert that three of the findings
for granting an exception cannot be made. The error of this assertion is found in the assumption
that the Project does not comply with the NTCD criteria.  As discussed above, the Project
complies with the NTCD requirement related to balconies because the intent of the NTCD
provisions is not to prohibit balconies (nor the second floor terrace) but to make sure that the
Project is designed to be cognizant of and address potential issues related to balconies, such as
privacy. As indicated previously, the Project design addresses the issue of privacy by distancing
the building, and thus the balconies, from the Single-family residences and establishing two rows
of landscape buffers. Contrary to the Authors' assertion that the findings cannot be made, the
findings for the FAR exception can be made and have indeed been made (see below). Another
problem with the assertion that the findings for an exception cannot be made is that the Authors
wrongly tie the findings, particularly the first and fourth findings (see below), to the single issue
of non-compliance with the NTCD provisions. The first finding is related to the implementation
of the goals and objectives of the General Plan and UCSP, which are in turn related to the
encouragement and development of mixed use projects which will contribute Io the creation of a
vibrant  environment within the  District,  with  thriving  businesses,  attractive  housing,
entertainment, cultural and recreational activities.  "fhe General Plan and-UCSP goals and
objectives are more related to how the Project as a whole, with a variety of features, contributes
to achieve those goals and objectives or how the Project does "not adverse!y affect the goals and
objectives.''

The four findings and their substantiating statements are contained in the Planning Commission
Report and Resoiutions, and are also incorporated herein in summarized form. The four findings
for an exception along with their substantiating statements are as follows:

The proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and objectives Of the
Specific Plan and General Plan.

The proposed development will comply with all other regulations of the Specific Plan.

The proposed development will incorporate one or more of the Urban Amenities
Incentives in Section F - Urban Amenities Requirements and Incentives, of this chapter.

The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and will result in a better
design or greater public benefit than could be achieved through strict conformance with
the Specific Plan development regulations.
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Response Memorandum to Heidelberg/Jentz Comment Letter
June 22, 2016
Page 15

In regard to the first finding, the Project as proposed does not adversely affect the General Plan
and Specific Plan. The Project actually implements those goals and objectives by providing a
mixed use residential/commercial use at the Corner of Third Avenue and K Street. The intent of
the General and Specific Plans is to facilitate and encourage development and improvements that
will help realize the community's vision for the Urban Core area. The Urban Core and the C1
District are envisioned to be vibrant, forward-thinking but respectful of its past and alive with
thriving businesses, attractive housing and entertainment, cultural and recreational activities. '
The Urban Core Vision aims to create a uniquely identifiable Urban Core for Chula Vista that is
an economically vibrant, pedestrian-oriented and multi-pro'pose destination. The Project would
redevelop the subject Site, which currently has buildings that were built in the 1950's and are in
need of replacement, with a residential and commercial Project. The Project will provide multi
family housing in this area of Chula Vista and will bring families and social and economic
activity to the area.  Those famiIies would tal<e advantage of and support the commercial base
along Third Avenue, which provides a variety of goods and services in close proximity to the
Project. More residents would contribute to create an active and vibrant atmosphere along Third
Avenue as envisioned by the General Plan and the UCSP. The proposed public plaza at the
comer of Third Avenue and K Street with art and furniture will provide an amenity that wili
activate the street and create opportunities for civic engagement.  The wider and furnished
sidewalks along Third Avenue and K Street will contribute to activate the street and create a
pedestrian-safe and friendly environment.

In regard to the second finding, the project complies with all other development standards and
regulations of the Specific Plan (except for FAR for which a valid exception is being requested
by the Applicant). The building has a height that varies from 34 feet along K Street and a height
of 57 feet along Third Avenue (the building parapets and elevator shaft achieve a height of 60
feet, which is the maximum permitted by the UCSP).  The project provides alI the required
parking on-site and enclosed within the building structures in the underground and first floor
levels, and provides 14 additional parking spaces for guests and residents.  Open space and
landscaped areas are also provided in excess of the minimum requij:ed.

The building form respects the properties in the adjacent R-1 Zone to the north and east of the
Site along Church Avenue by locating the second floor terrace and balconies as far away as
possible from the property lines (a distance that ranges between 20 and 115 feet), and provides
substantial screening by landscaping the perimeter of the structure. The 3 to 5-story building
structure was designed to place most of the bulk and mass along Third Avenue and K Street, and
as far as possible from the property lines of the single-family homes. As required in the NTCD
regulations, the building also steps back from the adjacent residential properties and along
Church Avenue, resulting in a reduced building mass and height near the residential properties
and distancing the building as much as possible from the residential properties.

In regard to the third finding, the project incorporates the following three Urban Amenities
elements (see Urban Core Specific Plan Chapter VI, Urban Amenities Table):
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,  All required parking (on-site and enclosed), plus fourteen resident and guest parking
spaces beyond the spaces required by the UCSP;

Public outdoor space in the form of a plaza (approximately 1,700 square-feet in area)
With an art feature and furniture located at the comer of the building and Third Avenue
and K Street, just outside the commercial suite; and

®  LEED Gold Certification with a variety of elements and amenities to reduce global
warming and enhance the natural environment.

Each of these amenities is more fully described and analyzed in the Planning Commission Staff

Report.

Regarding the fourth finding, the additional FAR of 0.5 is appropriate for this location because it
would allow the Project to comply with the goals and objectives of the General Plan and Specific
Plan related to bringing a mixed use project with sufficient residential units and community
amenities to provide housing, activate the street and support the existing commercial base. The
C1 District is currently characterized by having mostly retail and office uses. While there are
approximately five properties in the District with residential uses, these properties only represent
about 4% of the total District area.  General Plan policy calls for additional residential
development within the CI District to support the existing and future commercial development.
The Project's FAR of 2..0 is appropriate for an urban mixed use de.veloement and is in line with
development trends elsewhere in the Urban Core area. The maximum building height is 5 stories
along the Third Avenue elevation (60' high as allowed by tl e C-1 zone) and 3 stories along the

K Street elevation. This building configuration places the most mass and bulk along the Third
Avenue and K Street's elevations, away from the existing low density residential. The Applicant
has revised the Project and has taken measures to reduce the building mass and address
community concerns without reducing the viability of the project. Furthermore, the form-based
nature of the UCSP ensures that the proposed development emphasize the importance of site
design and building form (which last many years) over numerical parameters such as FAR
(which are likely to change over time). The proposed development creates a people activated,
urban comer that contributes to the city's goal of "Complete Streets" and enhances the public
realm through improved streetscape design and individual building character.

SECTION III.   IN ANALYZING THE APPLICANT'S REOUEST FOR BONUS
AWARDS  OF  FAR,  STAFF  DID  CONSIDER THE  PROJECTED  BUILD-OUT  THAT
WOULD  OCCUR  IF  ALL  THE  BONUS  PROVISIONS  ALLOWABLE  UNDER 'I'ItE
URBAN AMENITIES INCENTIVES PROGRAM WERE ACTUALLY AWARDED

The comments in this section are related to a potential scenario under.the UCSP projected build
out. This section of the letter provides an intricate analysis of a build-out scenario that is highly
speculative, and not instructive in assessing whether a bonus award should be granted.  The
build-out scenario, as described in the UCSP, is used to analyze and evaluate the potential
development impacts resulting from the fuli implementation of the projected development within
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a specific period of time (approximateIy 20 years). In this long-term context, the implementation
of one proj ect cannot be used to speculate on the implementation of the UCSP's projected build
out.  At the same time, the results of such a specuiative analysis cannot be used to assess and
evaluate a single project, particularly at this early stage of the UCSP implementation.  The
analysis in the letter assumes a scenario where the projected development takes place in a
vacuum without the dynamic interaction that projects go through during the various phases of
project development and implementation. The analysis also assumes a scenario without changes
in the economy and adjustments to the UCSP vision, goals and policies.  In other words, the
Authors wrongly assume that a certain number of projects will continually be developed
independently of economic cycles and physical changes in the Urban Core. They also assume
that during the next twenty-five years the UCSP will remain un-evaluated and un-revised. To
respond to this point and to dispute the Authors' attempted analysis based onstatic type model
assumptions, it is important to see what actually has happened during the past nine years in the
life of the Urban Core and implementation of the UCSP.

The UCSP was adopted by the City Council in March of 2007.  Since then, the regional and
Chula Vista economy have gone through a massive recession (2008-2012), which for a period of
time stopped all land development and negatively affected the economy. The economy and land
development activity have had a very slow recovery since then. Development within the Urban
Core is a clear illustration of this process.  Since 2007 the City Coun_cil and/or Planning
Commission have approved 11 development projects (commercial and residential) within the
UCSP area: four mixed-use projects; one retalI market; one gas station/mini mart remodel; three
restaurants; a medical clinic and a liquor store. Of those projects only one mixed-use project has
been constructed (33 residential units and 1,253 square-feet of office space). Other projects that
have been implemented are the gas station, the liquor store and the restaurants. Also, since 2007,
the UCSP has been evaluated and revised twice (2011 and 2015) by the Planning Commission
and City Councih The physical and economic conditions of the City's Urban Core, as well as
the life of the UCSP, have not been static nor linear. It is a mistake to use a static type analysis,
which is intended to estimate the potential environmental and infrastructural impacts and
mitigation under CEQA for a "most-case" scenario, to evaluate the merits of a single project
today.  Contrary to what the Authors of the letter say, it is not instructive to compare the
proposed project with a static, long-term build-out scenario.

In order to insure that development proposed under the UCSP does not have negative impacts or
exceeds the capacity of the infrastructure, the City uses a variety of measures. The City has in
place a project review process to evaluate every development proposal prior to issuance of a
building permit. This process involves environmental review pursuant to CEQA requirements,
design review pursuant to established development regulations and design guidelines and
infrastructuraI requirements.  This is a very detailed process that is used to insure that every
project avoids or mitigates any potential impacts to the environment; it is also used to make sure
that every project complies with regulations and guidelines; and that every project contribmes its
share of infrastructure and that said infrastructure is provided prior to the completion of the
project.
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The proposed Vista del Mar Project is an example of the described review process in action. The
Project plans were submitted to the City in June 2015, and have been thoroughly reviewed by
staff pursuant to the established review process.  The Project went through environmental
review, design review, and infrastrucmral review.  A report (and this response letter) has been
prepared for the Planning Commission as part of its consideration of the Project, and it includes a
lengthy description and analysis of the Project.  Two resolutions have also been prepared that
include findings and determinations on the Project, as well as a lengthy list of conditions of

approval.

The City also consistently monitors physical, economic, and land development activity and
conditions within the Urban Core to evaluate the changes and requirements of the area as those
conditions change. The City consistently monitors punic facilities and infrastructure for
compliance with established threshold standards.  Since 1988, the city of Chula Vista has
monitored a dozen threshold standards for compliance, including drainage, sewer, traffic, water,
and emergency response times, as weli as schools, libraries, and the fiscal condition of the City.
The city's Economic Development Department monitors the economic conditions of the City,
the San Diego region, and the Nation in order to see how the economy is changing and how
those changes might affect different economic sectors and areas of the City. This information is
used to develop strategies to encourage economic activity and promote investment and
development projects. The Development Services Department routinely monitors the conditions
of land development of western Chula Vista; this information serves to make changes in the
processes, regulations and requirements on development consistent with the new conditions. The
input of the community, as expressed in their own vision and needs, is also used to calibrate the
processes, regulation and requirements.

Lastly, the City uses the information collected from the monitoring to modify the established
regulations and processing. For example, the UCSP, as weI1 as other specific plans throughout
the City, are updated at different intervals.  State Law requires that a specific plan "may be
amended as often as deemed necessary by the legislative body." This is a constant practice that is
embedded in the City's processes and is consistently implemented. For example and as indicated
previously, the UCSP has been amended twice since its adoption; once in 2011 and then again in
2015. These amendments were intended to respond to changes in the economy and development
activity in the area. They were also intended to calibrate the UCSP regulations in the context of
the little development activity that has taken place during and after the last recession.

Another error in the Authors' analysis is the Authors' confusion and mixing of the concepts of
FAR and Density.  The Authors use the two concepts interchangeably and do not appear to
recognize the differences between them. In the context of project development pursuant to the
UCSP, FAR is simply the relationship between the site area and the net building area, while
Density is a relationship between the site area and the number of residential units that can be
accommodated in the building and site. FAR is related strictly to the building's mass and bulk,
while density is related to number of units per acre.  The problem with the Authors' analysis,
particularly in their projected calculations, is that they use the FAR to project the number of units
that could be built under a given scenario. The fallacy of this is that FAR is not a reiiable metric
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for density (that is the number of units to be built), because a given FAR may result in different
residential unit scenarios, depending on the type and size of residential units that are being built.
A given FAR may result in different number of units if, for example, the units are studios, 1
bedroom, 2-bedroom, 3-bedroom, etc.; the larger the units the lower the number of units that is
achieved in the same FAR. At the same time, different FAR's may achieve the same number of
units (Density) depending on unit type and size. The main point of this response is that a higher
FAR does not necessarily result in more units. Therefore, the use of FAR that the Authors make
to calculate a given scenario is misleading and leads to the wrong assumptions and
determinations.

SECTION  IV.    THE  STAFF  REPORT  ON  THE  APPLICATION  DOES  EVALUATE
THE  DEGREE  OF  PUBLIC  BENEFIT  PROVIDED  BY  THE  PROPOSED  PROJECT
AND  BASES  ITS  RECOMMENDED  PERCENTAGE  INCREASE  IN  FAR  ON  THAT
ANALYSIS

The UCSP establishes requirements and provides incentives in exchange for the provision of
urban amenities by a given project. These requirements and incentives are provided in order to
achieve certain amenities or design provisions that wiI1 enhance the quality of life within the
Urban Core. These requirements and incentives are expressed in terms of increases in FAR that
aproject may realize. Contrary to what the Authors of the letter say, the increase in FAR is not
granted automatically to the Project, but rather it is evaluated on a case by case basis and is
subject to approval by the Planning Commission. The evaluation and discretionary approval is
based on the level of enhancement and benefit provided by each of the amenities. As discussed
above, there are three amenities being provided by the Project, as follows:

®  All the required parking is provided on-site and parking is encIosed within the structure;

An approximately 1,700 square-foot Outdoor Space laza ( approximately 41' x 43')
provided with art/furniture at the corner of Third & K Street; and

®  LEED Gold Certification for the building.

The amenities have been evaluated by staff and have been found to be beneficial to the project
and the community. Further, staff has determined that the characteristics and added value of the
amenities deserve the full awarded FAR increase as listed in the Table of 4_r enities in the
UCSP.  Following is a brief discussion as to how each of the amenities contributes to the
enhancement of the quality of life within the Urban Core.  The parking amenity is seen as a
positive addition to the Project because it benefits the Project and the surrounding neighborhood
by providing all the parking on-site and enclosed within the building, and by providing 14 spaces
beyond those required by the UCSP. Based on the UCSP Urban Amenities Table, the on-site
and enclosed parking receives a 10% increase in FAR (4,574 sq. ft. of building area). Providing
all the required parking on-site plus 14 additional spaces for guests and residents contributes to
minimize on-street parking demand.   Additionally, the 14 additional parking spaces are
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equivalent to approximately 10% of the total parking required (142 spaces) by the UCSP for the
Third Avenue District C 1.

The second amenity, the Outdoor Space/Plaza, has an area of approximately 1,700 square-feet
and wii1 be famished with tables, chairs, and landscape materials "such as palm trees and shrubs.
A central feature .will be a water fountain or an artistic sculpture. The Plaza is located outside
the building and adjacent to the comer and represents a valuable outdoor public space that is
accessible to and can be used by the building residents, customers of the commercial suite or by
the general public. This feature wiI1 offer a passive recreational space for people to congregate
and interact, and create neighborhood activity. The UCSP Urban Amenities Table assigns a 10%
increase in FAR for the implementation of Public Parks and Plazas.  The Plaza represents a
public benefit and a positive addition to the Project, which is considered an appropriate
justification for the 10% increase in building FAR.

In regards to the third amenity, the Project has been designed to incorporate architectural and
construction features that would qualify the project to apply for and achieve Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold Certification when it is built.  LEED is a
building certification program associated with the US Green Building Council and the LEED
program provides a means of verifying that a building or a group of buildings were designed and
built in a way that would improve energy savings, water efficiency, indoor envirommental
quality, and CO2 emissions reduction. LEED-certified buildings are resource efficient. They use
less water and energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  Based on the UCSP Urban
Amenities Table, LEED Gold Certification would allow for an increase in building FAR by 30%.
Granting the 30% increase in building FAR is justifiable because the certification will insure that
the Project has been designed and will be built in a way that will improve energy savings, water
efficiency, indoor envirol raeutal quality, and CO2 emissions reduction. The Project will
therefore conform to the goals and objectives of the General Plan and UCSP by being
environmen{ally sensitive, save resources, create less waste and pollution, and contribute to a
healthier environment and community.

SECTION V. THERE IS NO BASIS IN THE UCSP TO ALLOW FOR COMPOUNDING
OF FAR BONUSES FOR AMENITIES

As indicated in the first section of this memorandum, compounding is not being used to calculate
additional FAR for the Project.  The references to the °'compounding" calculation in the first
page of the Project plans have been removed.  The proposed increase in FAR through the
provision of three amenities is simply calculated by multiplying the site area by each of the
amenities' percentage allowed.   The base site area and the proposed amenities and their
corresponding percentage increase in FAR to be awarded are as follows:

Project site area: 45,738 sq. ft.
®  Parking- 10% (4,574 sq. ft.)
®  Public Plaza - 10% (4,574 sq. ft.)
®  LEED Gold Certification - 30% (I3,721 sq. ft.)
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SECTION VI. A DEVELOPMENT EXCEPTION TO THE FAR LIMIT PERMITTING A
FAR  OF  APPROXIMATELY  2.1)  SHOULD  BE  GRANTED  BECAUSE  THE
APPLICATION DOES ADVANCE THE PURPOSE  OF THE DEVELOPMENT
EXCEPTION PROVISION, AND THE REQUIRED FINDINGS CAN BE MADE

The Authors of the letter divide Section VI into three sub-sections.  The first is titled as
Introduction, although the comments made here are related to the proposed project FAR, which
is one more repetition of the same theme discussed in the previous sections. This sub-section
describes once again the Project numbers related to the FAR and argues that the FAR increase
should not be granted. This sub-section ends with the statement that the project "does not offer
much if anything in the way of innovative design," which is elaborated in the next sub-section of
the letter. Sub-section B discusses some of the UCSP design guidelines and the Authors argue
that the Project architecture does not meet the guidelines. Sub-section C of the letter argues that
the required findings for granting the exemption to the FAR limits cannot be made.

City staff has reviewed the Project's architecture in relationship to the applicable design
guidelines listed in the UCSP, which is a normal practice and a review requirement of every '
project.   Staff" has provided in the  Staff" Report to  the Planning Commission a full
discussion/response on how the Project meets those guidelines. Staff has also provided in the
Staff Report and Resolutions each of the findings that must be made in order to grant the
exemption and has described how each of the findings is made.  The response to the design
gnidelines and the exemption findings are included below.

UCSP Design Guidelines

In addition to the development standards and regulations listed in the C1 District, the UCSP also
contMns a variety of design guidelines, the purpose of which is to guide the design and
development of projects pursuant to the objectives and policies of the General Plan and the
UCSP. The UCSP's design guidelines for the C1 District focus primarily on promoting quality
and diversity of new commercial and residential development, and safe and efficient parking and
circulation. The proposed Project was analyzed based on the applicable desigu guidelines that
are listed below and are followed by a statement indicating how the Project is'consistent with
each of the guidelines.

"Encourage new development that maintains a healthy interaction with the major street
and surrounding uses by minimizing harmfid external effects' and providing strong
transit, automobile, and pedestrian connections. '"

The proposed Pro)eat is consistent with this guideline because it relates directly to the Third
Avenue and K Street frontages and strongly interacts with the commercial corridor. The Project
creates a people activated, urban comer that contributes to the City's goal of"Complete Streets."
The Project enhances the public realm by being placed next to the street, through direct access
onto the street, and by the improved streetscape design and individual building character. The
Project's placement of most of its mass and bulk next to the street and away from the adjacent
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neighboring residences, creates an appropriate separation (ranging from 20 feet to 59 feet to the
property lines) that respects privacy and minimizes shade, noise and other potential externalities.
The Project also provides a strong connection with pedestrians along the sidewalks, and public
transit and the automobile by its placement along Third Avenue and K Street. The building is
close (I0 ft.) to the street and the uses on the first floor, such as the residential fitness center,
lobby and elevator space, residential lounge space, and commercial space, relate to and activate
and connect effectively to the street. The future residents will also have easy and quick access to
Bus Route 929 on Third Avenue, which will connect them to other Bus Routes and Trolley
Stations. The vehicle entry into the garage on K Street is located away from the intersection and
provides access for residents, guests and commercial customers without creating traffic issues on

the street.

"New development in the Corridors District should consider the area's scale and
character and demonstrate sensitivity to surrounding uses by limiting building massing,
providing project amenities such as landscaping, seating, and plazas, and screening
parking and equipment areas. ""

';Additional setback areas and upper floor setbacks are encouraged when commercial
and residential areas are adjacent to each other and employ landscaping to screen
parking lots from adjacent residential uses and streets. '"

The building structure has been designed to incorporate large setbacks that create significant
distance from the neighboring properties (ranging from 20 feet to 59 feet at the property lines
and 24 feet and up to 115 feet from actual houses) and limit the potential intrusion into their
backyards. The fifth and fourth floors on the wing located along K Street have been removed
and reduced, respectively, to lower the mass and bulk and create more separation from the
adjacent residences. As such the building structure is closest to the Third Avenue and K Street
frontage to create more activity and vibrancy on the street thus promoting more pedestrian
activity, as envisioned by the General and Specific Plans.

All parking is contained on-site and enclosed in the ground and first floors of the building
structure. The perimeter around the parking is heavily landscaped by a combination of trees and
shrubs on planters and on the ground in order to maximize screening between the building and
the single-family residences. This landscape planter (with a width of 13 feet) extends along the
north and east property line. Also, the east and north perimeter of the second floor terrace is
fully landscaped (with a 13 foot wide landscape planter) to provide additional screening between
the building and the single-fsxnily residences.

The building is sited, designed and treated such that the intensity of the building mass is in the
most appropriate location along the Third Avenue commercial corridor and as far away as
possible from the adjacent single family properties. By being next to the Third Avenue and K
Street commercial corridor, the Project creates a people activated, urban comer that contributes
to the City's goal of "Complete Streets" and enhances the public realm through improved
streetscape design and individual building character.  By being located along the western and
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southern areas of the site, the building structure minimizes the shade effect over the residences,
particularly during the winter solstice. The Project is sensitive to and responds to the nearby
residential neighborhood's concerns by stepping down the building mass and using balconies and
awnings to articulate the bnilding fagade and create more presence along the streets.

"Upper floor balconies, bays, and windows should be provided that overlook the street,
enliven the street elevation, and communicate the residential fimction of the building. "

"Consideration should be given for privacy relative to adjoining properties. Orient
buEdings and decks' to maximize views while preserving the privacy of the surrounding
neighbors. "

Balconies and windows are an integral part of the bnilding structure. Balconies are an important
architectural element and their projection beyond the building wall is used to create articulation
and variety along the building walls. They are also an important functional element in that they,
as well as the second floor terrace, serve as recreational open space for the residents.  The
concerns of the neighbors related to views from the balconies and terrace into their backyard and
homes and a potential Ioss of privacy are addressed by the Project by stepping down the building
mass and distancing the structure from the residential properties as much as possible. The
balconies along the east building elevation are approximately 47 feet from the property line,
while the balconies along the north elevation are approximately 58 feet from the property line.
The second floor terrace is approximately 13 feet from the property line, but along its perimeter
is a 6 to 13-foot planter that creates additional distance between people on the terrace and the
property line. This planter will have a variety of landscape materials such as trees and shrubs to
further screen views to and from the neighboring yards and homes from the-project. The Project
has been designed in response to the neighbors' concerns and to strike a balance between the
neighbors' respect for privacy and the Project's need to contain aI1 the elements of a well
organized and articulated building.

"The physical design of Jb.cades should utilize such techniques as: Break or articulation
of the fafade; vertical and horizontal offsets to minimize large blank walls and reduce
building bulk," significant change in facade design," placement of window and door
openings; and position of awnings and canopies. "

The architecture of Vista de1 Mar is contemporary and it intends to provide a new Urban face to
development in this part of Chula Vista. The project relates to its location on the Third Avenue
commercial corridor by creating a people activated urban comer that creates street activity and
enhances the public realm through improved streetscape design and individual building
character. The building elevations are well articulated by a variety of elements. The view of the
building from the comer of Third and K shows the elevations that divide the bnilding into four
smaller parts, a 5-story portion with a plaster finish along Third Avenue, a 5-story comer portion
with different materials and sloped roof line, a 4-story portion with piaster finish along K and a
3-story portion along Church with a more residential roofline with overhanging eaves at the
balconies.
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The clean, contemporary lines of the building are a deliberate design direction. The materials
will have a finely grained texture. The sand finish plaster will provide a predominately neutral
texture and color and will be juxtaposed by the randomly seamed pre-finished metal panel
cladding at the building corner element. The building mass is punctuated by recessed vertical
elements such as the stair and elevator tower, which are highlighted in an accent color and which
break up the roof line. Balconies are both recessed into and project out from the building wall
providing shadow and articulation to the building fagade. Windows are vertically oriented, full
height and are recessed in the building wail. The windows are distributed in an off-set pattern
within the plaster wail and in a regular pattern within the metal clad wall. The fagade will be
enlivened by various window awning types including a L shaped sheet metal shroud and a
horizontal awning with diagonal support kickers.

Shade and Shadow

Residents to the north and east of the Project Site' have expressed concerns regarding the
potential of the project to cast shadows on their properties, and block out sunlight for a
significant portion of time. The Project pIans include a shade and shadow study (Sheet A5.0 of
the plans in Attachment 9 of the staff report). This study looks at the best and worst case
scenarios based upon summer and winter solstice. The shade/shadow analysis examines sunnmer
and winter shading conditions between Sunrise and Sunset for the 34 to 60 feet-high structure. It
shows where shade from the proposed structure falls over the neighboring properties as the sun
moves through the sky from morning to evening. According to the shade/shadow analysis, no
urban development within the Project vicinity Would be permanently shaded. As can be seen on
the winter shading exhibit, shadowing during the winter months would create increased shading
on the commercial office immediately to the north and residential properties to the northeast of
the structure.  During winter months, shadowing would occur in a northwest to northeast
direction throughout the day. During noon, the commercial office building and part of the first
house would be shaded on the worst case winter solstice exhibit. The most severe shading during
the Winter Solstice would occur during the evening.  Shading would be less during all other
times of the year. The summer solstice exhibit (best case) shows very little shadowing cast onto
adjoining properties.

Findinvs for an Exemption to the limits on FAR

The Development Exemptions section of the UCSP authorizes the Planning CommiSsion to grant
exemptions in the FAR limits to projects in order to encourage a variety of land uses that are
pedestrian and environmentally friendly and encourage innovative design. This is the basis for
the Applicant's requests for an exemption for a 50% increase in building FAR; this is also the
basis for staff's recommendation to the Planning Commission to grant said request. It is staffs
position that the FAR increase will advance the UCSP provisions and that the required findings
can be made as follows:

J.  The proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and objectives of the Speci c

Plan and General Plan.
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The goals and objectives of the General Plan and Specific Plan are not adversely affected by the
proposed 0.5 increase in FAR. On the contrary, the Project as proposed implements the General
Plan and Specific Plan by providing a mixed use residential/commercial use at the Comer of
Third Avenue and K Street. The intent of the General and Specific Plans is to facilitate and
encourage development and improvements that will help realize the community's vision for the
Urban Core area. The Urban Core and the CI District are envisioned to be vibrant, forward
thinking but respectful of its past and alive with thriving businesses, attractive housing and
entertainment, culta.tral and recreational activities.  The Urban Core Vision alms to create a
uniquely identifiable Urban Core for Chula Vista that is an economically vibrant, pedestrian
oriented and multi-purpose destination. The proposed Project meets the goals and objectives
because it brings improvements and community benefits to an area of Third Avenue which is
currently under-performing and not living up to the stated vision of the Specific Plan. This
Project has the potential to spur additional development along the Third Avenue corridor with
additional community and economic benefits.  The proposed Project provides wide sidewalks
and a public plaza that will create a pedestrian-friendly environment and foster civic engagement
in a multi-purpose environment.  211e building mass and form allows the Project to have the
number of residential units and the associated parking, landscaping, recreational spaces and other
features that provide a multi-purpose environment and activities to meet the goals and objectives
of the General and Specific Plans.

2.  The proposed development will comply with all other regulations of the Specific Plan.

As indicated in the Development Standards table in the staff report to the Plarming Commission,
the project complies with all other development standards and regulations of the Specific Plan.
The building has a height that varies from 34 feet along K Street and a he!ghi of 57 feet along
Third Avenue (the building parapets and elevator shaft achieve a height of 60 feet, which is the
maximum permitted by the UCSP).  The project provides all the required parking on-site and
enclosed within the building structures in the underground and first floor levels, and provides 14
additional parking spaces for guests of the residents. Open space and landscaped areas are also
provided in excess of the mMmum required.

The building form respects the properties in the adjacent R-1 Zone to the north and east of the
Site along Church Avenue by locating the second floor terrace and balconies as far away as
possible from the property lines, and provides heavy screening by landscaping the perimeter of
the structure. The 3 to 5-story building structure was designed to p!ace most of the bulk and mass
along Third Avenue and K Street, and as far as possible from the property lines: of the single
family homes. As required in the NTCD regulations the building also steps back from the
adjacent residential, properties along Church Avenue, resulting in a reduced .building mass and
height near the residential properties, as well as, distancing the Project as much as possible from
the residential properties.

The UCSP's Special Provisions for the NTCD indicate that "Building design shall be cognizant
of adjacent low density uses and avoid balconies overlooking rear yards." The intent of this
provision is not to do away with balconies but rather to address their potential effects on privacy.
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The building design is cognizant of and sensitive to the adjacent residential uses by distancing
the structures from the adjacent property lines by as much as 49 to 59 feet. Also, dense and tall
landscape materials have been provided along the east and north perimeter to screen the homes
from direct view of the balconies.   While the NTCD provisions indicate that balconies be
avoided, balconies are important design and functional elements of the UCSP and the Project. In
fact, the UCSP provisions for multi-family projects encourage the use of balconies and other
features to achieve quality building design. One of those provisions is the following:

"'Three dimensional design features, such as balconies and bays' should be incorporated into
the building design.

Balconies serve to provide building facade articulation and interest, and they serve to provide
usable open/recreatiunal space. Building fagade articulation and interest are important elements
for a project such as this one, which is part of an urban setting where the building architecture
intends to improve the face of Third Avenue and become a new architectural landmark.
Balconies are also important as a source of recreational space in an urban setting because they
provide recreational space on site. While balconies remain as part of the building elevations, the
design issues (particularly privacy) associated with them have been avoided through the
described Project features.

3.  The proposed development will incorporate one or more of the Urban Amenities Incentives
in Section F - Urban Amenities Requirements and Incentives, of this chapter.

The Project incorporates the three amenities listed above, which are: all required parking (on
site and enclosed); public outdoor space in the form of plaza with art feature and furniture; and
LEED Gold Certification.  Additionally, the Project includes other anaen ties and community

benefits as follows:

As indicated previously, the Project will provide fourteen parkklg spaces that exceed the parking
regulations and provide guest parking spaces within the parking garage. The proposed Project
wiI1 provide a community landmark at the Site in the form of a public art mural on the north
facing wall of the building. The mural will not only serve as a piece of art that will complement
the building's architecture, it will also serve as a landmark that may be used to identify this new
building in this area of Third Avenue, since no other art pieces like this exist now.  Per the
community input received at the Second Neighborhood Meeting, the mural could reflect the
history of Chula Vista or important historical events in the City's past and looking towards the
future.

J

The enhanced street improvements for the Project include a widened sidewalk along Third and K
Street, new paving, street trees in grates, and street furniture such as benches, trash cans and
planters.  Additionally, this residential development will provide more options for clean, safe,
energy efficient and modem housing for the Chula Vista workforce. These 71 dwelling units will
put more people on Third Avenue to support the small businesses located there and to create a
more pedestrian-friendly street atmosphere.
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, The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and will result in a better
design or greater public benefit than could be achieved through strict conformance with the
Spec c Plan development regulations.

The additional FAR of 0.5 is appropriate for this location because it would allow the Project to
comply with the goals and objectives of the General Plan and Specific Plan related to bringing a
mixed use project with sufficient residential units and community amenities to provide housing,
activate the street and support the existing commercial base. The CI D/strict is characterized by
having mostly retaii and office uses. While there are about five properties in the District with
residential uses, these properties only represent about 4% of the total District area. General Plan
policy calls for additional residential development within the C1 District to support the existing
and future commercial development:  It has been estimated by staff that the appropriate
residential acreage that could potentially be developed within the District based on the General
Plan policy is approximately 40% of total area.  That percentage would be translated into
approximately 21 acres.  The proposed Project FAR of 1.99 (91,019 sq. ft.) represents
approximately 9.5% of the total potential residential capacity within the C1 District.

The Project's FAR of 1.99 is appropriate for an urban mixed use development and is in line with
development trends elsewhere in the Urban Core area. The maximum building height is 5 stories
along the Third Avenue elevation (60' high as allowed by the C-I zone) and 3 stories along the
K Street elevation. This building configuration places the most mass and bulk along the Third
Avenue and K Street's elevations, away from the existing low density residential. The Applicant
has revised the Project and has taken measures to reduce the building mass and addressed
community concerns without reducing the viability of the Project. Furthermore, the form-based
nature of the UCSP ensures that the proposed development emphasize the importance of site
design and building form (which last many years) over numerical parameters such as FAR
(which are likely to change over time). The proposed development creates a people activated,
urban comer that contributes to the city's goal of "Complete Streets" and enhances the public
realm through improved streetscape design and individual building character.

SECTION VII. STAFFS REVIEW OF THE APPLICATION UNDER CEQA IS
SUFFICIENT BECAUSE IT IS CONSISTENT WITH THE DEVELOPMENT DENSITY
ESTABLISHED BY THE UCSP

The Authors wrongly assume a certain environmental review process and speculate on an
incorrect CEQA determination. ° The Authors state in their letter that staff utilized CEQA
Guidelines section 15183, a streamlined CEQA process for projects that are consistent with
existing zoning and a community plan. The Authors' contention is misplaced.  Staff reviewed
the proposed Project for compliance with the CEQA and determined that the proposed Project
was adequately covered in the previously adopted Urban Core Specific Plan Final Environmental
Impact Report and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program FEIR 06-01, certified by the
Chula Vista City Council in May 2007. Staff determined that only minor technical changes or
additions to FEIR 06-01 were necessary and because none of the conditions described in CEQA"
Guidelines section 15162 calling for the preparation of subsequent documents have occurred,
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staff was able to prepare an Addendum to FEIR 06-01 pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section
15164, not CEQA Guidelines section 15183, as the Authors so stated. In addition, staff could
have utilized CEQA Guidelines section 15182, Residential Projects Pursuant to a Specific Plan,
to take advantage of a streamlined CEQA process, but chose not to do so, and as such, prepared
the Addendum to more fuIly disclose any new potential significant environmental impacts, of
which there were none.

Attachment:

Exhibit A - Hildenberg/Jenz Comment Letter
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12750 HIGH BLUFF DRIVE, SUITE 250
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TELEPHONE  (858)  367-7676

FACSIMILE  (858)  345-1991

WRETER'5 E MAIL ADIDRESS

eheidelberg@cgs3 .corn

WRITffR'S DIRECT PHONE NO.

(858) 779-1718

April 15, 2016

VIA E-MAlL (RZumwalt( ,ehulavistaca.gov)

Mr. Richard Zumwalt, AICP
Development Services Department
City of Chula Vista
276 Fourth Avenue
ChuIa Vista, CA 91910

Re:   Vista Del Mar/Project # DR15-0015: PCS 15-006

Dear Mr. Zumwalt:

On behalf of our client, Balboa Equity Capital, Inc., we are providing comments on the
above-referenced project application ("Application"), as revised by the applicant's submittal to
you dated March 10, 2016.

I.     SUM1VIARY OF ISSUES

The fundamental concern with the Application is that the FAR requested exceeds by 95
percent that which is authorized by the base FAR for the C-1 Third Avenue South Neighborhood
Transition Zone:

Base floor area allowed under C-1: (FAR 1.0) and lot size:
Maximum FAR bonuses from Urban Amenities Table:

-- 10 percent PAR increase if parking is provided onsite:
-- 10 percent FAR increase for public outdoor space:
-- 30 percent FAR increase for LEED Gold:

Total floor area (base plus maximum for three bonuses):

45,213 s.f.

4,521 s.f.
4,521 s.f.

13 564 s.f.
67,820 s.f.

PROPOSED PROJECT FLOOR AREA: 88,323 s.f.

DISCREPANCY: 20,503 s.f.

PROPOSED PROJECT FAR: 1.95

Part of the 20,503 square foot discrepancy between the proposed project's floor area and
the authorized floor area under C-I plus maximum bonuses under the Urban Amenities Table is
purportedly accounted for by correspondence from the applicant to the City, in which the applicant
asserts a right to the cumulative calculation of each bonus, such that maximum FAR from the first
bonus is added to the base FAR, and that enhanced base FAR is used as the basis for calculation
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of the second bonus, and so on. By this unauthorized cumulative approach to calculating the bonus
FAR, the applicant claims an additional 3,299 square feet:

67,820 s.f.
99 s.f.

71,119 s.f.

Even with the unauthorized additional floor area claimed by the applicant due to
compounding of the calculations of three bonus awards, there is an unexplained deviation of
17,204 square feet of floor area (88,323 s.f. minus 71,119 s.f.). We assume that the applicant is
seeking a Development Exception from the FAR standard to authorize the additional 17,204 (or
properly calculated, 20,503) square feet of floor area.  (UCSP, VI-54.)  Such a Development
Exception should not be granted, for the reasons set forth below.

In addition to the excessive FAR for a project abutting a single-family residential
neighborhood that is to be protected by the Neighborhood Transition Combining District
designation, we offer the following comments which should be addressed in the staff report to the
Planning Commission:

. The Application fails to comply with an express requirement of the Special
Provisions for Neighborhood Transition Combining Districts, in that it would
include a large second-floor terrace and 28 units with balconies and eight units with
patios, all of which overlook the rear yards arid homes of adjacent single-}amily
residences. As such, the Application cannot be approved because it is inconsistent
with the UCSP and its implementing zoning regulations.

. In analyzing the Application's request for FAR bonus awards, the UCSP expressly
requires consideration of the projected build-out that would occur if all the bonus
provisions allowable under the Urban Amenities Incentives program were actually
awarded. We submit that this analysis must conclude that the requested 50 percent
increase in FAR, if applied to all other properties within the 690-acre Urban Core
Subdistrict Areas, would result in land use intensities exceeding by several factors
the assumed maximum levels of residential, retail, and office development in the
Urban Core Specific Plan and EIR.  Such analysis should conclude with a
recommendation to deny the requested 50 percent FAR bonus award, although
some lower level of bonus award may be justified.

. In preparing a recommendation to the Planning Commission regarding how much
FAR bonus should be granted for each of the Urban Amenities, the staff report must
evaluate the degree of public benefit provided by the proposed project. We submit
that the public benefit provided by the urban amenities proposed in the Application
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does not warrant a 50 percent increase in FAR, although some lesser increase in
FAR may be justified.

. There is absolutely no basis in the UCSP for the Application's assumption that the
City may add an award of FAR bonus to the proposed project's FAR, which then
becomes the base for calculation of another award of.FAR for an additional
amenity.  This sort of compounding of permitted FAR would result in an
unwarranted additional seven (7) percent increase in the proposed project's FAR.

. On top of the requested 50 percent FAR bonus sought by the Application for
inclusion of three amenities, and the wholly unsuppotted seven percent FAR bonus
that would result if FAR bonus awards were compounded as described in #4 above,
the Application apparently seeks a Development Exception to the FAR limit, so as
to permit a total project FAR of 1.95, or almost double the base FAR in the
applicable C-I zone of 1.0. We submit that the required findings to support such
an exception cannot be made, because (1) the proposed development will adversely
affect the goals and objectives of the UCSP, (2) will not comply with all applicable
regulations of the UCSP (including but not limited to the requirement that balconies
overlooking rear yards of abutting single-family homes must be avoided so as to
ensure that building design is cognizant of adjacent low density areas), and (3) the
exception is not appropriate for the location and will not result in a better design or
greater public benefit than could be achieved through conformance with the UCSP
development regulations. The bulk and mass of the project as proposed is simply
too extreme a deviation from the base FAR of 1.0, particularly where the project is
located in a Neighborhood Transition Combining Area.

, The City may not rely on provisions of CEQA allowing streamlined environmental
review for projects consistent with applicable plans, because as set forth above the
Application does not propose a project that is "consistent" with the density standard
expressed for the parcel in the UCSP. (See 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15183 (a); see also
Pub. Res. Code § 21083.3(c)). Accordingly, preparation of a subsequent EIR would
be necessary in order to comply with CEQA.

These issues are discussed in the following sections.

II* THE APPLICATION FAILS TO COMPLY WITH THE NTCD REQUIREMENT
THAT BUILDING DESIGN .BE COGNIZANT OF ADJACENT LOW DENSITY
USES AND AVOID BALCONIES OVERLOOKING HEAR YARDS

The UCSP establishes special regulations for Neighborhood Transition Combining
Districts ("NTCDs") "to ensure that the character of zones within the Specific Plan area Will be
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compatible with and will complement surrounding residential areas." (UCSP, VI-40.) The C-1
zone, in which the proposed project is located, is an NTCD.  (Id.)  One of the express
"Requirements" of the NTCD is as follows:

, Requirements

g. Building design shall be cognizant of adjacent low density uses (i.e.,
avoid balconies overlooking rear yards.

Id., VI-40-41.

To be clear, this is an express requirement of the zoning that is an integral part of the UCSP; it is
not a mere guideline, such as the Design Review Guidelines found elsewhere in the UCSP.

The Application proposes a total of 28 balconies and eight patios that overlook rear yards
of adjacent single-family uses, as well as a second-floor terrace that suffers from the same
building design defect. Specifically, there are sLx east-facing balconies (three each on the second
and third floors) at the east end of the proposed projecL less than five feet from the west side of
Church Street right-of-way, wh-i'ch lconies face east, overlooking single-family residences an&
rear yards of these residences. And there is one unit on the third floor which in a prior version of
the Application had a north-facing balcony, which in the latest version hasa west-facing balcony.
This shift of the orientation of the balcony, however, does not eliminate, the intrusion on the
privacy of those living in the single-family residences on the west side of Church Street,
apparently approximately 20 to 25 feet from the property" line, because the occupants of the unit
will still be able to look north into the yards and homes of those single-family residences when
the occupants are using the balcony. In addition, there are 21 east-facing balconies (seven each
on the third, fourth and fifth floors) that directly overlook the slngle-family homes and rear yards
of those residences on the west side of Church Street.  These balconies are as close as 47
horizontal feet and are located on a recessed easM acing portion of the building. Also, there are
seven east-facing patios just below those balconies. Finally, there is a large second-floor terrace
that faces both east and north, with views facing into the rear yards of single-family homes on the
west side of Church Street. From the portion of the terrace facing east, only I3 feet and seven
inches separates the edge of the terrace from a rear yard of a single-family home. From the portion
of the terrace facing north, only 13 feet and one inch separates the edge of the terrace from the
yard of a single-family residence. The applicant apparently asserts that trees to be planted in
containers at the edge of the terrace will mitigate the violation of the requirement that building
design be cognizant of adjacent low density uses, but the trees will mitigate the ability of those in
the abutting single-family residences to view users of the plaza from the yards of the single-family
homes, but will not impede the ability of the residents of the 71 units (and their guests) using the
terrace to look into the yards and homes of the adjacent single-family residences.
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The fact that the specific example of how that requirement - that building design be
cognizant of adjacent low density uses - is to be implemented - by avoiding balconies
overlooking rear yards - is being violated by the Application makes the inconsistency with this
requirement all the more obvious and e#egious.

The only way that the Application could be approved with the 36. balconies or patios, plus
the terrace, overlooldng adjacent single-family homes is if the Planning Commission were to
authorize Development Exceptions from the above-cited requirement to ensure that building
design be cognizant of adjacent low density uses by avoiding balconies and other features that
overlook rear yards. We submit that three of the four the findings that are required to be made if
a Development Exception is to be granted could not be made in this instance. Specifically, the
finding could not be made that the proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and
objectives of the UCSP and the General Plan.  (UCSP, VI-54.)  As cited above, the NTCD
establishes special regulations "to ensure that the character of zones within the Specific Plan area
will be compatible with and will complement surrounding residential areas."  (Id. at VI-40.)
Having residents of 71 units overlooking the yards of, and into the homes of, single-family
residences located in some cases just a few yards away can hardly be considered to be consistent
with the goals and objectives of the UCSP and in particular the purpose of the NTCD's special
regulations. The second required finding to grant a Development Exception - that the proposed
development will comply with all other re flations of the Specific Plan - cannot be made, for two
reasons: the Application calls for a near doubling of the applicable FAR limit.of 1.0. With respect
to the inability of the required findings to be made for the increased FAR, see Section VI. below.
Finally, the fourth finding required to authorize an exception cannot be made, namely, that the
exception that would allow the residents of 7i units, either from their private balconies or patios
or from the terrace that is part of the common area of the complex, to overlook the yards and into
the homes of adjacent single-family residences is "appropriate for this location and will result in a
better design or greater public benefit than could be achieved through strict conformance with the
UCSP development regulations." (UCSP, VI-54.)

Ill. IN ANALYZING THE APPLICATION'S REQUEST FOR BONUS AWARDS OF
FAR, STAFF MUST CONSIDER THE PROJECTED BUILD-OUT THAT WOULD
OCCUR IF ALL THE BONUS PROVISIONS ALLOWABLE UNDER THE URBAN"
AMENITIES INCENTIVES PROGRAM WERE ACTUALLY AWARDED

The UCSP makes it clear that "It]he amount of bonus awards Chula Vista will make
available should take into account the projected build-out that would occur if all of the bonus
provisions allowable under the program were actually awarded." (UCSP, VI-48.) This can only
refer to projected build-out under the UCSP, which is assumed to occur over 20 to 25 years after
adoption of the UCSP in 2007, or by 2027 to 2032. (UCSP, II-2.) Buildout is assumed as follows:
a net increase of 7,100 multi-family dwelling units; a net increase of 1.0 million square feet of
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retail space, a net increase of 1.3 million square feet of office space, and a net increase of 1.3
million square feet of visitor-serving uses within the UCSP Subdistricts area. (UCSP, II-2.)

If we assume that 80 percent of the 690 acres comprising the UCSP Subdistricts Area is
intended to be the subject of infill or redevelopment at higher densities during the build-out
periods, and those 552 acres were to be developed with the three amenities proposed by the
Application - parking within the building (for up to a 10 percent increase in FAR), LEED gold
(for up to a 30 percent increase in FAR), and public open space (for up to a 10 percent increase in
FAR) - then the resulting intensity of land use would be 50 percent greater than is contemplated
in the UCSP or in its EIR. This assumption does not take into account additional density bonuses
that may be granted for projects which provide affordable housing, or FAR waivers that are
available for preservation and maintenance of features of historic structures or projects which
include community or human services. (UCSP, VI-51.)  This means that either build-out (as
defined by the net increases in various uses as specified in the preceding paragraph) would be
reached without the redevelopment of approximately 50 percent of the existing land area which
the UCSP seeks to have redeveloped, or that the 552 acres will be redeveloped at 50 percent greater
intensity of ase. It is obvious that either alternative would have significant potential impacts:
under the former scenario, a large number of parcels would remain in their underutilized, vacant
and/or deteriorated status; and under the latter scenaiio, the intensity of land use would outstrip
the capacity of the UCSP's planned transportation and other infrastructure improvements to serve
the residential population and users of the commercial space. Ne}ther outcome is consistent with
the UCSP and neither outcome was evaluated in the EIR for the UCSP.

Comparing the Application to the assumed build-out of the entire ucsP Subdistricts Area
is instructive. As the Application calls for 71 residential units, the proposed project would account
for exactly one percent of the anticipated build-out of multi-family units for the entire UCSP
Subdistricts Area. But, the project site is only 45,213 square feet, or 1.04 acre. The entire UCSP
Subdistricts Area is 690 acres, and so the project site is only 0.15 percent of the entire UCSP
Subdistricts Area. The disparity between the Application's allocation of the UCSP's residential
build-out - one percent - and the Application's project site size as compared to the total acreage

. in the UCSP Subdistricts Area - 0.15 percent - indicates that the project site would capture more
than 6.6 times its proportionate share of residential units.

The staff report on the Application must therefore, consistent with the directive in the
UCSP cited above, take into account the consequences if the other 689 acres of the UCSP (or as
suggested above, some proportion of the entire 690-acre Subdistricts Area that is presumed to be
redeveloped by 2032) are redeveloped with 50 percent FAR bonuses awarded through the Urban
Amenities Incentives provisions of the UCSP.
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IV.   THE STAFF REPORT ON THE APPLICATION MUST EVALUATE THE
DEGREE OF PUBLIC BENEFIT PROVIDED BY THE PROPOSED PROJECT
AND BASE ITS RECOMMENDED PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN FAR ON THAT
ANALYSIS

Correspondence submitted to the City by the applicant seems to assume that the City will
automatically award the proposed project a 50 percent increase in FAR because the proposed
project would include parking on site, LEED Gold features, and a 650-square foot public plaza.
But the UCSP makes it clear that, in addition to the analysis referred to in Section IIi hereof, the
award of bonus FAR for providing amenities identified in the UCSP's Urban Amenities Table
(UCSP, VI-51) is discretionary and that Planning Commission, in determining "just how much
additional FAR or FAR waiver should be granted" must first "take into account the value added
to the property by the amenity or design, and a reasonable share of additional FAR or FAR waiver
that will proportionally compensate the developer for the additional amenities or design
provisions." (UCSP, VI-48.) Second, the Planning Commission must evaluate incentive requests
"case-by-case based on the degree of public benefit provided by the proposed project."

This case-by-case analysis should consider, for example, that a maximum 10 percent FAR
bonus is available to be awarded for "Public Parks and Plazas, including Sports/Recreation
Facilities, Play Lots, Water Features, Trails, Par Courses, Equipment, Gardens, Art Works."
(UCSP, VI-51.) The public open space must have the following characteristics: an area greater
than 500 square feet with a minimum depth of 30 feet; provides tables ahd chairs; provides
pedestrian-scaled lighting, and has outdoor public art and other desired amenities, such as
fountains. (Id) Here, the Application provides nothing more than a 650-square foot plaza at the
raised primary entrances to the residential structure and to the small commercial use. It will likely
be perceived by members of the public as an amenity belonging to the residents of the units or
patrons of the commercial use, as distinguished from, say, a pocket park that might be located on
the side of the structure, away from the primary entrance to the residential structure or retail space,
which would more readily be perceived as a public space.

As noted, the Planfling Commission is obligated to evaluate incentive requests on a "case
by-case basis based on the degree of public benefit provided by the proposed project." We submit
that the proposed plaza, which is not much larger than the minimum size required tobe awarded a
bonus, should not be awarded the full i0 percent FAR bonus, because it would have the effect of
discouraging other developers from including a more useful and larger public open space area,
such as a play lot, or a sports or recreation facility. The City should reserve an award of the full
10 percent FAR bonus for "Public Parks and Plazas" to a property owner whose project
incorporates public open space which provides more significant public benefit.
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• V.    THERE IS NO BASIS IN THE UCSP TO ALLOW FOR COMPOUNDING OF FAR
BONUSES FOR AMENITIES

in addition to wrongly assuming that the proposed project is entitled to the maximum
available amount of FAR bonus for providing three separate urban amenities, the applicant is
assuming that the award of an FAR bonus for providing one urban amenity can then be added to
the base project FAR for purposes of calculating the percentage FAR bonus for a second urban
amenity, and that the resulting FAR bonus for the second amenity can be added to the base project
FAR for purposes of calculating the amount of the FAR bonus for the third amenity. (Through
this attempt to claim a right to a higher FAR bonus than it is entitled by providing three urban
amenities, the applicant is seeking to reduce the amount of the Development Exception from FAR
limits it is seeking from the City, from a request for an exception in the amount of .45 additional
FAR (i.e., an exception allowing 45 percent more floor area than allowed after application of the
maximum FAR bonuses for three urban amenities), to a request for .38 additional FAR.  See
Section VI. Below.)

To be specific, the applicant is claiming that it is entitled to a bonus of 4,521 square feet
(10 percent of the size of the parcel, which is 45,213 square feet) for providing parking on site,
and that that 4,521 is added to the 45,213, yielding 49,734 as the base to which the 10 percent FAR
bonus is awarded for providing the above-referenced 650-square foot public plaza. Then, the
applicant claims that the resulting 4,973 square feet of bonus floor area for the public plaza is
added to the 49,734, yielding 54,707 square feet which would be the base fldor area to which the
30 percent FAR bonus for LEED Oold is applied, resulting in a third floor area bonus in the amount
of 16,412.  The 16,412 would be added to the 54,707 square feet to get a total floor area,
purportedly authorized by the bonus awards for providing urban amenities, of71,119 square feet.

There is absolutely no support for this "compounding" of the calculation of FAR bonus
awards in the UCSP. In the absence of language specifically authorizing that compounding, each
FAR bonus award should be separately added to the total FAR. So, the FAR bonus awards, even
if the Planning Commission were to determine, after the case-by-case analysis of public benefit
conferred by each urban amenity, that the maximum FAR bonus should be awarded to the project
for each of the three amenities to be provided, should be calculated as follows: base floor area of
45,213; plus 4,521 for parking on site; plus 4,521 for public plaza; plus 13,564 for LEED Gold.
The sum total floor area after application of the maximum bonus FAR for the proposed project
cannot exceed 67,819 square feet.
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V[, A DEVELOPMENT EXCEPTION TO THE FAR LIMIT PERMITTING AN FAR
OF  1.95  SHOULD  NOT  BE  GRANTED  BECAUSE  THE  APPLICATION DOES
NOT ADVANCE THE PURPOSE OF THE DEVELOPMENT EXCEPTION
PROVISION, AND THE REQUIRED FINDINGS CANNOT BE MADE

A. Introduction

Even if awarded the maximum FAR bonus for three urban amenities, and even if the awards

for such FAR bonuses were compounded as discussed in Section V, the Application requires the
Planning Commission to grant a substantial "Development Exception" to the FAR limit in order
for the Application to be approved.

As discussed in Sections IV and V, the base floor area for the parcel is 45,213 square feet,
as the base FAR is t.0. The Application proposes a project that is 88,323 square feet, with a
resulting FAR of 1.95. Even if the maximum floor area bonuses were awarded for the project's
inclusion of three urban amenities and those FAR bonuses were simply added to the base floor
area (rather than being compounded as described in Section V), the Application seeks approval of
a project that is 88,323 square feet, with a FAR of 1.95, or almost 50 percent above the 1.5 FAR
that would result with maximum floor area bonuses awarded. Thus, the Application cannot be
approyed unless the Planning Commission issues a "Development Exception" as set forth in the
Section VI.I of the UCSP. A Development Exception is intended to encourage innovative design
and allows flexibility in the application of certain development standards. (UCSP, VI-54.)

Because the Application does not offer much if anything in the way of innovative design,
but rather seeks only to maximize intensity of use of the property, and because the required
findings cannot be made to support a "Development Exception" that would grant an additional
0.45 FAR, we submit that the Application must be denied.

B. The Application Offers Little in the Way of the Desired Design Features Set Forth
in the Design Guidelines Applicable in the Corridors District.

The Application does not reflect the incorporation of any significant number of the design
and site planning principles applicable to projects proposed in the Corridors District. (UCSP, VII
107-138.) Consequently, it does not merit the substantial exception to the FAR limit sought by
the Application.

First, the Application does not embody variety in building form, facades and features, as
called for in the Design Guidelines. (UCSP, VII-108.) The project consists essentially of two
rectangular boxes maximizing lot coverage along the Third Avenue and K Street frontages, with
the only design feature providing any reIief being the plaza at the juncture of the two rectangles.
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There appears to be some variation in the finish materials, but essentially no articulation except at
the intersection of the two boxes at the plaza.

Second, the Application does not comply with the second desigr principle, which calls for
new development to "demonstrate sensitivity to surrounding uses.  Such efforts should include
limitingbuildingmassing ...." (UCSP, VI-108.) The Application shows no sensitivitywhatsoever
to the abutting single-family residential use: As discussed above in Section II, the Application
caIls for 28 balconies, eight patios and a large second-floor terrace that overlook the immediately
abutting single-family yards and homes. And instead of limiting building massing, as expressly
called for in order to ensure compatibility between different uses(UCSP, VI- 108), the Application
seeks a Development Exception to allow it to exceed the othe vise maximum permissible FAR by
a full 0.45 (to 1.95 from the 1.0 base and the maximum 1.5 if the fulI amount of incentive bonuses
are added).

Similarly, the proposed project hardly exemplifies the architectural guidelines for the
Corridor District. They call for varying building heights and setbacks from adjacent or adjoining
buildings. (UCSP, VIM 15.) Here, the two rectangles do not provide diversity in building gcpe,
nor in height or setbacks. In addition, apart from the balconies, the facades show little break or
articulation or vertical and horizontal offsets to minimize large blank walls and reduce building
bulk. (Id.)

The design guidelines regarding roof and upper story detail are similarly not incorporated
into the proposed project. There appear to be no large overhangs featuring open rafters or tails,
nor are there any building vertical focal elements, such as towers, spires, or domes, all of which
are encouraged.  (UCSP, VII-117.) It does not appear that the required perimeter wall along the
eastern boundary of the property adjacent to the single-family homes is offset every 50 feet or
designed to reduce monotony, or that there are landscape pockets along the wall at regular
intervals. (UCSP, VII-118.)

Thus, the Application does not reflect the incorporation of a significant number of the
desired UCSP desigu features for the Corridors district, let alone exemplify innovative design,
which is the stated purpose of the provision allowing Development Exceptions. Accordingly, the
staff report must address exactly why the Planning Commission should grant such a large
exception (almost 50 percent) to the fundamental land use regulation governing development in
the UCSP Subarea Districts, the limit on FAR.
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C. The Required Findings Cannot Be Made to Support an Exeeption to the FAR
Limit

In addition to the Application not farthering the purposes that the Development Exception
provision is intended to serve - innovative design - the findings required for a Development
Exception cannot be made in this instance.

The Planning Commission cannot grant a Development Exception unless four findings are
made. Here, only one of the four findings can be made, namely, that the proposed development
will incorporate one or more of the Urban Amenities. (UCSP, VI-54.) None of the other three
required findings can be made: (1) that the proposed development will not adversely affect the
goals and objectives of the UCSP and the General Plan; (2) that the proposed development will
comply with all other regulations of the UCSP; and (3) that the exception is appropriate for this
location and Will result in a better design or greater public benefit than could be achieved through
strict conformance with the UCSP development regulations.

1.  A Findinz Cannot Be Made that the Proposed Development Will Not Adversely Affect
the Goals and Objectives of the UCSP and General Plan

Just as the UCSP requires that projected buildout be considered if all the bonus provisions
allowable under the Urban Amenities Incentives Program were actually awarded (as discussed in
Section III above), so too must the Planning Commission consider the cumulative impact on the
goals and objectives of the UCSP of granting a Development Exception that would allow an almost
50 percent increase in the permissible FAR (assuming that the fall amount of potential FAR bonus
for inclusion of three Urban Amenities were awarded) or a 95 percent increase in the permissible
FAR (if no FAR bonus were awarded for inclusion of Urban Amenities). Such a Development
Exception would set a precedent that would mean either that build-out under the UCSP (i.e., net
increase of 7,100 dwelling units, 1.1 million square feet of retail space, 1.3 million square feet of
office space, and 1.3 million square feet of visitor-serving space) would be reached without the
redevelopment of approximately 50 percent of the 690 acres in the UCSP Subarea Districts, or that
that area will be redeveloped at approximately 50 percent greater intensity of land use. Either
alternative would deter the achievement of the goals and objectives of the UCSP, and result in
potential environmental impacts not assessed in the.EIR. Under the former, a large number of
vacant, underutilized and/or deteriorated parcels would remain in that status, because all of the
projected and planned for growth will have occurred on a small fraction of the parcels that
happened to be developed first. Under the latter scenario, the City would ignore the projected
build-out numbers and allow growth at almost double the intensity of that planned in the UCSP
throughout the UCSP Subdistricts Area, growth that would outstrip the capacity of the planned
infrastructure to accommodate it without adverse environmental and other impacts.
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In addition to the general inconsistency of the requested Development Exception with the
entire framework of the UCSP, it is fundamentally at odds with the Neighborlmod Transition
Combining District and its goal that "the character of zones within the Specific Plan area will be
compatible with and will complement surrounding residential areas." (UCSP, VI-40.) Simply
put, a near doubling of the base FAR (which results if the Application is approved with minimal
or no FAR bonuses awarded for inclusion of three Urban Amenities) or a near 50 percent increase
in the base FAR (which results if the Application is approved with the maximum available FAR
bonuses for inclusion of those three Urban Amenities) is inconsistent with the goal of ensuring
that growth in the Urban Subdistricts areas that are designated as NTCDs (as is the C-1 district in
which the subject property is located) is compatible with adjacent single-family residential areas.

2. A Findin Cannot Be Made that the Proposed Development Complies with All Other
Regulations of the UCSP

As discussed in Section I, the Application includes 28 balconies, eight patios, and large
wrap-arotmd terrace which all overlook adjacent single-family residences, in violation of the
requirement oZ the NTCD that "[b]uilding design shall he cognizant of adjacent low densi* y uses
(i.e., avoid balconies overlooking rear yards." (UCSP, VI-40-41.) It would make a mockery of
the NTCD provisions, and the UCSP generally, were the Planning Commission to grant a
Development Exception to allow the sought-after 28 balconies, eight patios and large terrace, in
addition to a Development Exception for the almost 50 percent increase in permissible floor area
(assuming that full credit were granted for the three Urban Amenities).

3. A Finding Cannot Be Made that the Development Exceptions Are Appropriate/'or the
Location and Will Result in a Better Design or Greater Public Benefit Than Could Be
Achieved Through Strict Conformance with the Speei/ic Plan's' Development

dations

An increase of almost 50 percent in the permissible FAR (assuming maximum credit were
given for inclusion of three Urban Amenities) in an area abutting fi single-family residential area
and utter disregard of the NTCD's requirement that building design be cognizant of adjacent
single-family residential development by 28 balconies, eight patios and a large terrace 6verDoking
single-family homes and yards militate against a finding that the Development Exceptions are
appropriate for the project site and that they will result in a better design or greater public benefit
than if the project were to conform to the Specific Plan's development regulations.  The
Application seeks not a small variance from the UCSP's development regulations, but a major
departure from the FAR limits and the protections afforded adjacent single-family residential
areas,

4828 3439-1344.3
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VII. STREAMLINED REVIEW OF THE APPLICATION UNDER CEQA WIL NOT
SUFFICE  BECAUSE  IT  IS  NOT  CONSISTENT  WITH  THE  DEVELOPMENT
DENSITY ESTABLI[SHED BY THE UCSP

The California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") provides for streamlined
environmental review for qualifying projects that are consistent with the applicable general plan,
community plan and zoning designations.  (Pub. Res. Code §21083.3; 14 Cal. Code Regs.
(hereinafter "Guidelines") §15183.) "CEQA mandates that projects that are consistent with the
development density established by existing zoning, community plan, or general plan policies for
which an EIR was certified shall not require additional environmental review, except as might be
necessary to examine whether there are project-specific significant effects which are peculiar to
the project or its site...." (Guidelines, §15183(a) (emphasis added). "Consistent" means that the
density of the proposed project is the same or less than the standard expressed for the involved
parcel in the general plan, community plan or zoning action for which an EIR has been certified,
and that the project complies with the density-related standards contained in that plan or
zoning...." (Id. § 15183(i)(2) (emphasis supplied).)

Here, the Application is not consistent with the development density established by the
UCSP. The standard for the parcel at issue in the UCSP is an FAR of 1.0. The Application would
authorize a project with an FAR of 1.95.

The EIR for the UCSP did not discuss at all the potential effects of deoelopment occurring
at densities greater than those set forth in the base FAR authorized for each UCSP Subdistrict. It
simply stated, without explanation, that the UCSP at build-out would add 7, 100 dwelling units, 1.1
million square feet of retail space, i .3 million square feet of office space, and 1.3 million square
feet of visitor-serving space.  The source of these figures was not identified, nor was there any
discussion in the UCSP or the EIR of how the base FAR authorized for each UCSP Subdistrict, let
alone the authorized increases in FAR through the Urban Amenities, related to the build-out
assumptions. Indeed, as noted above in Section III, the UCSP expressly mandates that the Planning
Commission's determination as to "[t]he amount of bonus awards Chula Vista will make available
should take into account the projected build-out that would occur if all of the bonus provisions
allowable under the program were actually awarded." (UCSP, V!-48.) Accordingly, if up to a 50
percent increase in FAR were to be awarded to the proposed project through the provision of three
Urban Amenities, that analysis must be undertaken because the UCSP requires it and the EIR did
not address it.

These principles apply with even more force in the case of the requested Development
Exception that would allow an additional 0.45 FAR, on top of the maximum 0.5 FAR bonus sought
through the Urban Amenities program. As Development Exceptions carl theoretically be granted
as to any or all of the development standards applicable in any of the UCSP Subdistrict Areas, the

4828 3439-I344.3
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EIR obviously could not (and did not) analyze the potential impacts of awards of Development
Exceptions. Where, as here, the Development Exceptions sought by the Application include an
increase in FARof between 0.45 and 0.95, as well as a blatant violation of the NTCD requirement
that "building design shall be cognizant of adjacent low density uses (e.g., avoid balconies
overlooking rear yards)," it is evident that the project is not consistent with the development
density or other key provisions of the UCSPI The EIR for the UCSP could not possibly have
analyzed the potential impacts of an infinite number, variety and extent of Development
Exceptions to the various applicable development regulations, and did not address those potential
impacts in any manner.  Accordingly, the Application is not subject to an exemption from, or
streamlined review under, CEQA under Public Resources Code section 21083.3. At minimum, a
subsequent EIR would be required to comply with CEQA if the City were to approve the
Application.

EFH/me

cc:    Mr. Earl Jentz

Sincerely,

.-U   ]i      i /     t; -.

E elyn . Heldelberg "<' '-P t

Q J

4828-3439-13443
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PLANNING COMMISSION RESOLUTION NO. DR15-0015

RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE
CITY OF CHULA VISTA CONSIDERING THE ADDENDUM
TO    URBAN    CORE    SPECIFIC    PLAN    FINAL
ENVIRONMENTAL hMPACT REPORT AND MITIGATION
MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM FEIR 06-01
AND  APPROVING  DESIGN  REVIEW  (URBAN  CORE
DEVELOPMENT) PERMIT DR15-0015 TO REDEVELOP THE
SITE AT 795 THIRD AVENUE WITH 71 RESIDENTIAL
CONDOMINIUM      UNITS      AND      ASSOCIATED      SITE
IMPROVEMENTS,      SUBJECT     TO     THE     CONDITIONS
CONTAINED HEREIN

I.  RECITALS

WHEREAS, the parcel of land which is the subject matter of this Resolution is depicted
in Exhibit "A," attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference, and for the purpose
of general description consists of 1.05 acres located at 795 Third Avenue and 285 K Street,
as identified in County Assessor Records as Assessor's Parcel Numbers 573-371-23 and 573
37t-12 (Project Site); and

WHEREAS, on June 18, 2015 duly verified applications requesting approval of Design
Review Application DR15-0015, Tentative Subdivisioti Map Application PCS15-0006
(Chula Vista Tract No. 15-06) and Preliminary Enviromaental Review PER-12-003, were
filed with the City of Chula Vista Development Services Department by Niki Properties,
LLC ("Applicant" and "Owner"); and

WHEREAS,  said Applicant requests  approval  of Design Review  (Urban Core
Development) Permit DR15-0015 to redevelop the Project Site with a mixed use, multi
family residential/commerciai project known as Vista del Mar, whichincludes 71 residential
units, 616 square-feet of commercial space, 142-parking space garage, active and passive
open spaces, andthe associated access and circulation elements (the "Project"); and

WHEREAS, a hearing time and place was set by the Planning Commission for
consideration of the Project and notice of said hearing, together with its purpose, was given
by its publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the City, and its mailing to property
owners and residents within 500 feet of the exterior boundaries of the subject property, at
least ten (10) days prior to the hearing; and

WHEREAS, the duly called and noticed public hearing on the Project was held before the
Planning Commission of the City of Chula Vista on June 22, 2016 in the Council Chambers,
276 Fourth Avenue, at 6:00 p.m. to hear public testimony and staffs' presentation; and

WHEREAS, the Plamdng Commission on said date reviewed and considered the
Addendum to Urban Core Specific Plan Final Environmental Impact Report and Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program FEIR 06-01 and the application for Design Review
(Urban Core Development) Permit DR15-0015.
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NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Planning Commission of the City of
Chnla Vista that it does hereby find and determine as follows:

II. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

That the Chnla Vista Planning Cormnission, in the exercise of its independent judgment,
as set forth in the record of its proceedings, considered the Preliminary Environmental
Review of the Project conducted by the Director of Development Services for compliance
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and has determined that the Project
was covered by the Urban Core Specific Plan (UCSP) Final Environmental Impact Report
and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program FEIR-06-01, adopted by the Chula Vista
City Council in May 2007. The Development Services Director has determined that only
minor technical changes or additions to FEIR-06-01 are necessary and that none of the
conditions described in Section 15162 of the State CEQA Guidelines calling for the
preparation of subsequent documents have occurred; therefore, the Development Services
Director has prepared an Addendum to UCSP FEIR-06-01.

That the Chula Vista PIanning Commission, in the exercise of their independent review
and judgment as set forth in the record of its proceedings, considered the Addendum to UCSP
FEIR-06-01 and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, in the form presented, which
has been prepared in accordance with requirements of the CEQA and the Environmental
Review Procedures of the City of Chula Vista and does hereby adopt the Addendum to UCSP

FEIR-06-01.

III. CONFORMANCE WITH CITY'S URBAN CORE SPECIFIC PLAN

That the Chnla Vista Plarming Commission, in the exercise of its independent judgment,
as set forth in the record of its proceedings does hereby find that the Design Review (Urban
Core Development) Permit DR15-0015 for the Project is in conformance with the City of
Chula Vista General Plan and Urban Core Specific Plan as follows.

The proposed Project is consistent with the vision, objectives and policies of the General
Plan and the objectives, policies and regulations of the UCSP.  The General Plan and the
UCSP envision the C1 Third Avenue South District as an area with a balanced mix of
commercial and residential uses that contribute to create a vibrant and attractive area. The
Project would redevelop the subject Site, which currently has buildings that were built in the
1950's and are in need of replacement, with a residential and commercial Project that would
provide 71 new residential units (market rate and affordable) on Third Avenue, as well as
616 square-feet of retail space, and would bring people, improvements mad investment to the
District.  The Project would provide multi-family housing in this are of Chula Vista and
would bring families and social and economic activity to the area.  Those families would
take advantage of and support the commercial base along Third Avenue, which provides a
variety of goods and services in close proximity. The additional residents would contribute
to create an active and vibrant atmosphere along Third Avenue as envisioned by the General
Plan and the UCSP. The proposed punic plaza at the comer of Third Avenue and K Street,
which includes art and famiture, will provide an amenity that will activate the street and
create opportunities for civic engagement and interaction.   The wider and famished
sidewalks along Third Avenue and K Street will also contribute to activate the street and
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create a pedestrian-safe and friendly environment. The proposed Project is also consistent
with the UCSP development regulations related to building height, building setbacks and step
backs, parking, open space and landscaping. As shown in the staff report, the Project meets
all of the regulations of the specific plan, except for FAR (see below),- and, in cases such as
parking, usable open space and landscaping, the Project exceeds the minimum required
standards.

"IV.   DEVELOPMENT EXCEPTIONS

The UCSP provides for and authorizes the Planning Commission to grant exceptions to
the land use and development regulations, in order to encourage and achieve innovative
design. The Project is requesting one exception to the FAR limit in the amount of 0.5 or
22,869 square-feet. Exceptions may be granted by the Planning Commission in cases where
all of the following findings are made:

l.  The proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and objectives of the
Specific Plan and General Plan.

2.  The proposed development will comply with all other regulations of the Specific Plan.
3.  The proposed development will incorporate one or more of the Urban Amenities

Incentives in section F - Urban Amenities Requirements and Incentives, of this
chapter.

4.  The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and will result in a
better design or greater public benefit than could be achieved through strict
conformance with the Specific Plan development regulations.

FAR Exception Findings

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Plarming Commission "hereby approves an
exception to the FAR limit of 1.0 in the amount of 0.5 or 22,869 square-feet based upon the
following Findings and substantiating facts thereto:

1.  The proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and objectives of the
Specific Plan and General Plan.

The goals and objectives of the General Plan and Specific Plan are not adversely affected
by the proposed 0.5 increase in FAR. On the contrary,, the Project as proposed implements
the General Plan and Specific Plan by providing a mixed use residentiaI/comme cial use at
the Comer of Third Avenue and K Street. The intent of the General and Specific Plans is to
facilitate and encourage development and improvements that wiI1 help realize the
community's vision for the Urban Core area. The Urban Core and the C1 District are
envisioned to be vibrant, forward-thinking but respectful of its past and alive with thriving
businesses, attractive housing and entertainment, cultttral and recreational activities.  The
Urban Core Vision aims to create a uniquely identifiable Urban Core for Chula Vista that is
an economically vibrant, pedestrian-oriented and multi-purpose destination. The proposed
Project meets the goals and objectives because it brings improvements and community
benefits to an area of Third Avenue which is currently under-performing and not living up to
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the stated vision of the Specific Plan. This project has the potential to spur additional
development along the Third Avenue corridor with additional community and economic
benefits. The proposed Project provides wide sidewalks and a punic plaza that will create a
pedestrian-friendly  environment  and  foster  civic  engagement  in  a  multi-purpose
environment.  The building mass and form allows the Project to have the number of
residential units and the associated parking, landscaping, recreational spaces and other
features that provide a multi-purpose environment and activities to meet the goals and
objectives of the General and Specific Plans.

2.  The proposed development will comply with all other regulations of the Specific Plan.

As indicated in the Development Standards table above, the Project complies with all
other development standards and regulations of the Specific Plan. The building has a height
that varies from 34 feet along K Street and a height of 57 feet along Third Avenue (the
building parapets and elevator shaft achieve a height of 60 feet, which is the maximum
permitted by the UCSP).  The Project provides all the required parking on-site and enclosed
within the building structures in the underground and first floor levels, and provides -14
additional parking spaces for guests of the residents. Open space and Landscaped areas are
also provided in excess of the minimum required.

The building form respects the properties in the adjacent R-1 Zone to the north and east
of the Project Site along Church Avenue by locating the second floor terrace and balconies as
far away as possible from the property lines, and provides heavy screening by landscaping
the perimeter of the structure. The 3 to 5-story building structure was designed to place most
of the bulk and mass along Third Avenue and K Street, and as far as possible from the
property lines of the single-family homes. As required in the NTCD regulations the building
also steps back from the adjacent residential properties along Church Avenue, resulting in a
reduced building mass and height near the residential properties, as welI as, distancing the
Project as much as possible from the residential properties.

The UCSP's Special Provisions for the NTCD indicate that "Building design shall be
cognizant of adjacent low density uses and avoid balconies overlooking rear yards." The
intent of this provision is not to do away with balconies but rather to address their potential
effects on privacy. The building design is cognizant of and sensitive to the adjacent
residential uses by distancing the structures from the adjacent property lines by as much as
49 to 59 feet. Also, dense and tail landscape materials have been provided along the east and
north perimeter to screen the homes from direct view of the balconies.  X, Aaile the NTCD

provisions indicate that baiconies should be avoided, balconies are still an important design
and functional elements of the UCSP and the Project. In fact, the UCSP provisions for multi
family projects encourage the use of balconies and other features to achieve quality building
design. One of those provisions is the following: "Three dimensional design features, such
as balconies and bays should be incorporated into the building design. Balconies serve to
provide building facade articulation and interest, and they serve to provide usable
open/recreational space. Building facade articulation and interest are important elements for
a project such as this one, which is part of an urban setting where the building architecture
intends to improve the face of Third Avenue and become a new architectural landmark.
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Balconies are also important as a source of recreational space in an urban setting because
they provide recreational space on site.  While balconies remain as part of the building
elevations, the design issues (particularly privacy) associated with them have been avoided
through the described Project features.

. The proposed development will incoiTorate one or more of the Urban Amenities
Incentives in Section F - Urban Amenities Requirements and Incentives, of this
chapter.

The Project incorporates the three amenities listed above, which are: all required parking
(on-site and enclosed); public outdoor space in the form of pIaza with art feature and
furniture; and LEED Gold Certification. Additionally, the Project includes other amenities
and community benefits as follows:

As indicated previously, the Project will provide fourteen parking spaces that exceed the
parking regulations and provide guest parking spaces within the parking garage. The
proposed Project will provide a community landmark at the Project Site in the form of a
public art mural on the north facing wall of the building. The mural will not only serve as a
piece of art that will complement the bullding's architecture, it will also serve as a landmark
that may be used to identify this new building in this area of Third Avenue, since no other art
pieces like this exist now. Per the community input received at the Second Neighborhood
Meeting, the mural could reflect the history of Chula Vista or important historical events in
the City's past and looking towards the future.

The enhanced street improvements for the Project include a widened sidewalk along
Third and K Street, new paving, street trees in grates, and street furniture such as benches,
trash cans and planters. Additionally, this residential development wiiI provide more options
for clean, safe, energy efficient and modern housing for the Chula Vista workforce. These 71
dwelI g units will put more people on Third Avenue to support the small businesses located
there and to create a more pedestrian-friendly street atmosphere.

. The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and will result in a
better design or greater public benefit than could be achieved through strict
conformance with the Specific Plan development regulations.

The additional FAR of 0.5 is appropriate for this location because it would allow the
Project to compIy with the goals and objectives of the General Plan arid Specific Plan related
to bringing a mixed use project with sufficient residential units and community amenities to
provide housing, activate the street and support the existing commercial base.  The C1
District is characterized by having mostly retail and office uses. While there are about five
properties in the District with residential uses, these properties only represent about 4% of
the total District area. General Plan policy calls for some additional residential development
within the C1 District to support the existing and future commercial development.  It has
been estimated by staff that the appropriate residential acreage that could potentially be
developed within the District based on the General Plan policy is approximately 40% of total
area.  That percentage would be translated into approximately 21 acres of residential
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development. The proposed Project FAR of 2.091,345 sq. ft.) represents approximately 9.5%
of the total potential residential capacity within the C1 District.

The Project's FAR of 2.0 is appropriate for an urban mixed use development and is in
line with development trends elsewhere in the Urban Core area. The maximum building
height is 5 stories along the Third Avenue elevation (60' high as allowed by the C-1 zone)
and 3 stories along the K Street elevation. This building configuration places the most mass
and bulk along the Third Avenue and K Street's elevations, away from the existing low
density residential. The Applicant has revised the Project and has taken measures to reduce
the building mass and addressed community concerns without reducing the viability of the
project.  Furthermore, the form-based nature of the UCSP ensures that the proposed
development emphasize the importance of site design and building form (which last many
years) over numerical parameters such as FAR (which are likely to change over time through
periodic reviews and amendments to the UCSP as required by law, and based on changes to
the physical conditions of the Urban Core and changes in economic activity). The proposed
development creates a people activated, urban comer that contributes to the city's goal of
"Complete Streets" and enhances the public realm through improved streetscape design and

individual building character.

V. GENERAL CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

A. Project Site is improved with Project

The Applicant, or his/her successors in interest, shall improve the Project Site with the
Project as described in the Design Review Permit DR15-0015 consisting of the approved Site
Plans, Floor Plans, Building Elevations, Roof Plans, and Concept Landscape Plans.

VI. SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

A. The conditions herein imposed on the Design Review (Urban Core Development) Permit
approval are approximately proportional both to the nature and extent of impact created by
the proposed Project. Unless otherwise specified, all conditions and code requirements listed
below shall be fully completed by the Applicant, Owner or Successor-in-Interest to the
Director of Development Services, or designee's satisfaction prior to approval of the first
Building Permit, unless otherwise specified:

GENERAL/DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

.
The Applicant shall obtain approval of Tentative Subdivision_Ma'e.t. CVT-15-06 (PCS15
0006) and a Final Subdivision Map for the Project prior to approval of Building Permits
in reliance on this Design Review Permit approval.

2 The Applicant shall implement, to the satisfaction of the Director of Development
Services and the City Engineer, the mitigation measures identified in the Addendum to
Urban Core Specific Plan Final Environmental Impact Report and Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program FEIR 06-01 for the Project within the timeframe specified in said
MMRP.
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3. The Applicant shall pay in fulI any unpaid balance for the Project, including Deposit
Account No. DQ3021.

, Prior to issuance of the first Building Permit for the Project, the Applicant shall comply
with applicable provisions of Chula Vista Municipal Code (CVMC) Chapter 8.24 - Solid
Waste and Litter, and Chapter 8.25 - Recycling, related to mixed-use/multi-family
residential development projects, to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works,
Environmental Services Division. These requirements include, but are not limited to the
following:

a.  The Applicant shall contract with the City's franchise hauler throughout the
construction and occupancy phase of the Project.

b. The Applicant shall comply with applicable provisions of the City's Construction
and  Demolition  Recycling  Ordinance,  including  submittal  of a  Waste
Management Report per CVMC 8.25.095.B, to the Environmental Services
Division.

, The Applicant shall submit and obtain approval of detailed Landscape Improvement
Plans in accordance with the City Landscape Manual, and the Water Conservation
Ordinance, prior to the issuance of applicable permits or other discretionary approval.
Landscape Plans shall be prepared by a registered Landscape Architect and shall be
consistent with the approved Concept Landscape Plan.

, Project plans shall incorporate street furniture along the Third Avenue and K Street
frontage such as ornamental benches, ornamental tree grates, and ornamental light
fixtures consistent with the UCSP.

. The public plaza shall include approximately 1,700 squared-feet in area and shall
incorporate decorative street furniture, including chairs and benches, and an art feature,
including a water fountain or a sculptural art piece.

8. The 10-foot sidewalk along the Third Avenue frontage shall be reconstructed of
decorative paving materials.

9.  All private driveways and pedestrian walkways located along the Third Avenue and K
Street project frontages shall be constructed of decorative paving materials,

10. The Project Applicant proposes to provide a mural on the building's north elevation. A
preliminary proposal includes a mural that describes the history and culture of Chula
Vista.  The Applicant shall submit the mural proposal to the Development Services
Director for review and approval prior to the installation on the wall.

11. The Project has been designed to incorporate architectural and construction features that
would qualify the Project to apply for and achieve Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Gold Certification. The Project approval is based on the
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incorporation and construction of all the LEED features as outlined in Attachment 10 of
the staff report. The Project was designed to include a 30% increase in the building Floor
Area Ratio contingent on the (a) incorporation and construction of all LEED features and
(b) receipt of the LEED Gold Certification from the US Green Building Council. If the
Project plans are found at the time of building permit to not meet the criteria for LEED
Gold Certification, the Project plans shall be revised to include all the features outlined in
Attachment 10 and ffflly meet all of the LEED Gold Certification criteria. If this does not
occur, then Project approval is suspended and new or revised plans shall be presented to
the Planning Commission for approyal prior to the issuance of any Building Permits.

12. The Building Permit plans shall show that the Project has been designed to comply with
applicable requirements of CVMC 15.56.020 "Condominium Projects, Condominium
Conversions and Occupancy thereof."

13. Applicant shall design and install a "Keep Clear" striping detail at the combined
Project/BaN< of America driveway to 'ensure that vehicles stopped at Third Avemle and
queuing westbound on K Street do not block the Project driveway. Said striping detail
will be designed to the satisfaction of the City's Traffic Engineer.

14. Applicant shall prepare and submit a lighting plan for City approval that demonstrates
compIiance with Chapter 17.28 (Unnecessary Lights) of the Chula Municipal Code, and
compliance with the UCSP.

15. A lighting plan shali be provided with- the Building Permit submittal showing that
lighting of all enclosed parking, pedestrian walkways, recreational areas, building entries
and other public areas have been provided.

16. The Applicant shall reserve a minimum of one parking space for the commercial use and
a minimum of seven parking spaces in the garage for use of its residents' guests. These
spaces shall be marked by appropriate signage. A note to this effect shall be shown on
the Site Plan to be submitted to the City as part of the building permit application.

HOUSING DIVISION

17. The City of Chula Vista General Plan Housing Element established Policy 5.1.1 (the
"Balanced Community Policy"), which requires the occupancy and affordability of ten
percent (10%) of each housing development of 50 or more units for low and moderate
income households, with at least one half of those units (5% of project total units) being
designated for low-income households (the "Affordable Housing Obligation").   In
satisfaction of the Balanced Community Policy, the Project Applicant shall execute an
Affordable Housing Agreement prior to the issuance of the first building permit.  Said
Affordable Housing Agreement shall be recorded in the Office of the San Diego County
Recorder over the entirety of the Proj ect Site.  The Afibrdable Housing Agreement shall
provide that 10% of the total number of qualified low income (5%) and moderate housing
units (5%) shall be constructed on site or pay'the In lieu fee of $124,220 per unit.  The
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trigger point to pay the in lieu fee is determined by the City Manager and City Attorney
or their designees.

BUILDING DIVISION

18. The Applicant shall submit and obtain approval of Building Permit(s) to the satisfaction
of the City BuiIding Official. The Building Permits shall comply with npdated codes and
requirements, including but not limited to the following:

2013 Edition of the California Building Code as amended by CVMC 15.08;
2013 Edition of the California Residential Code CVMC 15.09;
2013 Edition of California Mechanical Code CVMC 15.16;
2013 Edition of the California Plumbing Code as amended by CVMC 15.28;
2013 Edition of the California Electrical Code as amended by CVMC 15.24;
2013 Edition of the California Fire Code as amended CVMC 15.36;
2013 Edition of the California Green Building Standards Code as amended CVMC 15.12;
2010 Edition of the California Energy Code as amended CVMC 15.26;
2000 Edition of the Urban-Wildland Interface Code as amended CVMC 15.38;
1997 Edition of the Uniform Housing Code as amended CVMC 15.20; and
1997 Edition of the Uniform Code for the Abatement of Dangerous Buildings as
amended CVMC 15.18.

LAND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION:

19. The following fees are payable prior to issuance of Building Permits, based on the Final
Building Plans submitted:

a.  Sewer Connection and Capacity Fees
b. Traffic Si nal Fees

c.  Public Facilities Development Impact Fees (PFDIF)
d.  Western Transportation Development Impact Fees (WTDIF)
e.  Other Engineering Fees as applicable

20. Applicant shall pay Park Acquisition and Development (PAD) Fees per dwelling unit as
required prior to the issuance of the first Building Permit in accordance with CVMC
17.I0. 100. The current PAD Fee for West Chula Vista Projects is $7,607 for each Multi
Family Residential dwelling. The PAD Fee is adjusted on an annual basis on October 1
based on the Engineer Construction Cost Index. The payment of the PAD Fee amoant in
place at the time of the recording of the Final Map is required. The PAD Fee for the
project at this time is $540,097 (71 @ $7,607/unit).

21. All proposed sidewalks, walkways, pedestrian ramps, and disabled parldng shall be
designed to meet the City of Chula Vista Design Standards, ADA Standards, and Title 24
standards, as applicable.
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22. Prior to Final Map approval, the Applicant shalI obtain approval of street addresses to the
satisfaction of the Director of Development Services.

23. Applicant shalI obtain approval of a sign permit prior to construction of any proposed

signage.

WASTEWATER ENGINEERING SECTION

24. Applicant shall submit a revised Sewer Study to reflect the methodology, standards and
generation factors listed in the City of Chula Vista Wastewater Collection System Master
Plan, dated May 2014, prepared by Infrastructure Engineering Corporation.

25. The Peak to Average sewer flow shall be calculated based on City of Chula Vista CVD

SW01.

FIRE DEPARTMENT:

26. For 67,873 square feet of Type IA construction and or 102,763 square feet of Type VA
construction, this project will require a fire flow of 6906 gallons per minute for a 4-hour
duration at 20 p.s.i. The respective water authority will be requested to perform a
hydranlic flow analysis of their system to determine if the fire flow is available. No
reductions in fire flow will be granted for buildings protected throughout by an approved

automatic fire sprinkler system.

27. Based upon the re@red fire flow for Type VA and IA construction type, a minimum of 7
fire hydrant(s) are required to serve this project. Existing public hydrants may be used to
fulfill this requirement, however at least one new punic hydrant will need to be added
along the east side of Third Avenue at the northwest end of the building due to distance

to the next exiting hydrant along Third Avenue.

28. Fire Hydrants shall be located and spaced in accordance with California Fire Code,
Appendix C. For a fire flow requirement of 6;906 gpm, fire hydrants shall be spaced at an

average of 250 feet.

29. Knox boxes shall be instailed at all stairwell entrances, the lobby entrance, the resident
lounge entrance, the fire control room and for the commercial space• entrance in
accordance with Chula Vista Fire Department (CVFD) details. Any automatic gates that
restrict vehicular access into the parking garage shall be provided with a Knox Key

Switch.

30. The fire sprinkler riser and fire alarm panel shall be located in a fire control room that is
accessible directly from the exterior of the building. The Fire Control Room shall be
dimensioned in accordance with CVFD standard detail and located along the Third
Avenue or K Street exterior wails. The Fire Control Room cannot be used for anything

besides the fire riser(s) and fire alarm control panel.
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31. A Post Indicating Valve that controls the supply of the fire sprinkler system will not be
re@red for this project due to the zero lot lines along Third and K; however, a control
valve shall be installed on the fire sprinkler riser.

32. The Fire Department Connection (FDC) is allowed to be located on the face of the
building due to zero lot lines. The FDC shall be within 50' of a fire hydrant. Consider this
when locating the fire control room as the FDC is typically located close to the system
riser.

33. At least one elevator car shall be dimensioned to accommodate a gumey in accordance
with CBC 3002.4@).

VII.       GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 66020 NOTICE

Pursuant to Government Code Section 66020(d) (1), NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
90 day period to protest the imposition of any impact fee, dedication, reservation, or other
exaction described in this resolution begins on the effective date of this resolution and any
such protest must be in a manner that complies with Section 66020@) and failure to follow
timely this procedure will bar any subsequent legal action to attack, set aside, void or annual
imposition. The right to protest the fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions does
not apply to planning, zoning, grading, or other similar application processing fees or service
fees in connection with the pr@ct; and it does not apply to any fees, dedication, reservations,
or other exactions which have been given notice similar to this, nor does it revive challenges
to any fees for which the Statute of Limitations has p eviously expired.

VIII.   EXECUTION AND RECORDATION OF RESOLUTION OF APPROVAL

The Property owner and the Applicant shall execute this document by signing the lines
provided below, said execution indicating that the property owner and Applicant have each
read, understood, and agreed to the conditions contained herein.  Upon execution, this
document shall be recorded with the County Recorder of the County of San Diego, at the sole
expense of the property owner and the Applicant, and a signed, stamped copy of this
recorded document shall be returned within ten days of recordation to the City Clerk. Failure
to record this document shall indicate the property owner and Applicant's desire that the
Project, and the corresponding application for building permits and/or a business license, be
held in abeyance without approval. Said document will also be on file in the City Clerk's
Office and known as Document No.

Sigaaature of Applicant

Printed Name of Applicant

Date
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Signature of Property Owner Date

Printed Name of Applicant

IX.   CONSEQUENCE OF FAILUR OF CONDITIONS

If any of the foregoing conditions fail to occur, or if they are, by their terms, to be
implemented and maintained over time, if any of such conditions fail to be so implemented
and maintained according to their terms, the City shall have the right to revoke or modify all
approvals herein granted, deny, or further condition issuance of all future building permits,
deny, revoke, or further condition all certificates of occupancy issued under the authority of
approvals herein granted, institute and prosecute litigation to compel their compliance with
said conditions or seek damages for their violation. The AppIicant shall be notified ten (10)
days in advance prior to any of the above actions being taken by the City and shall be given
the opportunity to remedy any deficiencies identified by the City within a reasonable and
diligent time frame.

X.  INVALIDITY; AUTOMATIC REVOCATION

It is the intention of the Planning Commission that its adoption of this Resolution is
dependent upon the enforceability of each and every term, provision and condition herein
stated; and that in the event that any one or more terms, provision, or conditions are
determined by a Court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, this
resolution shall be deemed to be automatically revoked and of no further force and effect alo
initio.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the City of Chula Vista Planning Commission does
hereby approve the subject Design Review (Urban Core Development) Permit DRC 15-0015
for 71 residential units, 616 square-feet of commercial unit, 142-parldng space garage, active
and passive open spaces, and the associated access and circulation elements 795 Third
Avenue subject to the conditions of approval contained lierein.
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Presented by: Approved as to form by:

Kelly Broughton
Director of Development Services

Glen R. Googins
City Attorney

PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, this 22nd day of June 2016, by the following vote, to-wit:

AYES:

NOES:

ABSENT:

ABSTAIN:

Yolanda Calvo, Chair

ATTEST:

Patricia Laughlin, Board Secretary
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PLANNING COMMISSION RESOLUTION NO. PCS-15-0006

RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE
CITY OF CHULA VISTA CONSIDERING THE ADDENDUM
TO    URBAN    CORE    SPECIFIC    PLAN    FINAL
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT AND MITIGATION
MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM FEIR 06-01
AND APPROVING TENTATIVE SUBDIVISION MAP PCS15
0006  TO  COMBINE  TWO  PARCELS  INTO  ONE
CONDOMINIUM LOT FOR 71 RESIDENTIAL UNITS AND
ONE COMMERCIAL UNIT FOR INDIVIDUAL OWNERSHIP
AT 795 THIRD AVENUE, SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS
CONTAINED HEREIN

RECITALS

WHEREAS, the parcei of land which is the subject matter of this Resolution is depicted
in Exhibit ° A," attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference, and for the purpose
of general description consists of 1.05 acres located at 795 Third Avenue, as identified in
County Assessor Records as Assessor's Parcel Numbers (APN) 573-371-12-00 and 573-371
23-00 (Project Site); and

WHEREAS, on June 18, 2015 duly verified applications for the Vista Del Mar Project
requesting approval of a Tentative Subdivision Map (PCS 15-0006, Chula Vista Tract No.
15-06), Design Review (DR15-0015), and Preliminary Environmental Review (PER15
0004), w r filed with the City of Chula V--ista Development Services Department by Niki
Properties, LLC ("Applicant" and ° Owner"); and

WHEREAS, said AppIicant requests approval of a Tentative Map to subdivide 1.05
acres into a one-lot Condominium. Subdivision, including 71 multi-family residential units, 1
616 square-foot commercial unit, 142 parking spaces and 17,646 square-feet of public,
common and private usable open space, (the °°Project"); and

WHEREAS, a hearing time and place was set by the Planning Commission for
consideration of the Project and notice of said hearing, together with its purpose, was given
by its publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the City, and its mailing to property
owners and residents within 500 feet of the exterior boundaries of the property, at least ten
(10) days prior to the hearing; and

i

WHEREAS, the duly called and noticed public hearing on the Project was held before the
Planning Commission on June 22, 2016 in the Council Chambers, 276 Foul Avenue, at
6:00 p.m. to hear public testimony and staffs' presentation; and considered the applications
for the Preliminary Environmentai Review (PER15-0004) and Tentative Map (PCS 15-0006).

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Pianning Commission of the City of
Chula Vista that it does hereby find and determine as follows:
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II. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

That the Chula Vista Planning Commission, in the exercise of its independent judgment,
as set forth in the record of its proceedings, considered the Prelimin,ary Environmental
Review of the Project conducted by the Director of Development Services for compIiance
with the California EnviromnentaI Quality Act (CEQA), and has determined that the Project
was covered by the Urban Core Specific Plan (UCSP) Final Environmental Impact Report
and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program FEIR-06-01, adopted by the Chula Vista
City Council in May 2007. The Development Services Director has determined that only
minor technical changes or additions to FEIR-06-01 are necessary and that none of the
conditions described in Section 15162 of the State CEQA Guidelines calling for the
preparation of subsequent documents have occurred; therefore, the Development Services
Director has prepared an Addendum to UCSP FEIR-06-01.

That the Chula Vista Planning Commission, in the exercise of their independent review
and judgment as set forth in the record of its proceedings, considered the Addendum to UCSP
FEIR-06-01 and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, in the form presented, which
has been prepared in accordance with requirements of the CEQA and the Environmental
Review Procedures of the City of Chula Vista and does hereby adopt the Addendum to UCSP
FEIR-06-01.

III. DEVELOPMENT EXCEPTIONS

The UCSP provides for and authorizes the PIanning Commission to grant exceptions to
the land use and development regulations, in order to encourage and achieve innovative
design. The Project is requesting one exception to the FAR limit in the amount of 0.5 or
approximately 22,738 square-feet. Exceptions may be granted by the Planning Commission
in cases where all of the foIlowing findings are made:

1.  The proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and objectives of the
Specific Plan and General Plan.

2.  The proposed development will comply with all other regulations of the Specific Plan.
3.  The proposed development will incorporate one or more of the Urban Amenities

Incentives in section F - Urban Amenities Requirements and Incentives, of this
chapter.

4.  The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and wEl result in a
better design or greater public beneft than could be achieved through strict
conformance with the Specific Plan development regulations.

FAR Exception Findings

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Plarming Commission hereby approves an
exception to the FAR limit of 1.0 in the amount of 0.5 or 22,738 square-feet based upon the
foUowing Findings and substantiating facts thereto:
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1.  The proposed development will not adversely affect the goals and objectives of the
Specific Plan and General Plan.

The goals and objectives of the General Plan and Specific Plan are not adversely affected
by the proposed 0.5 increase in FAR. On the contrary, the Project as proposed implements
the General Plan and Specific Plan by providing a mixed use residential/commercial use at
the Comer of Third Avenue and K Street. The intent of the General and Specific Plans is to
facilitate and encourage development and improvements that will help realize the
community's vision for the Urban Core area. The Urban Core and the C1 District are
envisioned to be vibrant, forward-thinking but respectful of its past and alive with thriving
businesses, attractive housing and entertainment, cultural and recreational activities.  The
Urban Core Vision alms to create a uniquely identifiable Urban Core for Chula Vista that is
an economically vibrant, pedestrian-oriented and multi-purpose destination. The proposed
Project meets the goals and' objectives because it brings improvements and community
benefits to an area of Third Avenue which is currently under-performing and not living up to
the stated vision of the Specific Plan. This project has the potential to spur additional
development along the Third Avenue corridor with additional community and economic
benefits. The proposed Project provides wide sidewalks and a public plaza that will create a
pedestrian-friendly  environment  and  foster  civic  engagement  in  a  multi-propose
environment.  The building mass and form allows the Project to have the number of
residential units and the assoeiated parking, landscaping, recreational spaces and other
features that provide a multi-purpose environment and activities to meet the goals and
objectives oft he General and Specific Plans.

2.  The proposed development will comply with all other regulation of the Specific Plan.

As indicated in the Development Standards table in the staff report, the Project complies
with all other development standards and regulations of the Specific Plan. The building has a
height that varies from 34 feet along K Street and a height of 57 feet along Third Avenue (the
buiIding parapets and elevator shaft achieve a height of 60 feet, which is the maximum
permitted by the UCSP).  The building setbacks are within those required by the UCSP. The
Project provides all the required parking on-site and enclosed within the building structures
in the underground and first floor levels, and provides 14 additional parking spaces for guests
of the residents.  Open space and Landscaped areas are also provided in excess of the:
minimum required.

The building form respects the properties in the adjacent R-1 Zone to the north and east
of the Project Site along Church Avenue by locating the second floor terrace and balconies as
far away as possible from the property lines, and provides heavy screening by landscaping
the perimeter of the structure. The 3 to 5-story building structure was designed to place most
of the bulk and mass along Third Avenue and K Street, and as far as possible from the
property lines of the single-family homes. As required in the NTCD regulations the building
also steps back from the adjacent residential properties along Church Avenue, resulting in a
rednced building mass and height near the residential properties, as well as, distancing the
Project as much as possible from the residential properties.
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The UCSP's Special Provisions for the NTCD indicate that "Building design shal(be
cognizant of adjacent low density uses and avoid balconies overlooking rear yards." The
intent of this provision is not to do away with balconies but rather to address their potential
effects on privacy. The building design is cognizant of and sensitive to the adjacent
residential uses by distancing the structures from the adjacent property lines by as much as
49 to 59 feet. AIso, dense and tall landscape materials have been provided along the east and
north perimeter to screen the homes from direct view of the balconies.  While the NTCD
provisions indicate that balconies should be avoided, balconies are still an important design
and functional elements of the UCSP and the Project. In fact, the UCSP provisions for multi
family projects encourage the use of balconies and other features to achieve quality building
design. One of those provisions is the following: "Three dimensional design features, such
as balconies and bays should be incorporated into the building design. Balconies serve to
provide building facade articulation and interest, and they serve to provide usable
open/recreational space. Building fagade articulation and interest are important elements for
a project such as this one, which is part of an urban setting where the building architecture
intends to improve the face of Third Avenue and become a new architectural landmark.
Balconies are also important as a source of recreational space in an urban setting because
they provide recreational space on site.  While balconies remain as part of the building
elevations, the design issues (particularly privacy) associated with them have been avoided
through the described Project features.

. The proposed development will incorporate one or more of the Urban Amenities
Incentives in Section F - Urban Amenities Requirements and Incentives, of this
chapter.

The Project incorporates the following three amenities, are fully described in the staff
report: all required parking (on-site and enclosed); public outdoor space in the form of plaza
with art feature and furniture; and LEED Gold Certification.  Additionally, the Project
includes other amenities and community benefits as foUows:

The Project will provide fourteen parking spaces that exceed the parking regulations and
provide guest parking spaces within the parking garage. The proposed Project will provide a
community landmark at the Project Site in the form of a public art mural on the north facing
wall of the building. The mural will not only serve as a piece of art that will complement the
building's architecture, it will also serve as a landmark that may be used to identify this new
building in this area of Third Avenue, since no other art pieces like Ss exist now. Per the
community input received at the Second Neighborhood Meeting, the mural could reflect the
history of Chula Vista or important historical events in the City's past and looking towards

the future.

The enhanced street improvements for the Project include a widened sidewalk along
Third and K Street, new paving, street trees in grates, and street furniture such as benches,
trash cans and planters. Additionally, this residential development will provide more options
for clean, safe, energy efficient and modem housing for the Chula Vista worki'orce. These 71
dwelling units will put more people on Third Avenue to support the small businesses located
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there and to create a more pedestrian-friendly street atmosphere.

, The exception or exceptions are appropriate for this location and will result in a
better design or greater public beneJ t than could be achieved through strict
conformance with the Spee c Plan development regulations.

21ae additional FAR of 0.5 is appropriate for this location because it would allow the
Project to comply with the goals and objectives of the General Plan and Specific Plan related
to bringing a mixed use project with sufficient residential units and community amenities to
provide housing, activate the street and support the existing commercial base.  The C1
District is characterized by having mostly retail and office uses. While there are about five
properties in the District with residential uses, these properties only represent about 4% of
the total District area. General Plan policy calls for some additional residential development
within the C1 District to support the existing and future commercial development.  It has
been estimated by staff that the appropriate residential acreage that could potentially be
developed within the Dis*rict based on the General Plan policy is approximately 40% of total
area.  That percentage would be translated into approximately 21 acres.  The proposed
Project FAR of 2.0 (91,345 sq. ft.) represents approximately 9.5% of the total potential
residential capacity within the C 1 District.

The Project's FAR of 2.0 is appropriate for an urban mixed use development and is in
line with development trends elsewhere in the Urban Core area. The maximtun building
height is 5 stories along the Third Avenue elevation (60' high as allowed by the C-1 zone)
and 3 stories along the K Street elevation. This building configuration places the most mass
and bulk along the Third Avenue and K Street's elevations, away from the existing low
density residential. The Applicant has revised the Project and has taken measures to reduce
the building mass and addressed community concerns without reducing the viability of the
project.  Furthermore; the form-based nature of the UCSP ensures that the proposed
development emphasize the importance of site design and building form (which last many
years) over numerical parameters such as FAR (which are likely to change over time through
periodic reviews and amendments to the UCSP as required by law, and based on changes to
the physical conditions of the Urban Core and changes in economic activity). The proposed
development creates a people activated, urban comer that contributes to the city's goal of
"Complete Streets" and enI ances the public realm through improved streetscape design and
individual building character.

IV..  WAIVER OF PUBLIC FACILITIES FINANCING PLAN

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that pursuant to Chula Vista Municipal Code (CVMC)
19.09.050, the Planning Commission hereby finds that the requirement for a Public Facilities
Financing Plan is hereby waived because the Project is infill development located in a
developed portion of the City where adequate public faciiities exist or will be provided
concurrent with development of the Project Site, therefore there are no public service, facility
or phasing needs that warrant the preparation of a Public Facilities Financing Plan.
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V, TENTATIVE SUBDIVISION MAP FINDINGS

A. BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that pursuant to Government Code Section 66473.5, the
Planning Commission hereby finds that the Tentative Subdivision Map, as conditioned
herein for the Project, is in conformance with the elements of the City's General Plan,
based on the following Findings and substantiating facts thereto:
1. Land Use and Circulation

The General Plan land use designation is the Mid-Third Avenue District, which
permits office, commercial and residential uses, and is also regulated by the Urban
Core Specific Plan (UCSP), which further refines and implements the General Plan.
The Project Site is designated the C1 Corridor Third Avenue South District by the
UCSP, which permits mixed commercial and multi-family residential uses pursuant
to the UCSP deveIopment standards. The Project would provide a mixed use
development of 71 multi family residential units; and one 616 commercial unit, at a
FAR of 2.0. The UCSP contains provisions that permit an increase above the base
FAR of 1.0, if certain project amenities are provided. The Project has been designed
to comply with the requirements of the UCSP- Also, the Findings required for the
exception to increase the proposed FAR to 2.0 have been made and substantiated
herein.

The Project has direct frontage on K Street, which is a residential street that provides
access to Third Avenue, which is designated as a 4-lane Class 1 Collector Street in
the General Plan. Third Avenue wiI1 be improved by the Applicant, in accordance
with the conditions of approval, to provide sidewalk and landscape improvements in
compliance with City design standards and requirements.  Projects proposed for the
western Chula Vista area are also required to pay the Western Transportation
Development Impact Fee prior to Building Permit issuance, to pay their share of costs
associated with future road construction in the area.

2. Economic Development

The Project will provide 71 new, high-quality, energy-efficient multi-family homes
that will enhance the image and appearance of the neighborhood, help revitalize the
commercial businesses in the area, and create jobs related to the construction and the
use of the Project, that will benefit the local economy. The Project will provide new
rental and for-sale multi-family housing in a commercial area that will improve the
housing mix  and  enhance residential  and  commercial opportunities  in the
neighborhood. The Project Site location near the intersection of Third Avenue and K
Street wilI provide convenient access for residents to neafoy public transportation,
jobs, schools, and commerc{al services. The development of the site will also increase
the amount of property tax revenue to the City. The Project will be constructed using
green building and landscaping features that comply with the Cal Green Building
Standards. Thus, approval of the Project will help achieve the General Plan objectives
that seek to promote a variety of job and housing opportunities to improve the City's
jobs/housing balance, provide a diverse economic base, and encourage the growth of
small businesses.
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3. PuNic Facilities and Services

The Project Site is located in the attendance area of the Rice Elementary School,
within the boundaries of the Chula Vista Elementary School District. The Project is
also within the attendance area of Chula Vista Middle SchooI and Chula Vista High
School, within the Sweetwater Union High School District. Both school districts
responded that they would be able to accommodate the additional students generated
by the Project, and that the schools would not be adversely impacted by the approval
of the Project.

The Project Site is within the boundaries of the City of Chula Vista wastewater
services area. The existing sewer facility system includes an existing 4-inch public
sewer main line located along the southwest property line of the Project Site. New 8
inch sewer laterats are proposed to service the Project. No adverse impacts to the
City's sewer system or City's sewer threshold standards will occur as a result of the
proposed Project.

The Project has been conditioned to ensure that ali necessary public facilities and
services will be available to serve the Project concurrent with the demand for those
services.  The City Engineer and Fire Departments have reviewed the proposed
subdivision for conformance with City policies and have determined that the proposal
meets those standards. The proposed Project would not induce significant population
growth, as it is a mixed commercial/residential infill project and would not adversely
impact existing or proposed park and recreational facilities. The Project has been
conditioned to pay Park Acquisition and Development Fees prior to issuance of
Building Permits.  Project construction will be required to comply with the 2014
California Green Building Standards, the Ca1 Green Building Standards and the 2013
California Energy Code. In addition, the Applicant will construct the Project to
comply with LEED Gold standards, and therefore energy-efficient multi-family
homes will be developed.

. Housing

The Project will be granted FAR bonuses and exceptions specified herein and
therefore is consistent with the FAR and density prescribed within the UCSP C-1
Corridors District zoning, and will provide additional opportunities for high-quality,
market-rate multi-family residential home ownership in the southwestern portion of
the City. The Project Site is subject to the Balanced Con 'nunities -Affordable
Housing Program of the City's Housing Element.  For all new residential projects
consisting of 50 or more dwelling units, 10% of the units shall be affordable to low
and moderate income households, with 5% for lower income and 5% for moderate
income. Pursuant to this program, the Project will be required to provide a total of 7
low and moderate affordable units, or pay an in-lieu fee.

5. Growth Manaffement

The Project is in compliance with applicable Growth Management Element
requirements because it is an infill project that will be served by existing public
infrastructure. There are no public services, facilities, or phasing needs that warrant
the preparation of a Public Facilities Financing Plan.
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6. Environmental

The Project includes multi-family homes with common and private usabte open space
that exceeds the minimum common usable open space requirements of the UCSP.
The Project Site is currently developed with commercial structures that will be
demolished in accordance with applicable state and local laws/to protect residents and
workers from exposure to hazardous materials. The Project will be conditioned to
minimize potential impacts to adjacent residents from noise and dust from
construction  and  grading  activities,  to  the  maximum  extent  feasible.  The
Development Services Director has prepared an Addendum to the UCSP FEIR-06-01,
in compliance with the CEQA. Potential significant impacts to Landform/Aesthetics
(including visual character and light and glare effects), Air Quality, Hazards and
Hazardous Materials, Noise and Traffic will be mitigated upon completion of the
Mitigation Measures specified in the UCSP FEIR-06-01 Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program, which are required prior to issuance of the Final Map, Grading
Plan, or Building Permits for the Project. The Planning Commission finds that the
development of the site is consistent with the goals and policies of the City's
Conservation Element.

B. That pursuant to Goverm-nent Code Section 66473.1, the configv,ration, orientation, and
topography of the Project Site allows for the optimum siting of buildings for natural and
passive heating and cooling opportunities, and the development of the Site will be subject
to Buliding Permit review pursuant to the 2013 California Building Code as amended and
updated, inciuding Cal Green Building Standards, and the 2013 California Energy Code,
to ensure the maximum utilization of natural and passive heating and cooling
opportunities.

C. That pursuant to Government Code Section 66412.3, the Planning Commission has
considered the effect of this approval on the housing needs of the region and has balanced
those needs against the punic service needs of the residents of the City and the available
fiscal and environmental resources.

D. That the Project Site is physically suited for residential development.  The Project
proposes to develop a level property that is developed with commercial structures, and is
located on Third Avenue, a Circulation Element road, at the intersection of K Street. The
Project design makes full utilization of the land, locates the building with convenient
access to Third Avenue, an on-site parking garage, and to on-site common recreational
amenities and open space areas. The Project Site is adjacent to commercial uses on the
noith, south and west, and residential development on the east. The proposed Project
design takes advantage of the location and characteristics of the Project Site to provide a
mixed use building at height and scale that transitions from 34 feet, 3 stories adjacent to
lower density residential uses on the east, to 60 feet, 5 stories facing Third Avenue to the
west. The Project Site also has convenient access to the MTS bus route on Third Avenue.
As conditioned, the Project conforms to all standards established by the City for a mixed
use commercial/multi-family residential development.
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VI.   TEN1 ATIVE MAP GENERAL CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

A. Project Site is Improved with Project

The Applicant, or his/her successors in interest, shall improve the Proiect Site with the
Project as described in the Tentative Subdivision Map, Chula Vista Tract }qo. 12-07, located
at 795 Third Avenue.

VII.   SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

A. The conditions imposed on the Tentative Map  approval herein are approximately
proportional both to the nature and extent of impact created by the proposed Project. Unless
otherwise specified, all conditions and code requirements iisted below shall be fully
completed by the Applicant, Owner or Successor-in-Interest to the Director of Development
Services, or designee's, satisfaction prior to approval of the Final Map, unless otherwise
specified:

GENERAL/DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

The Project shall comply with the City of Chula Vista Standard Tentative Map
Conditions, described in Section 5 of the City Subdivision Manual, as approved and
amended from time to time, to the satisfaction of the Director of Development Services
and City Engineer.

2. Applicant shall pay in ! any unpaid balance for the Project, including Deposit Account
No. DQ3021.

. The Applicant shall implement, to the satisfaction of the Direc}or of Development
Services and the City Engineer, the mitigation measures identified in the Urban Core
Specific Plan (UCSP) Final Environmental Impact Report and Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program FEIR-06-01for the Project, within the timeframe specified in the
MMRP.

4 The Final Map shall include an exhibit delineating the open space and improvements to
be maintained by the Applicant, Homeowner's Association or other entity, including the
public plaza, common open space areas, landscaping, and bio-retention areas, to the
satisfaction of the Director of Development Services and City Engineer.

. Prior to issuance of the first Building Permit for the Project, the Applicant shall obtain
approval of Design Review Permit DR15-0015 and construct the Project in compliance
with the approved Design Review plans and conditions of approval.

, The City of Chula Vista General Plan Housing Element established Poiicy 5.1.1 (the
"Balanced Community Policy"), which requires the occupancy and affordability of ten
percent (I0%) of each housing development of 50 or more units for low and moderate
income households, with at least one half of those units (5% of project total units) being
designated for low-income households (the "Affordable Housing Obligation").   In
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satisfaction of the Balanced Community Policy, the Project Applicant shall execute an
Affordable Housing Agreement prior to the issuance of the first Building Permit. Said
Affordable Housing Agreement shall be recorded in the Office of the San Diego County
Recorder over the entirety of the Project Site.  The Affordable Housing Agreement shall
provide that 10% of the total number of qualified low income (5%) and moderate housing
units (5%), which equals a total of 7 low and moderate income units, shall be constructed
on site or pay the In lieu fee of $124,220 per unit.  The trigger point to pay the in lieu fee
is determined by the City Manager and City Attorney or their designees.

LAND DEVELOMENT DIVISION/GENERAL COMMENTS AND FEES:

7.  The following fees shall be payable prior to issuance of Building Permits, based on the
Final Building Plans submitted:

a.  Sewer Connection and Capacity Fees
b. Traffic Signal Fees
c. Public FaciIities Development Impact Fees (PFDIF)
d. Western Transportation Development Impact Fees (WTDIF)
e.  Other Engineering Fees as applicabIe per the Master Fee Schedule

8.  Additional deposits or fees in accordance with the City Subdivision Manual, and Master
Fee Schedule shall be required for the submittal of the following items:

a.  Grading Plans
b.  Street Improvement Plans
c.  Final Map

,
Payment of the Park Acquisition and Development (PAD) Fee per dwelling unit shall be
paid prior to the issuance of the first Building Permit in accordance with CVMC 17.10.
160. The current PAD Fee for West Chula Vista Projects is $7,607 for each Multi-Family
Residential dwelling. The PAD Fee is adjusted on an annual basis each October 1 based
on the Engineer Construction Cost Index. The payment of the PAD Fee amount in place
at the time of the recording of the Final Map is required. The PAD Fee for the project at

this time is $540,097 (71 @ $7,607/unit).

ACCESS AND SITE PLAN:

10. All driveways shall conform to the City of Chula Vista'ssight distance requiremerts in

accordance with Section 18.16.220 of the Municipal Code.  Also, landscaping, street
furniture, or signs shalI not obstruct the visibility of driver at the street intersections or
driveways.

11. Driveways shall be designated as private.
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SEWER

12. Clearly show the existing and proposed sanitary sewer lines and how the site will connect
to the City's public sewage system. No sewer lines will be allowed to be located under
existing or proposed buildings. Indicate whether sewer lirles are private or public.

GRADING AND DRAINAGE:

The foi1owing conditions shall be satisfied prior to approval of the Grading Plan for the
Project:

13. Depict and detail existing and proposed drainage to ensure adjacent properties are not
impacted.

14. Provide two updated copies of the following technical reports with the first submittal of
Grading Plans:

a.  Drainage study
b. Water Quality Technical Report (WQTR)
c.  Geotechnical Report

t5. Applicant must obtain a Land Development Permit prior to begimning any earthwork
activities at the Project Site and before issuance of Building Permits in accordance with
Municipal Code Title 15.95. Applicant shall submit Grading Plans in con-formance with
the City's Subdivision Manual and the City's Development Storm Water Manual
requirementS, including, but not limited to the following:

a.  Grading Plans shall be prepared by a registered Civil Engineer and approved by
the City Engineer.

b. Drainage Study and Geotechnical/Soils Investigations are required with the first
submittal of Grading Plans.   The Drainage Study shall calculate the Pre
Development and Post-Development flows and show how downstream properties
and storm drain facilities are impacted.  Design shall incorporate detention of
stoma water runoff if Post-Development flows exceed Pre-Development flows;
analysis shall include flows from 2 yr, 10 yr, and 50 yr. return frequency storms.

c.  Drainage Study shall also demonstrate that no property damage wilkoccur during
the 100-year storm event.

d. All onsite drainage facilities shall be private.
e.  Any off-site work will require Letters of Permission from the property owner(s).

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT:

The following conditions shall be satisfied prior to approval of the Grading Plan for the
Project:
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16. This Project shall comply with all requirements of the Chula Vista Development Storm
Water Manual (Storm Water Manual) for both construction and post-construction phases
of the Project.  Prior to issuance of the first Building Permit, documentation shall be
provided, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer or designee, to demonstrate such

compliance.

17. Development of this Project shall comply with all requirements of State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB) NPDES General Permit No. CAS000002, Waste Discharge
Requirements for Discharges of Storm Water Runoff Associated with Construction
Activity, and any subsequent re-issuances thereof.  In accordance with said permit, a
Storm Water Polhition Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and a Monitoring Program Plan shall be
developed and implemented concurrent with the commencement of grading activities.
The SWPPP shall specify construction structural and non-structural pollution prevention

measures.

18. A complete and accurate Notice-of-Intent .(NOI) shall be filed with the San Diego
Regional Water Quality ControI Board (SRWQCB).  A copy of the acknowledgement
from the SRWQCB that a NOI has been received for this Project shall be filed with the
City of Chula Vista when received.  Further, a copy of the completed NOI from the
SRWQCB showing the Permit Number for this project shall be flied with the City of
Chula Vista when received.

19. Permanent storm water r quirements, including site design, source control, and treatment
control Best Management Practices (BMP's), all as shown in the approved WQTR, shalI
be incorporated into the Project design, and shall be shown on the plans. Provide sizing
calculations and specifications for each BMP's. Any structural and non-structural BMP
requirements that cannot be shown graphically must be either noted or stapled on the

plans.

20. Pursuant to the NPDES Municipal Permit, Order No. R9-2013-0001, new regulations will
come into effect on May 2015, which may impose additional requirements on
development projects that have not begun construction at that time.

21. All on-site storm drain inlets and catch basins shall be provided with permanent
stenciling and signage according to City of Chula Vista Standards to prohibit illegal
discharge to the storm drain system.

22. The Applicant shall enter into a Storm Water Management Facilities Maintenance
Agreement to perpetually maintain private BMP's located within the project prior to
issuance of any Grading or Building Permits, whichever occurs first.

23. Project Site design shall include features to meet NPDES Standards. These features shall
maximize infiltration and minimize impervious land coverage while conveying storm
water runoff.
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24. The trash enclosure area(s) shall be covered with a solid roof or awrting to avoid
contamination of runoff. The site shall be graded in such a way as to prevent run-on into,
and run-off from, the trash enclosure area.

25. The Project Site runoff must be directed to a bioretention BMP. The bioretention BMP
shall be designed in accordance with criteria established in the Countywide Model
SUSMP and the California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA) Storm Water Best
Management Practices Handbook, BMP # TC-32. Details of the bioretention facility shall
be shown on the plan.

26. The Municipal Permit requires runoff from all areas of a priority development project to
be treated.

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS: f

The following conditions shall be satisfied prior to approval of the Final Map for the Project:

27. Improvement Plans in conformance
Construction Permit shall be required.
limited to:

with the City's Subdivision Manual and a
The Improvement Plan shall include but not be

a, Construct 10 foot sidewalk along Third Avenue, including 8 feet within the right-of
way and 2 feet not within the right-of-way, and tree grates, as shown onthe Tentative
Map.

b. Removal and replacement of any broken or damaged curb, gutter, and sidewalk per
SDRSD G-2, and G-7 along the Project's frontage to the satisfaction Of the City
Engineer.  Sidewalk shall be designed and constructed with proper transitions to
existing conditions.

c.  Additional asphalt paving for the replacement of the existing curb, gutter and
sidewalk.

d.. Removal and replacement of existing pedestrian ramp on the comer of Third Avenue
and K Street per Chula Vista Construction Standard CVCS-25. Current pedestrian
ramp shall be replaced if it does not meet the City of Chuia Vista Design
Standards/ADA Standards, or if existing pedestrian ramp is cracked or broken.

e, Installatiofi of one 24 ft. wide driveway opening meeting design standards as shown
in Chula Vista standard detail CVCS-1A.  Dedication of right of way as needed in
order for driveway to comply with American Disability Act (ADA) requirements.

f.  Instaliation of a sewer manhoie per SDRSD S-2 is required at the connection of the 8
inch sewer lateral to the main public sewer line.
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g. Installation of all sewer laterals per SDRSD S-13.

h. Provide utilities trenching and restoration per CVCS No. 3 and No. 4.

i. Sewer lateral and storm drain connections to existing public utilities.  The PuNic
Works Operations Section will need to inspect any existing sewer laterals and
connections that are to be used by the new development. Laterals and connections
may need replacement by Applicant as a result of this inspection.

j.  Relocation of existing utilities, as determined by the City Engineer, or designee.

k. Installation of private streetlights and planters within the sidewalk per UCSP
requirements.

28. Separate permits for other punic utilities (gas, electric, water, cable, telephone) shall be
required, as necessary.

29. Any improvements in the right-of-way beyond the Project limits shall be designed and
constructed as to not interfere with adjacent businesses, as approved by the City
Engineer.

30. The construction and completion of all improvements and release requirements shall be
secured in accordance with CVMC 18.16.220.

SEWER:

31. Sewer lateral and storm drain connections to existing public utilities. The Public Works
Operations Section shall inspect any existing sewer laterals and connections that are to be
used by the new development.  Laterals and connections may need replacement as a
result of this inspection.

32. For the proposed private sewer facilities, manholes shall be used where 6" mains or
larger are connected to public sewer.

PRIVATE ONSITE IMPROVEMENTS:

The following conditions shall be satisfied prior to approval of the Improvement Plans for the
Project, as determined by the City Engineer:

33. The onsite sewer and storm drain system shall be private. All sewer laterals and storm
drains shall be privately maintained from each building unit to the City-maintained public
facilities.
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34. All proposed sidewalks, walkways, pedestrian ramps, and disabled parking shall be
designed to meet the City of Chula Vista Design Standards, ADA Standards, and Title 24
standards, as applicable.

MAPPING:

35. The Project will require the filing of a Condominium Final Map in accordance with
Sections 66426 and 66427 of the Subdivision Map Act. The Applicant shall enter into an
agreement prior to approval of the Final Map to secure all Public Improvements required
for the development of the Project.

36. Prior to Final Map, Grading or Street Improvement Plan approval, the Owner/Appli'cant
shall upload copies of the Street Improvement Plan, Grading Plan, Final Map and Site
Improvement Plan in digital format such as AutoCAD DWG or DXF (AutoCAD version
2000 or above), ESRI GIS shape file, file, or personal geodatabase (ArcGIS version 9.0
or above). The files should be transmitted directly to the GIS section using the City's
digital submittal file upload website at http://www.chulavistaca. ov&oto/GIS. The data
upload site only accepts zip fomaatted files.

CC&R'S

37. Prior to approval of the Final Map, the Applicant shall submit Covenants, Conditions &
Restrictions (CC&R's) to the Director of Development Services for approval by the
Director of Development Services, City Attorney and City Engineer, or designee's. Said
CC&R's shall include the following:

a)
b)

c)
d)

e)

0

g)

Indemnification of City for private sewer spillage.
Listing of maintained private facilities.
The City's right but not the obligation to enforce the CC&R's.
Provision that no private facilities shall be requested to become public unless
100% of the homeowners and 100% of the first mortgage holders have signed a
written petition therefor.
Maintenance of all walls, fences, lighting structures, paths, recreational amenities
and structures, sewage facilities, drainage structures and landscaping.
Implement education and enforcement program to prevent the discharge of
pollutants from all on-site sources to the storm water conveyance system.
Identify if any common lots, driveways, or private facilities are proposed, or if
one sewer lateral is serving multiple units.

38. Said CC&R's shall be consistent with CVMC I8.44, and shall be recorded concurrently
with the Final Map.
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CHULA VISTA MUNICIPAL CODE REQUIREMENTS (ENGINEERING):

The following conditions shall be satisfied prior to approval of the Improvement Plans for the
Project, as determined by the City Engineer, or designee:

39. Any private facilities (if applicable) within public right-of-way or City easement will
require an Encroachment Permit prior to issuance of the first Building Permit.

40. All utilities serving the subject property and existing utilities located within or adjacent to
the subject property shall be under grounded in accordance with the Chula Vista
Municipal Code Section. Further, all new utilities serving the subject property shall be
under grounded prior to the issuance of Bnilding Permits.

VIII.     GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 66020 NOTICE

Purs iant to Government Code Section 66020(d) (1), NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
90 day period to protest the imposition of any impact fee, dedication, reservation, or other
exaction described in this resolution begins on the effective date of this resolution and any
such protest must be in a manner that complies with Section 66020(a) and failure to follow
timely this procedure will bar any subsequent legal action to attack, set aside, void or annual
imposition. The right to protest the fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions does
not apply to planning, zoning, grading, or other similar application processing fees or service
fees in com ection with the project; and it does .not apply to any fees, dedication, reservations,
or other exactions which have been given notice similar to this, nor does it revive challenges
to any fees for which the Statute of Limitations has previously expired.

IX. EXECUTION" AND RECORDATION OF RESOLUTION OF APPROVAL

The Property owner and the Applicant shall execute this document by signing the lines
provided below, said execution indicating that the property owner and Applicant have each
read understood, and agreed to the conditions contained herein.  Upon execution, this
document shall be recorded with the County Recorder of the County of San Diego, at the sole
expense of the property owner and the Applicant, and a signed, stamped copy of this
recorded document shall be returned within ten days of recordation to the City Clerk. Failure
to record this document shall indicate the property owner and Applicant's desire that the
Project, and the corresponding application for Building Permits and/or a business license, be
held in abeyance without approval. Said document will also be on file in the City Clerk's
Office and known as Document No.

Signature of Applicant

Printed Name of Applicant

Date
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Signature of Property Owner Date

Printed Name of Applicant

X* CONSEQUENCE OF FAILURE OF CONDITIONS

If any of the foregoing conditions fail to occur, or if they are, by their terms, to be
implemented and maintained over time, if any of such conditions fail to be so implemented
and maintained according to their terms, the City shall have the right to revoke or modify all
approvals herein granted, deny, or further condition issuance of ali future Building Permits,
deny, revoke, or further condition all certificates of occupancy issued under the authority of
approvals herein granted, institute and prosecute litigation to compel their compliance with
said conditions or seek damages for their violation. The Applicant shall be notified ten (10)
days in advance prior to any of the above actions being taken by the City and shall be given
the opportunity to remedy any deficiencies identified by the City within a reasonable and
diligent time frame.

INVALIDITY; AUTOMATIC REVOCATION

It is the intention of the City Council that its adoption of this Resolution is dependent upon
the enforceability of each and every term, provision and condition herein stated; and that in
the event that any one or more terms, provision, or conditions are determined by a Court of
competent jurisdiction to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, this resolution shalI be deemed
to be automaticaily revoked and of no further force and effect ab initio. "

BE IT URTHER RESOLVED, that the City of Chula Vista Planning Commission does
hereby approve the subject Tentative Subdivision Map (Chula Vista Tract No. 15-06) to
combine multiple parcels into one for 71 residential units, and one commercial unit for
individual ownership located at 795 Third Avenue, subject to the conditions of approval
contained herein.

SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS
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Presented by: Approved as to form by:

Kelly Broughton
Director of Development Services

Glen R. Googins
City Attorney

PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA, t fis 22nd day of June 2016, by the following vote, to-wit:

AYE S:

NOES:

ABSENT:

ABSTAIN:

Yolanda Calvo, Chair

ATTEST:

Patricia Laughlin, Board Secretary
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